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APPENDIX i 
DISTRIBUTION OF SHEEP IN NORTIRITTO MHIR. E 1547 - 164 
I 9-It-7 
(1 ) 
HUNDREDS OF TýE 
WEST DIVISION 
TOTAL 
SIEEP ; 'P 
J 
SHEEP 
per 
Sqame % 2p9 
HUNDREDS OF 
ION EAST DIV 13 
I'll TOTP-L 
Sýmp 3 
Sutton j70 2-X 1 1 
Rothmell TPOOO 105-0 
Warden 2., C20 60-53 Corby 4,500 48.5 
Norton 7,0001 202.9 Orlingbury 800 17-30 
Towcester No 1 rge fl cks Hamfordshoe No large aocks 
Cleley 
-114-00 
33.67 Hi&liam Ferrers 400 8-41 
Fawsley 10*800 i4o. 6 Huxioe ls700 25-83 
Guilsborou, &-, h 11"100 164-3 Navisforcl lx400 70.2 
Newbottle 32200 59.95 Polebrook 6oo 19.0l 
Spelhoe 300 l0e88 17il2ybrook No large flocks 
'Iymersley 3,, 400 
, 
60-39 
, 
Nas---aburgh 2. v 000 . 
271 2! j- -- 
FIAL 47a 920 98.06 To AT. 18., 400 35-18 
(2) 
TOTAL 
SFEEP 
SBEEP 
per 
TOT. 41 
&HEII, 
SBEEP 
per 
Sutton -ý,:, 6-00 126 8 Rothwell 9260 11+4.0 
ý, -Iarc .. le ,n 
3,600 47-94 Corby 7, *000 75-44 
Norton 6#400 185.6 Orlin, -;,, bury 2P700 58-39 
Towcester : L,, 200 59-17 Hairforcls. hoe 660 25.57 
U-1ey 11400 33.67 Higham Ferrers 700 . 
14-72 
Fawsley 8 
, 200 106.7 liuxloe Isawoo 23*87 Guilsborouggh , 7,600 112.5 Nav is f or d 12000 5o. 16 
Newbottle 22900 54.34 Polebrook lj400 4-4-34 
Spelhoe 400 14-52 Willybrook 560 12-75 
5ymersley 2.. 300 40-85 Nassaburgh 4s310 52.18 
TO TAL 
I 
, 
== 
41s600 
I J85-55 
- 
TOTAL I 29,, 830 157.031 - 7J 
EasternDi vi-- ion, 
__ 
only, 1609 - ýj U) 
Rothi-vell 
C orby 
OrliriLbury 
Hamfordshoe 
Higham Ferrers 
Huxloe 
Navis f ord 
Polebrook 
Willybrook 
bTassabt--&% 
TOTAL 
I 
13,, BE 
95 
6 4. 
8c 
98 
2,62 
127C 
3,6E 
IY5ý 
820-1 
48,. 6r 
(4) 
Qý RAN- 
pr ACCMM 
sym, m 
TOWL 
WA, 1636 
208,1 1 1 
96-1+5 2 2 
139.5 4 4 
30-98 10 10 
20.61 9 9 
39-81 6 6 
107.4 7 7 
116.5 5 
34,59 8 
'97-7 3 3 
T3.01 1 
(5) 
RAN- 
IaNG 
16i+l 
1 
2 
4 
10 
9 
6 
7 
5 
8 
3 
1, This distribution is calculated from B. Ms Addite MSSos 250084s 
fo . I-l1v . whi ch is a lis t of t Im 1 arge f lo ck a- of she ep in 1547. 
A1.1 flocks containing one hundred sheep or more have been added 
together for each hundred. The acreages of each hundred are given 
in Appendix 3. but they have been taken from British Parliamentar: v 
Papers, Population 3s 1841 Census. This distribution is plotted on 
Map 5. The lis t was made 3, in 1547, -to assess Northairptonshim's, 
contribution to Purveyance., The s upply of t Ir. royal household. 
The largest flocks were those of Sir Valentine Knightley at 
Fawsley ý2,500); the Copes of Canons Ashby (22000); thý Gifforas of 
Watford ý2., 000); Lady Lane at Sulby (2,000); the Omleys of Catesby (2,, 000); and 2,000 in the parisIms of Norton, Preston Deamry, ard 
Brarpton. Lady Russell possessed 1,500 at Clendons together with 
the Darrells of Welford. There was also a flock of 1,500 at Catesby. 
The Spencers of Althorp had 1., 200 together viiththc Andrewes of 
Charweltons and there was a 1., 200 flock at Grafton. The Caves of 
Stanford; the Lanes and Darrells at Ellington; tIn Andrewes family at 
- Daventry; the Dcrmersof Newbottle; Uie Barkers at Steane; and t1r. 
Treshams of Lyveden all had flocks of 1,, 000. Brackleys Button arA 
Oxenion parishes contained similar sized flocks. 
Unfortunately., the Sheep Poll Tax of 1549, mentioned by Beresford$ 
M., in Ag. H. es is pp. 9-16, and ii, pp. 15-30, does not survive for 
this county. 
2* The large flocks of sheep in each hundred in 1595 are among some of 
Miss J. Dore's notes on the Elizabethan gentry in a suitcase in the 
Northants Record Office. They are transcripts from Montagu papers., 
and the very similar totals for each division in 1595 given in H. M. C., 
Buccleuch MISS, iiip pp,, 40-1., suggest that these were t1m documents 
she examined. The distribution is plotted on Map 6. 
3o The large flocks in the east in3610 are contained in N. R. O., Brooke MSS., 
B-113. The ranking in column 3 is according to total number of sheep 
and not according to density of sheep. 
4. A purveyarce return of 1636., N. R. O., Fitzwilliam MSSs F(M)839j, does not 
give the total number of sheep., but 1he amounts paid by each hundred, 
which were determined by the total number of sheep, Therefore, the 
highest amount paid. by a hundred indicates that it contained the most 
sheep. Hundreds have been ranked according to amount paid. The 
highest amount equals ranking 1, 
5- N. R. O., Isham LISS., I. L* 2., 555* This is a similar document to that of 
1636. It only records amounts paid. The rarkings are in order of 
paymnt. 
- 
The highest sum equals ranking lo 
These 3 sets of rankings suggest that the rate for Purveyame 
remained the sam throughout these years. In 1623s a letter to -the Privy Council said that it ms forty years since the rates had been 
altered (N. R. O, s Finch-Hatton MSS, F*H* 3s826). Overall, this Appendix suggests that the east division gradually 
caught up the west in total number of sheep a ni on t 1r, eve of Civil Wars it may have had t1r- greater densily of sheep as well as a larger numbero 
2 
APPENDIX 2 
CASES OF ENCLOSUEE IN BEDFORDSHTRE AN) NOR7HAWTONSHIRE 
This list is not intencled to be exhaustive. For example., I have not 
looked at two of the classes of document mentioned by Beresford., M.., 
'Habitation versus Improvement: The Debate on Enclosure by Agreement'., in 
Fisher, F., (ed. ). Essays in The Economic axd Social Histcry of Tudor and 
Stuart Emlar-d, Appendix, pp. 67-69,, These two classes are Chancery., C-78; 
and. Exchequer, E. 123- 
But a check list cC those enclosure cases which I have uncovered may 
prove useful, Other local enclosure detail is contained in Beresford., M... 
op. ci .,, Finch., M... The Wealth of Five Northamptonshire Families, 1540-164 0 
N*R*S,, xix; Kerridge, E., The Agricultural Revolution., ani Apraria 
Problems of The Sixteenth Century and After; Godber., J.., History of 
Bedfordshire, 1066-1888; Pettit.. Po., 
-The 
Royal Forests of Northamptonshire., 
1558-17 , N. R. S., xxiii; Anstruther., Go, Vaux of Harrowden; Select Cases 
before the King's Council in Star Chamber, 150 Selden Society., xxv; 
H. M. C., llth Report, pt. vii, Duke of Leeds M. S. S; Cal. S. P. D., 1623ýn5; 
Cal* S. P. D., 1595- ; P. C. s i-ii, iii-iv., Tate, W., 'Enclosure Movements 
Midlan in Northamptonshire'., Northants Past and Present., i; Gay E.. 'The d 
Revolt and Inquisitions of Depopulation., 16071., T. R. H. S.,, N. S.., xviii; 
Parker, L. p 'Agrarian Revolution at Cottesbach, 1501-1612's Trans, Leics, 
Arch. Soc., xxiv$ Allan., D. j 'Agrarian Discontent under the early Stuarts 
and in the last decade of Queen Elizabeth', University of London, M-Sc-., 1950; 
Leadam,, I.., The Domesday of Enclosures. 
Refererzes from private collections are given firsts followed by those 
from public records. More analysis of enclosure riots is contained in 
Chapter 7. 
BEDFORDSHIRE 
PRIVATE COLIECTIONS 
Bedfordshire Record Office 
Lucas MSS, L. 25/101 : 1600; The Earl of Kent 
BO. IP335 : 1631; Leigh family at Leighton 
Chester MSS, CH. 7a : Litlington parish 
PUBLIC RECORDS 
Public Record Office 
Court d' Chancery 
C2/Jas. 1, B6/60' 
C: 1/952/69 
CI/1272/6 
C2/Eliz- U-13/35 
C2, /Eliz- S5/47 
C2, /Jas. 1. C1/60 
Bromsall family of Sandy 
1530's at Wymington 
1544 at Milbrook 
at Wootton 
at Whipsnade 
at Marston Moretaim., 16-14. 
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Court of Exchecuer 
B-323/27/98 : 1540's., Biggleswade and Sandy 
E-32V15/67 : 1540's. at Steppingley 
E-322/10/68 : 1538., at Kempston 
B-323/10/34 : 1540's. at Maulden 
E-112/1/15., 23s 155 : 1583-93., Biggleswade 
E. 112/1/65 : 1588, at Cranfield. 
E-134/26 & 27 Eliz/hlichelmas 27 : 1585 at Old Warden 
E 1W68/5 7 : 1603., at Ampthill 
E: 112/68/15 : 1607, at Elstow 
i Il VA? 0 : 1616 at Warden " : 11 : 1612 s at Dunstable 
State Par)ers 
B-P-IV971110 : 1618., Luton houses being converted into temmnts 
Court of Star Chamber 
STAC. 5AV66/37 : Swine shead on the HuntirZdonshire border 
STA-C-2/Vol-8/fo. 193 : ý29 at Southill STAC. 8/21ý/ STAC*3/3/22 : 1550' s. at Sharnbrook - STAC-8/216/30 
STAC-5/C-78/28 : 1567., at Lower Gravenhurst STAC. 8/229/23 at Warden 
STAC-5A. 5/22 : 1582,, at Tempsfcrd STAC. 8/235-/ý`7 
STAC-5/C-54/34 
- 
: 15&ý,, at Toddington STAC. 8/16/13 : various 
STAC. 5/B. 6ý/ 6 2 at Bedford STAC-8/138/12: at Luton 
ý STAC05/M 3 15 3 1567., at Lutc)n 
STAC. 8/7; at Pulloxhill 
STA. C. 9/63/26 at Eaton Bray 
STAC. 8/267/14p and 
8/275/2 at Pertenhall 
STA. C. 8/307/A9 at Leighton Buzzard 
Gentry Prosecuted for Depopulation in 1608 (from P. R. O. s C. 205/5`/3) 
Anderson of Byeworth Dyer of Colmworth Plomer cf Warden 
Boteler of Biddenham Francklin of Thurleigh Rotherham of Luton 
Cheney of Suxxlon Grey of Silsoe, Earls of Kent 
Crawley of Luton Piggott of Stratton 
I 
if 
NORTHAYPTOTIMIRE 
PRIVATE COLUCTIONS 
Northamptonshire Record Office 
Langton MSS., LT. 83 
Thornton MSS., The 520 
Fermor-Hesketh Collection., F. H-715: 
Cartwright LISS, C(A) 3047 
Silverman MSS,, S(G) 298 
Thornton LISS, The 574 
Th. 660 
Miscellaneous, YZ BP730 
YZ 7., 486 
Westmorland 11M., Box 2., Parcel Xiiij, 
Maunsell MSS, M(TM)59 
Young MSS,, YO. 1., 194 
Knightley LISS., K. XXII., 230a & 229b 
Brudemll MSS,, BRU. Is xivs 15 
BRU. 0., vi s2 
Society of Geneologists MSS., S. G. 111 
Isham MSS., I. L. 5.049 
Thornton LISS.. Th- 586 
Miscellaneous MSSp YZ. 1009 
Stopfcrd-Sackville USS,, S. S. 3., 749 
Finch-Hatton MSS,, F. H. 4, t252-43282 
Bateman-Hanbi=y LISS, BH(Y, )89, fo. 12 
Isham LISS, IL. 3POO6 
Finch-Hatton LISS, F. H. 2,601 
Thornton MISS, Th- 525/1 & 627 
Photostat 834 
Microfilm 48 
Leicestershire Record Office 
Braye MSS. , 1., 43J+ 
Lincolnshire Record Office 
Hawley MSS.., VC/14 
PUBLIC RECORDS 
Public Record Office 
Court of Chance 
C2, /Eliz. D. 5/61 
C2/Jas. I. P. 9/24 
C2, /524/55 
C2/Jas. I. A5/59 
C3/1043/47-51 
1590, at Teeton 
1593v at Norton 
1588s at Nortoft 
1632., at Aynho 
1612s at Gt. Houghton 
16239 at Dodfcrd 
1623s at Weedon Beek 
1620., at Edgeote 
1636v at Gretworth 
no- 4 : 1641, at Apethorpe 
1651s at Thorpe Malsor 
1656., at Loddington 
1659,, at Preston Capes 
1640t at Corby 
1640., at Corby 
: 1640's. at Collyweston 
1620's. at Faxton 
1637; at Cold Ashby 
1609,, at Tichmarsh 
2$626 : 1540's, at Lowick 
: Tweldon arxl Corby 
1619 2 at Kelmarsh 1606-7. at Hanging Houghton 
at Brarpton 
1586-90. at Badbv ani Newnham 
1631, at Wollaston 
1609 & 1633., on the Montagu estates 
: 1662.1 at Eydon 
: 16o6, at Gayton 
: 1601,, at Moreton Pinkmy C-1/1485/19 : 1550's.. at Upton 
: 1622, at Moreton Pinkney C2/Jas. I. Fý/14 : 1613., at (Creaton 
: 1590's,, at Pilton 
: 1616j, at Harringworth 
:, 153&-44., at Kelmarsh 
Court cf Exche qu 
E. 134/10 Jas. I/Baster 10 : at Gretton 
E. 134/17 Chas. I/Easter 16 : at Grafton 
E-315/117 -1540's. at Maxey E-315/130 1540's., at Rockingham 
E 323/2/51 . 1538, at Blisworth E: 1-12/32/157 1590s at Kettering 
E 132/32/39 1586s at Kettering 
E: 178/4318 at Geddington 
E-323/15/14 : at Easton Nesi; on 
E-178/5554 : 1634, at Gretwaoth 
E-lW32/20 : Mi-ItDn lialzor 
E lWW139: 1599, at Ufford 
E: 112/226/31) 1616-30, at Rothwell 
E, 112/111/255) 
E 11ý411/299 : 1622, at Shutlanger 
E: 178/5553 : 1635, at Bemfield and Brigstoclc 
5 
Court of Exchequer cont'd. 
E 112/113/291 : 1621,, at Ufford E 163/17/8, fb. l. : 1610, various 
E: 132/226/11 : 1627,, at Glendon E: 112/226/75 : 1632., at Preston Dearvry 
E . 132/110/176 : 1607, at Stottesbury 
Duchy of Lancaster 
D. L. 44/323 : 1582, at Raundes D. L. 4/4ý/12 : 16o5, at Raundes 
D L-44/392 : 1586, at Irchester D. L. 44/337 : 1583., at Wollaston 
D: L. 44/835 & 864 : 1610-11., at Irchester D. L. 4/8ý/39 : 1635., at Higham Fbxrers 
Court of Requests (Braybrook 
Req: 2/149/112 : 1558, at Harringworth. Req 2/398/46 : before 3-6190 at 
Req 2/207/38 : at I-Jelpston Req: 2, /163/55 : 1562, at Barton 
(Seagrave 
Req. 2/8/ý15 : at Stoke Doyle Req. 2/190/72 : 1561, at Blakesley 
Req-2/87/7 ; at Middleton Cherry 
Court of Star Chamber 
STAC-5/C9/40 1597, at Aldwi6de STAC. 2/23/29 
STAC. 5/C4`ý/23 1594,, at East Deeping STA. C. 2/24/362 /M ST&C: 5A7-37/23 at Lutton STAC*W2j 
STAC 5/H. 18/14 15912 at Irthlingbcr%gh STAC. 2132,1113 
ST-AC. 5/L-33/7 : 1570, at Horton 
STAC-5A]/ý6 
STA-C -5/EW13 : 1586-90, at Badby STAC-5/K10/17 
STAC-5/C24/25 at Cransley 
STAC. 8/244/14 at Tichmarsh 
STAC. 8/293/21 at Wappenham 
STAC-8/10/4 
STAC*8/243/21 N at Raundes 
STAC. 8/15V- 
STAC 6/123/20 : at Oundle 
sTAc: 8/i6/12 : 1608, various 
STAC-8/15/21 : 1608, various 
STA. C. 8/273/24 
STAC. 6/14V7 
STAC 8/198/21 
STAC: 8/215/8 
STAC. 5/li6/36 
1532,, at Warmingt on 
: 1533, at Whitfie lcl 
: 1536., at Barnack 
: 3.530's., at Easton 
: at Badby 
(Neston 
: at Davertry 
: at Stoke Bruerne 
: at Aldwinkle 
: 1578, at 
(Dulding. ton 
STP. C. 8/29ý/29 : 
STAC. 8/295/22 : 
STAC. ý/Iýý/27 : 
STAC-5/T. 26/-29: 
STAC. ý/J. 22/ýI: 
STAC. 5/&13/36 : 
SMCo6/18/12 : 
at Rockingham 
at Gt. Houghton 
1599, at Whittaebury 
15 98,, at Vkdttlebirv 
1581,, at Braunston 
1593., various 
1608, various 
6 
Gentry prosecuted for Depopulation in 1593 and 1608 
(from C. 205/5`/5; STLC. 8/5`/A. 13/36; STAC, 8/18/12; 8/16/12; 8/15/21, 
On depopulation., see Allison., K; Beresford, M; Hurst, J.., The Deserted 
Villages of Northamptonshire, University of Leicester, Department of 
Local History., Occasional Paper,, xviii. ) - 
Acton of West Haddon 
Bavide of Walgrave 
Belcher of Guilsborough 
Bernard of Abington 
Cave of Stanford 
Claypole of Northborough 
Cope of Canons Ashby 
Danvers of Culworth 
Dryden of Canons Ashby 
Dillon of Farthingstone 
Ekins of Irchester 
Fermor & Easton Neston 
Foster of Nassington 
Foxley of Blakesley 
Gage of Raundes 
Harby of Adstone 
Hatton of Kirby 
Humphrey of Barton Seagrave 
Isham cf Lamport 
Knightle, y of Fawsley 
Lane of %rton 
Montagu of Boughton 
Mordaunt of Lcrýick 
Mountstephen of I-aston 
Osborne cf Y-elmarsh 
Palmer of Stoke Doyle 
Pickering of Tichmarsh 
Reade of Cottesbrooke 
Samwell of Upton 
Saunders of Harrington 
Saunders of Fast Haddon 
Styles of Walton 
EVers of Loddington 
Tanfield of Gayton 
Tate of Delapre 
Tresham of Rushton 
Ward of Brayfield 
Watts of Blakesley 
Wilmer cf Sywell 
Wizeman cf Bozeat 
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APPENDIX 
POPUIATION ESTIMITES AM THEIR SOLPTES., FOR EVERY PARISH 
IN BEDFORDSHIRE AM NORM11PTONSHIRE, 1524-1676 
Parishes marked with a+ are mar1vt towns., and are taken from 
Everitt, A., 'The Marketing of Agricultural Produce', in Thirsk, J... 
(ed. )., The Agrarian History of England and Wales, 1ý00-164 , PP. 473-5. 
Parishes marked with an * are fbrest parisIrs. end are taken from 
Pettits P. J., The Royal Forests of Northamptonshire, 1558-17149 N-R-3-s 
xxiii., Tables XXII and XXIII. 
Density of population figures for hundredsp of vkiich -the population 
estimate for ore or more parish is missing., have been calculated with the 
square mileage of -bat parish omitted from the total square mileage of the 
hundred. For exarple., the population estimate of Eaton Socon, in Barfcrd 
hundred., Bedfordshire., is missing in 1603, Therefore,, the population 
density of Barford hundred is calculated by dividing Ihe combined - 
population of the other paridies by tha square mileage of the hundred, 
minus that of Eaton Socon. This practice has, been adopted wherever there 
are gaps in the Appendix,, and has been applied to overall densities of the 
county., as well, 
All the calculations in Ihis Appendix are mim., and tlx, - responsibility 
for any error is inine a3. one, 
This Appendix forms the basis of the demography section of Chapter 2 
and of Maps 8-13. 
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11 
2. 
Acreage of parishes in both counties has been taken from British 
Parliamentary Payers: Population 3., 1841 Census. This was before 
tha major reorganization of local government boundaries in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, and it should represent, 
fairly accurately,, the size of sixteenth and seventeenth century 
parishes. Thirsk, J., Sources of Infbrmation on Population, 1500- 
1760, recommends the use of directories,, dated about 1850., to 
establish population densities for the e ar: Ly modern period. All 
square mileage figures are rV calculation. -> based on these acreages. 
The 1524/5 Lay Subsidy is the most useful subsidy., fbr the purpose 
of population studies., which was levied in the sixteenth and seven- 
teenth centuries. It includes those who were assessed on wages. 
To estimate the population, roughly the same method which. was 
adopted by Pettit$ P. J.., The Royal Forests of Northamptonshize, 1558nw 
17 xxiii., Appendix IV.. has been used. He says that 
approximately one third of 11he population escaped the subsidy; 
therefore, om third of the total taxpayers recorded on 1he subsidy 
has been added to ihe total number of taxpayers. This agure has 
been multiplied by 4.25 to give total population., because the size 
of the family in ihe sixteenth and seventeenth century is usually 
estimated at between 4 ard 5 persons* For exarple., there are 16 
taxpayers for Aston le Walls, in Chipping Warden hundred Northampton- 
shire., on the 1524/5 subsidy roll* By adding a third 
Ms 
t1m total 
in 21,, and by multiplying by 4o253 the estimated population of Aston 
is 89* 4.25 was chosen because Marshall$ L.., The Rural Population of 
Bedfordshire, 1671-1921, B. H. R. S. xvi used it in her analysis of the 
hearth Tax, and the bedfordchire 
kecord$ 
Office has adopted it for 
population calculations from other sources. 
Pettit., P. J.., o cit,, Glass, D. V., 'Gregary King's Population Estimates 
of England wA Wales., 16951., Population Studies,, iii, pp. 338-74; aril 
Watts, S. J. and Susan, J. $ From Border to Middle Shire: Northumberlard,, 
1586-1625., P-85., use or suggest a multiplier of 4, Hoskins,, YI. G.., 'The 
Population cf an English Village$ 1086-1901; Transactions of The 
Leicestershire Archaeological Societys xxxiii, p. 19, suggests 4o25 
4.5. ands according to Local Population Studies, vii., p. 22, the 
multiplier is generally between 4o2 and 4.5. Schofield, R, Sas in Local 
Population Studies, 4 P-32., suggests 4.5; Laslett., P.., 'The Size and 
Structure of thTTI; usehold in England-over three centuries'. 
Population Studies, xxiii, po 199ffp uses 4.75; and Howell., R., 
Newcastle and the Puritan Revolution., pp. 8-9. and Harrisons J. s and 
Laslett$ P,, 'Clayworth and Cogenhoel, in Bell,, A.,, ard Dllard., R.,, (ed),, 
Historical Essays, 1600-1750., advocate a multiplier of 4-5 to 5.0. Bouch., 
CoMe. and Jones,, G*P*, A Short Economic and Social History of the Lak 
Counties, 1500-183 , used 4-5; and Hey,, Do, An English Rural 
Communi 
Myddle Under the Tudors and Stuarts., p*41,, and Falliserj, Do., 'Dearth 
Disease in Staffordshire, 1540-16TO". in Chalklinp Cos and Havinden, 
(ed., ), Rural Change arxl Urban Growth, 1500-1800o P- 72., used 5- 
So,, although MacCaffreys Wj, Exeter, 1 40-1640. for examplcs used the 
multiplier of 6,1 think eere is ample justification for the choice 
4*25 as the multiplier for this thesiso It also confirms the view of 
Hollingsviorth., To., Historical Demograph. v,, P- 327., arA Stephens, W. Bes 
Sources for the Histcry of Population and their uses., University of 
Leeds, Institute of Education, paper xi, poll, that the most frequent 
estimates of the size of the household or family are between 4 and 5 
and 
MIS 
of 
persons. 
Sheail,, Jo., 'The Distribution of Regional Wealth in Engip-nd as indicated 
in the Ley Subsidy Returns, 1524/5'. University of Londons Ph,, D,,, 1968,9 
and 'The Distribution of Taxable Population and Wealth in England in the 
early sixteenth centiryl,, Transactions of the Institute of British 
Geographers, 1v,, has made an exhaustive study of this subsidy. On page 
138 of his thesis, he says that Beafcrdshire bad the poorest documentary 
coverage of arV county. Only fragments of the retLrns for Flitt., 
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Manshead and Willey hundreds survive, or are legible. P. R. 0., E/17.5`/ 
71/109ollOO112. 
I have found legible returns for 17 of the 20 Northam tOnshixe 
hundreds., aria the borough of Northaupton. P. R. O., E7179/155/122-50 
128,130,132-3,136,145-6,, 154,159., 160- 11y totals of taxpayers have been 
checked with those of Dr. Sheail in Volume 2 of his thesis (Gazeteer)s 
and they closely correspond; and Pettit, P, J.,, op. ci .,, Tables =- XXIV,, also lists some 1524 numbers of taxpayers., with which iW : ffLgures 
also closely correspond. However., in all cases,, in these 17 hundreds., 
I have used icy own figures and calculations. Dr. Sheaills article (Transactions of the Institute of British Geopraphers, lv., p, 122) 
contains a checklist of taxpayers in Rothwell hundred* 
However, I was unable to find a satisfactory return for the hundreds 
of Hamfcrdshoe., Higham, Ferrers and Orlingbury; therefare the number of 
taxpayers for these hundreds has been taken directly from Dr. Sheail's 
thesis., Volume 2o 
In this way, the vhole of Northamptonshire,, except for 4 parishes, has 
been covered. 
3- Spuffard, M., Contrasting Communities,, p. 12., says that Dr. Schofield's 
work has demonstrated that the 1544/6 Lay bubsidy is as useful for 
population and social structure studies as that of 1524/5,, and Sheail., 
J.., Thesis,, P- 37., agrees., except that th-- wage earner has disappeared. 
Dr. Sheaills article, pp. 115 and 122, shows that there was little 
difference in the total number of taxpayers recorded in Rothwell hundred, 
or in the whole county of Northamptonshire., in 1524/5 and 1544/6. Smith, 
R. B., Land ard Politics in tie Reýgn of Henry VIII: The West Riding of 
Yorkshire, 1530-1t6, esp. ppo 85-120# makes extensive use of the 154IV6 
Subsidy. The method'of estimating population is the sarm as that adopted 
for the 1524/5 subsidy: (Taxpayers recorded + -j') X 4.25. 
The Bedfordshire returns are much more canplete than those of 1524/5. 
Only five parishes in Biggleswade hundred; two in Flitt hundred; and. 
rather more than half the arishes of Manshead hundred are missing cr 
illegible. P-R. O.., E/17Vý1/133s139., 146- P-R-O-.. B-179/156/192 is 
useful for determining rates of assessment. 
There is no reason, in this thesis, to uze the 1544/6 Subsidy as a guide 
to Northamptonshire population because tl-. e 1524/5 returns are so well 
preserved. However,, figures for Hamfordshoe, Higham Ferrers and 
Orlingbury hundreds are includeds partly because. originally I thought 
there was no way of obtaining their 1524/5 population and so I had 
worked the estimates out., and partly for possible comparisons. P. M.,, 
E-179/156/192, and 157/347. 
4- Chantry certificates appear to have been lists of communicants (Stephens., 
TI. Be., op. ci .. p. 10). They are found in P. R. O., E-301/45,, and some are 
printed by Russell,, J. C., British Medieval Po-pulatio . pp. 18-21., vhidh 
also gives a description of the source. These returns are suspioiously 
rounded to the nearest ten., and most commentators regard them as 
unreliable. However., the ten Bedfordshire and twenty two Northampton- 
shire certificates., vhich havebeen foundo are included in this Appendix 
as an interesting comparison. 
Historians and demographers have used various multipliers when attempting 
to estimate population from lists of communicants. Usually., such lists 
consist of adults over the age of sixteen., and adjustment is necessary 
to account for children. The Liber Cleri of 1603 and the- Compton Census 
of 1676 are mil-known examples of lists of communicants,, and Marshall., 
L.., op. cit., suggested anaddition of 40 percent to account for the 
children,, in her discussion of the Compton Census. Her multiplier was 
supported by Tranter, N.,, 'Demographic Change in Bedfordshire, 1670-1800's 
University of Nottingham., Ph. D., 1966. Hoskins, YI. G*,, op. citp adds 33 
percent., vbereas Cornwall, J. C*,, I The English PopuJa tion in the Early 
Sixteenth Century'., Ec. H. R.., 2nd s.., xxiii,, uses the 100 multiplier. 
.5 
Z7 
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Spuffora, M., op. ci ., p. 61., even suggests a 2,8 multiplier for the 
Compton Census. 
By comparison with other estimates in the Appendix, the multiplier of 
513 seems to be the best one to use for lists of communicants of these 
two counties. Chalklin, C., 'The Compton Census of 1676: Dioceses of 
Canterbury arA Rochester$., Kent Records., xvii, pp. 157-75ý uses this 
one; and,, according to local Population Studi; s., X., p- 71v it is the 
multiplier most frequently used. So., fbr Chantry Certificates., the 
multiplier of 513 has been adopted. For example, Tezpsford.. in Biggles- 
wade hundred., Bedfordshire,, had 240 communicants., and this equals an 
estimated population of 400- 
5. The Bedfordshire return of the 1563 Ecclesiastical Census is in B. Me. 
Harleian MSS, 618,, but there is a checklist in the B. R. O. Hoskins$ 
W*G*, op. cit., says there is little doubt about the substantial accuracy 
of the Census., but Cornwall., J. ý, 
I The English Population in the e arly 
sixteenth centiryl., op. ci .. believes that it underestimated the 
population., and a comparison of the 1544/6 estimates with those of 1563 
suggests that this may be true. However, Mr. Cornwall uses it in 'An 
Elizabethan Census: 1ý631, Records of Buckiri7hamshire, xvi., pp. 258-709 
together with Hey, D., opcit... p*41,, 
Every Bedfordshire parish except Everton Leighton Buzzard and Maulden 
are covered, and,, since it is a list of 
ýhe 
number of families,, the 4.25 
multiplier has been used (see note 2 fbr discussion of this multiplier). 
The Census does not survive for Northamptonshire. 
6. ' Godber, J.., History of Bedfordshire, 1066-1888, p. 216., estimated the 
population of 15 Bedfordshire parishes in 1600, using parish registers. 
These estimates are plotted in the Appendix. 
7. The 1603 Libcr Cleri for Bedfordshire is a list of communicants, ara it 
is printed in Wigfield., M,., Recusancy and Nonconformitr in Bedfordshire 
1622-18422 B. H. R. S., xx. Another copy is printed in Foster., C. Y1. j ýed. 
5p 
The State of the Church in the Diocese of Lincoln, 1603, Lincolnshire 
Record Society, xxiii. Returra for 6 parisIms are not given, and the 513 
multiplier has been used (see note 4). There is no comparbble source for 
Northamptonshire, 
8* There are only 4 surviving Protestation Returns of 1641-2 for Bedfordshire 
and Northamptonshire, They are those fbr the Northamptonshire parishes of 
East Haddon, Lanport, Marston Trusselly and Potterspury. (N. R. O. * Photostat 
749; Isham Correspondence, I. C. 3,260; Photostat 733; and Miscellaneous 
MSS.,, YZ. 49397). It is assumed that the Protestation was signed by all 
adult males., except marV catholicsj, and., therefore, to estimate the 
population., the figure needs to be doubled to adjust for romen., and then 
multiplied by 56 to account for children under the age of 16. This method 
has been adopted and follows that recommended by Stephens., TI. B.., op. ci 
P. 11. 
9. The Hearth Tax is a common source for population estimates. The Bedford- 
shire Hearth Tax of 1671 has been chosen because it is complete and is 
printed in Marshall,, L.., The Rural Population of Bedfordshire, 1671-1821, 
BoH*R. S.., xvi. The 1670 Northamptonshire Hearth Tax ýP. R. O.., B-179/157/ 
446) has been analysed for evezy individual parish., and it is complete. 
The 1662 tax does not include exemptions. However, the 1674 tax (p. Ro.,, 
B-179/254/14) has also been used for Northamptonshire hurdreds as a 
comparison with that of 1670- 
All inhabited houses have been multiplied by 4.25 to estimate total 
population (see note 2 for discussion of this multiplier); houses desig- 
nated as empty have been discounted. Miss Marshall calculated population 
from -the 1671 Bedfordshire Hearth Tax using the 4.25 multiplier.. and her 
results appear in the printed return. Her estimates have been accepted 
by Tranter., N., Thesis,, op. cit.,, and are used in the BoR. O. checklist; 
but I disagree with her results in certain instances. For the larger 
towns of Ampthill., Bedford,, Biggleswade., Kempston., Luton., Northill., Potton.. 
Sardy and Toddington,, my multiplication of inhabited houses by 4.25 
29 
results in a combined total of more than one thousand less than hers. 
In Dunztables I count 207 inhabited houses., which equals an estimated 
population of 880, but her result in 680. In the Appendix, I have made 
LV own calculations for evexy parish because of these discrepancies. 
100 The Bedfordshire Compton Census returns are printed in Wigfield, M. s Recusancy and Nonconformily in Bedfcrdshirej 1622-1842, B. H. R. S., xx, 
and thare -are no returns for four parishes. The multiple of 51, has 
been used because it is a list of communicants (see note 4. ) 
3 
The Northamptonshize Compton Census is in the Staffordshire Record 
Office, William Salt Library, Salt MSS. 33* There are no returns for 
34 parishes. Howevers this census for Northamptonshire presents 
problems fbr population estimates. When Bedfordshire returns are 
multiplied by 513 ; the results are comparable to those estimates 
established from the 1671 Hearth Tax; but the Northamptonshire returns 
total 84,, 695 individuals. If the 5/3 multiplier is used., a population 
of about 140., 000 is suggested., but the Hearth Taxes indicate a population 
for the whole county of between 95 and 98,, 000. Therefore, it is probable 
that the Compton Census is a list of total inhabitants for many parishes,, 
hut we have no way of knowing vhich parishes returned communicants and 
which returned inhabitants., and so it is useless as a source for population 
estimates. This is the conclusion reached in Local Population Studies, x. 
P-71j, and., for this reasons the census returni have not been tr7u; _slated 
into population estimates in the Appendix. 
3_1* The percentage change in population figures are rrrj calculations based on 
the estimates of population at various dates. 
12. After the percentage change in population calculations in Rothwell 
hundred., Northamptonshires there is a single column of figures headed M. 
These are the population estimates for the hundred by John Morton in 
B. M. s Sloane LISS-, 3s560, fo. 97-97v: A Comparison of Northamptonshire in 
1720 with the situation at the time of the Domesday Book (1720)o These 
are included for interests and as a comparison with those cf 1670 and 1674- 
30 
APPENDIX 
THE SOCIAL STEXTURE., AND ITS SOTJRCESj, OF EVERY 
PARISH IN BEDFO. USHIRE AND NORTHAWTONSHIRE,, 
1524-1674 
Parishes marked with a+ are ma t to wns . and a re taken from Everit t., 
'The Marlmting of Agricultural Producel,, in Thirsk., J., (ed. ),, The 
Agrarian History of Englard and Wales, 15OD-164 . pp. 473-5. 
Par Northairptonshire., parishes marked with a* are forest villagess 
and are taken from Pettit, P. J.., The Royal Forests of Northamptonshire. 155 
17 2 N. R. S., xxiii, Tables XXII and XXIII* 
Gaps in the columns mean that no details were given, or that they were 
indecipherable. 
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NORTHANPTOITSHIRE 
1674 Hearth Tax : Analysis by Hundreds 
ExenT- Other Houses Houses Houses Houses Houses of 
ted housesof of of of Of more than 
Houses 1 Hearth 2 Hearths 3 Hearths 4 Hearths 5 Hearths 5 Hearths 
Chipping Warden 253 188 99 45 23 17 24 
Clelcy 394 324 130 71 30 16 33 
Corby 825 564 238 124 69 34 51 
Fawsley 594 523 231+ 104 58 25 52 
Greens-Norton 308 3.88 87 52 21 13 20 
GuilsborouGh 423 369 175 60 29 15 29 
Hamfordshoe 499 232 155 90 39 21 26 
Higham Ferrers 376 390 158 95 40 16 33 
Huxloe 615 396 2U+ 134 57 34 47 
King's Button 591 334 213 109 74 32 60 
Navisford 129 lpj+ 52 37 is 10 12 
Newbottle 473 330 173 47 34 31+ 20 
Orlingbury 395 203 125 46 2-4 12 26 
Polebrook a5O 319 102 80 42- 28 35 
Rothwell 517 362 182 59 34 24 38 
Spelhoe 282 163 102- 36 22 4 20 
Towcester 267 165 73 48 2j+ 16 24 
Willybrook 36o 318 169 76 44 33 28 
Wymersley 489 318 161 69 32 29 28 
ITassaburgh 509 684 320 164 85. 52- ill 
NORTHALIPTON 249 133 162 78 53 36 92 
WHOLE COUMT, 8,693 6,627 
1 
3*314 
11., 
594 852 461 799 
Wellingborough 258 78 1 68 1 52 25 10 17 
50 
1. The 1524/5 Lay Subsidy vias the most comprehensive subsidy undertaken in 
the sixteenth arA seventeenth centuries. Only approximately one third 
of the population were not covered by it, according to Pettit, P. J*p 
The RQ)ral Forests of Northamptonshire, 1558-17 s N. R. S.., xxiii, Appendix IV. It is the only comprehensive subsidy to include a category of persons 
assessed on wages. Pettits P. J., opecit*., Thirsks Js English Peasant 
Farmin . Spuffords M., Contrasting 
rroýmmunities; Clark, P. 0 and Black, P., 
English Towns in Transition, 1520-1700; and Cornwall, J., 'English County 
Towns in the 1520's'. are some of the studies which use this 
particular subsidy as a guide to social structure. 
Pettit., P... op-ci -s p- 165t uses the following classift cation. Those 
assessed at upto Z2 were mainly cottagers with a fair proportion of wage- 
labourers. Those. assessed at between Z3 ard 210 were middling farmars,, 
husbandmen ani craftsmen; End. those assessed at more than 410 constituted 
the wealthy section of society., prosperous yeomen, businessmen and gentry* 
Everitt, A., 'Farm Labourers'. in Thirsk, J., (ed. )s The Agrarian History 
of Englard and Wales, 1500-16 . P., 397s says that those assessed on wages 
can generally be regarded as farm labourers in rural parishese 
These tffo sources are the basis of the methodology which I have used for 
social structure from the 1524/5 Subsidy. My categories are those assessed 
on wages; others assessed upto Z2; those assessed between Z3 and MO; and 
persons assessed at more than L109 
Unfortunately., only fragments of this subsidy survive for Be&fordshire, and 
partsof these are illegible. Most of Flitt and Willey hundreds are complD tes 
and. about a quarter of Manshead hundred is covered, but that is all. 
P. R. O. 2 E. l4/73/l33tl39vl46- Survival is much greater fbr Northamptonshire,, where seventeen of the twenty 
hundreds and the borough of Northampton are covered, although there are some 
gaps in Button hundred.. P. R. O. t B-179/155/122-5sl28#130,, 132-3#1362: L45-6,154m 159., and 160. However, in some parishes, not all the assessments are legible. 
In these cases.. the totals for those assessment categories which are legible 
have been entered in 1he columnss and 'rest illegible' has been written above. 
This explains why the total number of taxpayers for some arishes in this 
Appendix does not correspond. to ihe total number of 152V5 taxpayers., for 
the same parishes,, in Appendix 3- Sometimes., it is possible to count the 
overall number of taxpayers in a parish., whereas the individual assessments 
may be missing or mildewed. 
I was unable to find a completes legible 1524/5 return for the hundreds of 
Hamfordshoes Higham Ferrerss and. Orlingbury hundreds. In the population 
statistics in AppendAx 3.1 was able-to fill ihe gap by consulting Sheail., 
J, s 'The Distribution of Regional Wealth in England. as indicated in the 
Lay 
Subsidy Returns., 1524/5's University of Londonp Ph. D., 1968., Volume 2, which 
lists the total number cf taxpayers. However., clearlys he does not record 
their individual assessments. Therefore., I usecl the returns of 154)4/6, a 
subsidy which is discussed in note 2s fbr these hundreds., and thereby 
managed to cover the Yhole county of Northamptonshire* This fbrms the 
basis of Table XV in Chapter 2s and Map 15- 
Finallyj 1br some reason 1he 1524/5 return for Polebrook hundred does not 
record. anyone assessed on wages. It seems unlikely that there was no one 
assessed on wages in this hundred, and it probably reflects a local 
administrative lapse or deficiency. Indeed the variations in proportion of 
those assessed on wages are so great that they may reflect the vagaries of 
tax officials rather than objective social and economic differencess or at 
least an element of the former as Mell as the latter. 
2* Spuffords M., Contrastim Communities, p. l2s says that Dr. Schofield's 
work has shown that the 154/6 Lay Subsidy is as useful for population and 
social structure studies as that of 1524/5- Sheails J. s Thesis.. op. cito., 
P- 37 agrees, aLthoueh the wage earner disappears from the 1544/6-rolls- 
Sheails J... 'The Distribution of Taxable Population and Wealth in England. 
in the early sixteenth century's Transactions of The Institute of British 
Geographers, lvs pp. 115 and 122s demonstrates that there was little 
difference in the total number of taxpayers recorded in Rothwell hundred., 
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Northamptonshire. or in the county as a whole, in the subsidies of 
1524/5 and 1544/6. The same categories of assessmentS which were 
used for the 1524/5 Subsidy have been used for this one, Smiths R,, B,., Land and Politics in -ffie Reign of Henry VIII: The West Riding of 
Yorkshire, 1530-46, is the best example of the use of this source* 
The Bedfordshire returns are fairly complete, but approximately half of 
Flitt., Manshead., ard Redbornestoke hundreds are missing or illegible., 
together with about a quarter of Biggleswade hundred. As was the case 
with the 1524/5 Subsidy., in several parishes., the individual assessments 
are illegible., although the total number of taxpayers is calculable. 
This explains why the parish figures in this Appendix do not always 
correspond v&th the figures for the 15LA, 16 Subsidy in Appendix 3., fbr 
the same parishes. This subsidy forms the basis of Table XIII in 
Chapter 2. The Bedfordshire rettrans are P. R. O., E-179/7033sl3gP246. 
Since the 1524/5 Subsidy is mostly complete for Northamptonshire., only 
the three hundreds of Hamfordshoe., Higham Ferrers, and Orlingbury, which 
are missing from the 1524/5 rolls.. have been analysed from the returns of 1544/6- P-R-O.., E-179/156/192,, and 157/347. 
3. The Hearth Tax is a common source for the study of social structure, It 
has been used by Howell., R.., Newcastle and the Puritan Revolution; Clark,, 
P*, and Slack, P., op. ci .; Spufford., M., _op. cit.; ani 
'The Significance 
of the Cambridgeshire Hearth Tax'., Proceedint, -s of The Cambridgeshire 
Antiquarian Socl2ty - 53-64. Styless Pe., 'The Social Structure of lv, pp Kineton Hundred in -be Reign of Charles II',, Birmingham Archaeologica 
Society Transactions., lxxviii., P. 117s s%ys that Hearth Tax returns,, 
whatever-their value for estimating population, are the most valuable of 
all pre-nineteenth centiry records as a startin&-point for intensive social 
analysis. 
Everitt, A. 9 'Farm Labourers's in Thirsk, J,, (ed. 
). op-ci .. p- 397s says that most of those exempted from the Hearth Tax were probably labourers. 
Those who paid neither Church nor poor rate; persons inhabiting a house 
-worth less than Z1 per annums and not having any property exceeding that 
value nor an annual income of more than Z10; industrial hearths; and 
charitable institutions with an endowed income of under Z100, were all 
exempted. See 11eekines,, C. A.,, The Surrey Hearth Tax. 166 , Surrey Record Society, xvii, pp, xii-xiii; and Dorset Hearth Tax Assessments, 1662-4. 
Pettity Po. op. ei ., p. 182., says that most of those with houses of one hearth were cottagers., the poorer stratum, of vihich was exempt,, 
It is vorth summarizing Mrs. Spuffoxdla analysis of Hearth Tax returns 
combined with probate inventories$ which is in 'The Significance of the 
Cambridgeshire Hearth Tax's op. ci , This gives an approximate guide tD the social structure associated with each categary., and also., since Cambridgeshire borders upon Bedfordshire and Northamptonshires there may be some similarity between them. 
i hearth: most commonly 2-1+ rooms; the median value of the inventories 
of the occupiers was Z24,, and BWa had less than Z50. 
2 hearths: two thirds had 4-6 rooms; median value was Z60., and, 7_rf/o had 
Z10-. 100- 301% of yeomen in the inventories were in this group. The rest were probably husbandmene 
3 hearths: three quarters had 6-8 rooms; vast majority of occupiers had 
Z30-200. This categcry comprised the largest group of yeomen. 4 hearths or more: 6-24 rooms; five-eighths of the occupiers possessed. 
over Z300, and median value was Z360. In general, these were 
prosperous yeomen arxl shopkeepers. 
The 1671 Bedfordshire Hearth Tax is printed in Marshall, L., The Rural 
Population cf Bedfordshire, 1621-1921., B. H. R. S.., xvi. For this reason) together with its completeness, it was selected for analysiso The three Northamptonshire Hearth Taxes of 3.662., 1670,, and 1674 have been analysed. P*P,, Ooi 2-179/254/11, (1662); E-179/157/446, (1670); and E-179/ 254/34, (1674). The 1662 tax hasbeen analysed by parish,, because it is 
chronologically nearest to the erd of the Civil War., and it was thought 
that it mould more accurately reflect the situation of that period than 
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the later ones. However., it does not record exerptions., so for these., 
ard their percentages in every NorthanTtonshim parish, the 1670 tax 
has been examined. Finally, since 1674 is the most complote one., this 
was analysed by hundreds, arxl it forms the basis of Table XVI in 
Chapter 2., and of Map 16. 
No 1670 details are available for Clapton,, in Navisford hundred,, and 
Braybrook., in Rothwell hundred. The total number of houses is calculable 
and this appears in Appendix 3., but the number of hearths in each house 
is illegible. This explains why tIm total number of houses in this 
Appendix is 22,790 for 1670 Northamptonshire., compared to 22,901 in 
Appendix 3- Clapton had 19 houses., ani Braybroak 92, but it is impossible 
to tell how mar7 were exenTted, 
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APPENDIX 
PARISHES WITH AN ESTIMTED POPUIATION OF 14ORE 
MAN FIVE HUNDRED, 1524-1671 (1) 
BEDFCRDSHIRE 
Luton 1., 4621 
Bedford 1., 16o 
Leighton 1"1181 dfcrd ls 070 
Luton 
Bedfcrd 1., 892 
Leighton 1,879 
Luton 3-s840 
Eaton Soc in 
,,. 
120 
Dunstable 
807IPotton 
8W 
802ý 
NORMMPTONSIfI 
1524 
Northampton 2,665 
Wellingboroulh 
. 067 Peterborough ý 058 
Oundle 1,9003 
Towcester 829 
Kettering 744 
Biggleswade 6501 
595 
Eaton Socon 565 
Northill 561 
Dunstable 527 
Card. ington 527 
Cranfield 735 
Toddington 727 
Woburn 7.18 
Bigglesmde 705 - 
Biggleswade696 Higham Ferrem 663 
Shillington659 
Eaton Socon6591Cardington 6591 
Dunstable 633 
I Kemp s ton 6251, 
I Maulden 616ý 
Sandy 576ý 
Southill 575 
[Marston 
I Blunham 
1 
5481 
jAmpthill 5161 
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Stamford B=n612 
Rothwell 599 
Castor 582 
Raundes, 
. 574 Irthlinp-- 
borough 565 
Brigstock 544 
Brackley 523 
Button 510 
RE 
1670 
Northampton 3A81 
Peterborough 3., 017 
Welling 
borojýh 2,167 
Oundle 12619 
Kettering ls449 
Towcester IP317 
Daventry 1., 271 
Rothwell 1,101 
Brigstock 918 
Brackley 914 
Kieft 9fe 905 
Weldon 769 
Hipham Yýrrers 761 
Raundes 761 
Castor 752 
Potterspury 731 
Irthlingr 
borough 722 
Rushden 718 
Gretton 710 
Benefield 701 
Moulton 650 
Paston 650 
Long Buckby 637 
Brixworth 629 
Earls Bartm62,5 
Wollaston 620 
Stuford 
aron 616 
Cottingham 608 
Uddleton 
Cheney 603 
Sutton 582 
Finedon/ 
Paulerspury 65 
Syresham 
Passenhaxa 561 
Byfie? L/ 
Tic shý535 
Wilbarston 
Crick 
Ged/dington 531 
Weedon Beek 518 
Corby 514 
Aldwinkle 510 
BuEt ff 
r 510 a im 
Blakesley 506 
i. This Appendix is compiled from the estimates of population in 
Appendix 3- 
The 1544/6 Lay Subsidy for Bedfordshire is complete except 
for seventeen parishes and so there may have been more parishes 
with over five hundred inhabitants. There is no estima, te for 
Leighton Buzzard in 1563, but it is probable that' it was one of the 
three largest towns in Bedfordshire in 1563- 
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APPENDIX 6 
PARIKES WTPH TIE HIGHEST ýý, N ITIES. OF POPMkTION., 
1524-16741 
154Y6 
Over 90 
persons 
per sq. mile 
6 1611 
Over 100 
persons 
per sqo mile 
NORTHANTS 
. 
1524 
Over 100 
personz 
perý sq. mile 
i 67o 
Over 150 
persons 
per sq. mile 
Over 90 
persons 
per sq. mile 
Dunstable 650.6 Dunstable 781.4 Dunstable lsO86 Northampton 1,325 Northanpton 1ý. 69 
Bedford 337.2 Bedford 33-Iol Bedfcrd 549-9 Towcester 190. ý' 
Kettering 326J+ 
Shefford 182-3 Sheffcrd 170-9 Shefford 305o8 Higham 187, E Peter- 
Ferrers borough 318o9 
&mpthill 15Ll Husborne 118.1 Potton 233-1 Stamfcrd 181.3 Welling- 
Crawley borough 309-1 
Will i ngto n 126.8 Biggleswacb 107 Ampthill 17lo4 Kettering 167-6 Towcester302*8 
Potton 118.6 Potton 98-83 Elstow 157-1 Wansford 161. E Thrapston290-3 
Elstow 116oo Ampthill. 94.66 Maulden 153.2 Welling- Moulton 247ol 
borough 152 "1 
Blunham. 115o3 Elstow 92.85 Husbone North- Earls 
Crawley 148.91 borough . 149,, Barton 227-3 Husbone 
Crawley 105.9 CaddingtDn92,26 Uoburn 143-5 Lamport 149.3 Middleton 
Chemy 216.9 
Holwell 104.0 Cranfield 134.4 Easton Higham 
Neston 148,2 Ferrers 215,. 6 
Biggleswade 98,63 Leighton 134 Mo ultD n 143: ý Bracklcy 209.6 
HarlingtD n 91. Eýj Eversholt 125-8i Rockingham 134 Dudding- 
ton 202-7 
Cople 90,26 cheiiingtonill. 6 Thrapston 134. Rothwell 202 
Barton 109.0 Woodford 132. Daventry 198.9 
Stevington 107,2 Lt, Oundle 195o5 
Houghton 131,61 
Lois 163.4 
Rushden 109,9 Passenhaml6l. 2 
Rothwell 109.9 Gt 0 Doddington) - ý Glinton 108-1 EPRtndon 
ar )159-5 
Gt. Doddingtc)nlo7.7 Lt, 
Houghton) 
Gt. Billing 107.4 Geddin 159 
Bulwick . 107.0, Nassinog'=n 157-5 - ' Rotherstba pel0b. 9 , Tho e R M 57 i , or 153-7, 
Flitwick 107.1 Nassington 131- Weedon 
Beek 154 
Lid, lington 106,9 Earls Barton 123 -7 North- borough 187-4 
Blunham 106.2 Oundle 121.4 Wansford 183.5 
Biggleswade305.6 Peakirk 121.4 Stamford 
Baron 182-3 
Henlow 105-4 Brackley 11919 Gt. (I-eaton376.4 
Harlington 104.0 Blisworth 119.8 Hellidon 171,, 8 
Holwell 104.0 Middleton Kings- 
Cheney 117.6 thorpe 168 
Pavenham. 103-9 Fotheringhajll4.5 Potters- 
pury 166.2 
Eaton Bray 103-4 Islip 113.1 Pushden 165.8 
Clophill 103 Cosgrove 112--7 Kil to n 
Malzor 165.4 
Tingrith 101.6 Peterboroughill. 8 Eydon 164*4 J 
Ydngsthrope 110.41 Weedon 
NORTHANTS 
1524 
Over 100 
persons 
per s q, mile 
Wojffln 106.1 
Paulersjury 
05e2 
Irchester 1Uý-5 
Harring- 
, worth 101-5 
Potters- 
PUX7 10104 
Milton 
Malzor 101 
Over 150 
persons 
per sq, mile 
Peakirk 152,1 
This Appendix is compiled from material in Appendix 3. 
The 15W6 Subsidy fbr Bedfordshire is complete except for seventeen 
parishes. 
The 1563 Bedfordshire estimates do not include those for Leighton arA 
Mauldens which may conceivably have had high densities. 
There is no estimate for Stamford Barons Northamptonshire. in 1521+ ani 
this may have been densely populated. 
In Northamptonshires in 1670., there were also 71 other parishes, with 
densities of over one hundred persons per square mile, 
Area of parishes. is given in Appendix 3s and it is t? Lken from British 
Parliamentary Papers, Population 39 1841 Census. 
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APPENDIX 
PARISIES WITH TIE GREATEST AID SMALIEST 
INCREASE OF POPULATION., 1563-1671 
(BEDFORDSHIRE), AID : L5?, L-1670 (NORTHANPTONSHIRE) 
BEDFCRDSHIRE, 1563-i671(l) 
More than Trebled 
Percentape Increase 
Upper Stondon 962.5 
Cranfield 321.9 
Holwell 253.3 
Woburn 213.5 
Increases of Increase of less 
between double than 25 per cent 
and treble 
I 
aselPercenta&e Increase 
Sandy 188 
Sundon 177-5 
Clophill 170-9 
Wrestlinavarth 158.8 
Flittori/Sil. soe 158.1 
Tilswcrth 347-7 
Hockliffe 3J+7.2 
Clapham 137-7 
Potton 135-8 
Tilbrook 130-5 
Totternhoe 129.2 
Luton 128 
Stotfold 121.6 
Hawnes 117 
Vfymington 113-2 
Higham Gobion 112-5 
Milbrook 108-5 
Shelton 106-3 
Asplay 103.4 
Cople 
Colim, rorth. 
Roxton 
Ravensden 
Houghton 
Conquest 
U. Staughton 
Bromham 
Salford 
Bolnhurst 
Melchbourne 
Tempsforcl 
Arlesey 
Willington 
24.61 
19.56 
19-45 
17-45 
16 . ? j+ 
16.15 
12,5 
3.1.8? + 
10,92 
3-03 
1*78 
1.61 
1.07 
Decrease 
Decrease 
Biggleswade 1,28 
Eýrworth 1.64 
Stagsden 1-75 
Edworth 1.96 
Cokaym Hatley 12,73 
Studham 17,2 
Potsgrove 23.63 
Caddington 41-17 
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NORTHA, I? TONSBIRE, 1524-1670 
(2) 
re 1h an trebled Increase cC Increase of less 
between double than 25 percent 
land 
treble 
I 
Uendon 
Daventry 
East Haddon 
Crick 
Staverton 
Gt, Creaton 
Lilbourne 
West Haddon 
Whittlebury 
Increase 
400 
32Q*S 
271-9 
247.1 
244 3 
239: 1 
233.7 
225 
224,5 
reaselPerc 
Spratton 193-9 
Peterborough 185.1 
Guilsborough 184.4 
Long Buckby 183-1 
Hellicb n 177.8 
Syresham 177-0 
Passenham 175 
Welton 174-8 
Holcot 170-4 
Clipston 167-8 
Welfo rd 165-1 
Dud. dington 162.1+ 
Harlestone 160.1 
Laxton 159-7 
Stoke BruerncI58.6 
Lt. Bowden 157.6 
Denton 153-8 
Yelvertoft 153.7 
Dallington 150 
Aynho 141-9 
Eydon 139-1 
Weedon Beck 138-7 
Newbottle 137-5 
Ashby Ste 
Ledgers 129.6 
Pattishall 125.3 
Church Bramp- 
ton 123e6 
Ashton 121-7 
Evenley 121.4 
Bugbrook 120 
Thrapston 116.3 
Corby 112.4 
Clay Coton 111*8 
Oxendon 1080 
Kilsby 107-5 
Harpole 106 
Geclaington 105.1 
Well I ng-- 
borough 103-1 
Roade 103-1 
Floore 102 
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Stationary or 
Decrease 
e Percentage 17ecrease 
BrockhallySyweli Stat- 
HbrtonýPlumpton 
j 
ion- Rads to M" Blip to 
Thorpe Mandevill-) 
Viappenham)Wittering) 
Rothersthorpe 0-5 
Harringworth 1.86 
Blathorwick 1.92 
Gt. Billing 2.3 
Islip 3-31 
Gt,, Houghton 3-55 
Chalcombe 4-19 
Cranford 4-30 
Barnack 5-44 
Cogenhoe 5-71 
Lutton 6.6 
GteHarrowden 7.56 
Ufford 8-33 
Southwick 8-72 
Wakerley 10.0 
Loddington 10-57 
Stoke Doyle 1110 
Fast Maudit 11.48 
Stanford 12-07 
Warmington. 13-09 
Brampton 14.29 
Luddington. 14-54 
Blisworth 14-87 
The nf cr d. 2Jý. -51 
Dodford 34-39 
Aston le Walls 23 .59 
Gt. Addington 21.66 
Arthingworth 21.43 Easton 
Lt. Houghton 21o26 
Desborough 20.8 
Nassington 20*0 
Stanion 19.11 
Collyweston 18.63 
Dingley/ 
Pilton 17-07 
Paulerspury 16.5 
Sudborough 16.34ý 
Chelveston 15-841 
Higham Ferrersl4-78 
Charwelton : L4.61 
Gt. Oakley 14.29 
Button 14-11 
Culworth 12-97 
Weston-by- 
Wellard 12-5 
Polebrook 12.4 
Alderton 12.27 
Cosgrove 12.26 
Lt. Oakley 12.25 
Prestan 
D e- -a r-r-. ry 11.771 1-Unton and Steam 20-32 
Tichmarsh 11-1+7 Abington 21-31 
Tiffield 10.92 Fotheringhay 21*43 
Wanzford. 10082 Orlingbury 22.36 
Etton 9088 Edgcott 22.45 
Woodford 9,, 42 Lamport 22o92 
Maidwell 9.28 Deene 25-87 
Rockingham 9oO9 Easton Neston 30-73 
Sutton Bassett 9-08 Lt. Billing 31.62 
Glinton 8*82 Kislingbury 34-72 
Cotterstock 8.16 Lilford 35-48 
Hardwic 
Lowick Cransley 7o27 Warkton 
35-91 
36-51 
Grafton 
Underwo od, 
Pytchley 6 -5' Fawsley 
3Z 1+3 
3 : 18 
Barnwell A11S. 5o23 Whiston 4 -47 Gretwarth 4-71 Weekley 42-79 
Barnwe 11, St. A. 4-37 Hemingto n 44-34 
"dstone 3.92 Kelmarsh 44-5 
Rushton 2-31 Sulby 
U t 
44-73 
08 46 Carlton on n 2.09 ffewton . 47.06 Apethorpe 1.65 Clapton 52-36 Farthingstone 1.36 Barton Seagrove 61.1+5 Stamford Baro n 0.65 Catesby 63-24 
Markholm 65-79 
Canons Ashby 74-8 
1, These changes are taken from Appendix 3- Upper Standon was a small 
parish which increased its population from 8 to 77s 1563-1671- 
Similarly., Holwell was a small parish whose population rose from 30 
to 106. The percentage increases exaggerate the population increase 
in these two small villages., and Ihe really significant growth took 
t lace in -be larger towns of Cranfield ard Woburn. 
increases are calculable fbr Everton, Leighton Buzzard and Maulden 
because of Ihe absence of 1563 population estimates, 
2. These changes are taRenfrom Appendix 3* Glendon's population rose 
from 5 to 25, in these years2 so tIn percentage change exaggerates 
the real growth. No increases are calculable Ibr Ellington., 
Farthinghoe, Stottesbury and Warkeworth because of the absence of 
152)+ population estimates. 
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APPENDIX 8 
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF TIE MOST POPULOUS 
SETT12MTS IN BEDF0RDSHIlE (1544/6 and 1671). 
AID ITORTHANPTONSHIRE (1662 and 1670) - 
BEDFCRDSBIRE 
Social Structire from the 154.4/6 Subsidy of settl ments 
with an estimated population ocr more than 500 
Total Number % Number % Number % 
number of Assessed age A-s-sessed age Assessed age 
Taxpayers up to at aver 
AsPegggents 92 L3-10 X10 
are legible I I 
Luton + 152 69 45.4 68 44-7 35 9.9 
Bedford + 206 124 60.2 60 29.1 22 10-7 
Leighton + 125 78 62.4 44 35.2 3 2-4 
Biggleswade + 109 65 59.6 39 35-8 7 4.6 
Blunham 105 75 71.4 27 25.7 3 2.9 
Eaton Socon 101 67 66-3 28 27-7 6 6. o 
Northill 99 74 74-7 21 21.. 2 4 4.1 
Dunstable + 93 51 54,8 34 36.6 8 8.6 
Cardington 93 60 
564-5 1 
31 
133-3 ,2 
2.2 
Social Structire of marInt tc)wns and settlem(Dnts with more than 
500 inhabitants from the Hearth Tax of 1671 _ý2) 
Percent 
of - 
Houses 
'ýxempted 
Percent 
of o1fier 
I Hearth 
Houses 
Percent 
of exempt 
and 
1 Hearth 
Houses, 
Percent 
of 2 
Hearth 
Houses 
Percent 
of 3 
Hearth 
Houses 
Percent 
of 4 
Hearth 
Houses 
Percent 
of Ib=z 
with 
more 
than 4 
Hearths 
ercent 
ofIbuses 
with 4 
Hearths 
and 
above 
Bedford 32.6 22.7 55-3 17-1 8.3 7.0 12.3 19-3 
Leighton 
Buzzard + 22.62 28.05 50.67 21-72 11-54 7-24 8.82 16.06 
Luton 31-18 19.4 50-58 17-32 14,12 8-31 9.47 17-78 
Eaton Socon 26.69 43.98 70.67 12,03 7-14 3-01 7-14 10-15 
Duns table + 45-88 10.63 56-51 11-11. 3-3-04 7-25 12,08 19-33 
Potton + 23-81 36-51 60-32 14-81 8.46 8.89 7-4-1 16.3 
Cranfield 26.01 42-78 68-79 15.61 10.08 1.73 2.89 4.62 
Toddington + 23-40 35-10 58-5 18-71 13.45 4.09 5-26 9-35 
Wob ur n+ 34-32 26.63 60.95 14.20 lo. o6 loo6 4-73 14-77 
Biggleswade + 6.71 40.86 47-57 16-46 17.08 7.93 10-97 18-9 
Shillington 22.08 23-37 45-45 26.63 3-7-54 1 5.19 5-19 10-38 
Cardington 27-10 40-0 67.1 16.3-3 3.87 , 5.81 7-10 12.91 Kempston 22-45 31-98 54-43 24-49 7.48 5-76 8-84 13.6 
Maulden 26.89 44.14 71-03 1-1*04 11004 2,07 4.83 6.9 
Sandy 15-55 36,29 51-84 24-44. 11-85 3.70 8.15 11-85 
Southill. 32.6 27-41 60.01 18*52 8.89 2.96 9.63 12-59 
Marston 24.8 44-19 68.99 13 95 6-97 3-88 6.20 10008 
Blunham 11.62 41.86 53-48 32: 56 6.98 2.33 4.66 6.99 
Amp thill. + 19.84 . 12-40 32,21+ 26.44 3J+. 88 9.92 16-53 26.45 CamptorV !, 
Shefford + 27-77 31-75 59o52 8-73 16.66 5.55 9.52 15-07 
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ITORTHA ITTONS HIRE 
Social Structure from the 1662 arxl 1670 Hearth TaXeS of those 
parishes with an e, mated population of more than five 
hundred in 1670 
_ _M 
Percent 
Exempt 
in 
1670 
Percent 
of 1 
Hearth 
Houses 
IE 
PerceM 
of 2 
Hearth 
Houses 
62 MARýH TAX 
Fercent; rMcent 
of 3 of 4 
Hearth Hearth 
Houses Houses 
Percent of 
Houses with 
more Ihan 
4 Hearths 
Percent of 
Houses with 
4 Hearths 
ard above 
NorthanTton + 30.4 
1 
28.09 28-72 14.46 8.39 20-33 28-72 
Peterborough+ 28,87 56-76 16.42 11.91 5.06 9-85 14-91 
Wellirg, borou&* 50,98 40-71 22.69 '20.1 8-76 7-73 16.49 
Oundle + 10-76 36-53 21.74 19-56 4-78 17-40 22*18 
Kettering + 33-43 47-0 25*0 24-00 8-5 5-50 14-0 
Towcester + 43-54 32.4 26. o8 18-E4 9.42 13-04 22-46 
Daventry + 44-15 37.64 17-42 15-73 13-48 15-73 29.21 
Rothwell + 52.89 51-09 27-17 9-78 7-61 4-35 11.96 
Brigstock 4.1.66 59-43 28.98 7.25 1.45 2o9O 4-35 
Brackley + 27-91 47-58 21.09 10.84 9.64 10-84 20.48 
King's Cliffe+ 43-19 47-47 22o22 11011 10,1 9.09 19,19 
Weldon + 43-09 64o45 18-89 5-46 3-33 7-78 11,11 
Higham Ferrers 37-98 29-59 26-54 19-39 9-18 15-31 24o49 
Raundes, 22-35 58-83 21.01 10.92 6-72 2.52 9.24 
j 
Castor 29-38 57-81 22.66 6.25 8-59 4.69 13.28 
Paulerspury 38-95 65.48 28-31 2.65 0.88 2.65 3.53 
Irthlingboroug 41-78 54-93 30-98 7-04 5.63 1.41 7-U+ 
Rushden 36o68 52-17 22.82 13-04 6*52 5.44 11,96 
Gretton 38-32 
1 
63-43 18.65 5.22 5.22 7-46 12.68 
Benefield 41-81 
148-32 1 
25-84 
114.61 9 
3o37 7.86 11.23 
Social Structure of those six other parishes, with more than 
500 inhabitants in 1670, vihich had a higher percentage of 
houses exempted from the 1670 Hearth Tax than Wellingboroup 
Moulton 52,29 4-8-89 35-55 13-34 0 2.22 2.22 
Brixvmrth 55.4 56.66 20*0 5.0 5.0 13-33 18-33 
Burton Latimr 52.49 61.34 22.67 8.0 2.67 5-33 8. o 
Middleton 
Cheney 52.11 47,43 28.2 16.66 3.85 3-85 7-7 
Passenham 52.26 66.19 34.08 4.22 2.82 12.68 15-5 
Syresham 54-88 
1 
60.66 24.6 6.56 3_. 28 4-92 8.2 
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This Appendix is designed primarily to compare the social structure 
of Dunstable and. Wellingborough with that of other populous towns., and, it 
is particularly relevant to Chapter 8. 
These figures are taken from Appendix 4., where sources are listed and 
discussed. Appendix 5 lists the parishes with more than 500 
inhabitants. Parishes designated + are market towns. 
2. These percentages are calculated from the details of social structure 
from the 1671 Hearth Tax, which are contaimd in Appendix 4- Readers 
are referred to that material. Appendix 5 lists the towns with more 
than 500 inhabitants., and the symbol + signifies a market town. 
3- These percentages are calculated from the details of social structure 
from these Hearth Taxes., vhich are contained in Appendix 4. Readers 
are referred to that material. Appendix 5 lists the most populous 
settlements,, and + signifies a market town, 
Since one purpose of this Appendix is tc) compare Welling-borough to 
other populous settlements,, ard because Wellingborough's proportion of 
exempted houses in 1670 was particularly highj, only ihe social structure 
of those other parishes which contained more than five hundred inhabitants., 
and which had a higher percentage of exemptions than Wellingborough., have 
been included in the Appendix. Those parishes with more than 500 inhabitants 
which had smaller proportions of exemptions do not concern us, here* 
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APPETMIX 
FARISIES WITH THE HIGHEST AND LaTEST PROPORTION 
OF HOUSES EXEIPTED FROM UIE HEARTIJ TAX, AID WITH 
THE, HIGHEST NMABER OF EXEMPTIONS ý1) 
BEDFORDSHM, 167 
Highest percentage 
of houses which 
were exempted 
Lowest percentage 
of houses which 
were exempted 
NORTIWIPTONSHIIE, 16 
Highest percentage Iowest percentage 
of houses which of houses which 
were exenpted were exempted 
Shelton 54-83 Astvdok Abington 70-58 
Turvey 52.43 Battlesden Harlestone 69.65 
Wrestlingwcrth 50 Cokaym Hatley Abthorpe 64.65 
Hawnes 46-15 Edworth Kelmarsh 64-51 
Dunstable 45-88 Byworth Lamport 63-95 
Goldington 45.64 Farndis h Dallington 63-33 
Hookliffe 43-75 Kno tting Wel to n 62-33 
Deane 42-36 Melchbourne 0 Church 
Flitto4/Silsoe 41-37 Meppershall BrarV to n 62-07 
Button 40-34 Northill Gayton 61-7 
Potsgrove Walgrave 61. o5 
Salford East Carleton 60.87 
Upper Stanclon Haselbeach 58.82 
Warden Old 58-75 
17hipsnacLe Brixworth 55-40 
Willington Bulwick 54-91 
Syresham 54.88 
Stanion 53-98 
Plumpton 53-86 
Whiston 52.91+ 
Rothwell 52.89 
Twywell. 52-5 
Burton Latimx52.49 
Moulton 52.29 
Passenham 52.26 
Middleton 
Cheney 52.11 
Slipton 52.0 
Yardley 
Hastings 51.46 
Pitsford 51.16 
Rothersthorpe 51-06 
W613-ingborough)50 98 ht Gt H )0 on oug . Oxendon 50.66 
Guilsborough 50.65 
Duddington 50-48 
Sutton 50-36 
Harringwor th 
Gt. Oaklr_y 
Piddington 
I 
50-0 
Quinton 
Wakerley 
Weston 
Gt. Bil Ii ng 
Catesby 
Etton 
Eye 
FawslW 
Glendon 
Luddington 
Marholm 
Newton 
Bromsworld 
Stamfcrd. Baro 
Stottesbury 
Sulby 
Thornhaugh. 
0 
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BEDFCRDSHME, 167 NORTHAIPTONSHIIE, 1670 
Highest number cf exemntions Hiphest number cf exemDtions 
Bedfcrd 145 Wellingborough 260 
Luton 135 Northampton 249 
Leighton 100 Peterborough 205 
Dunstable 95 Rothwell 137 
Eaton Socon 71 Towcester 135 
Turvey 54 Daventr-j 132 
Kettering il4 
King's Cliffe 92 
Brigstock 90 
Brixworth 82 
Moulton 80 
Harlestone Weldon t 78 Middleton heney 74- 
Syresham, 73 
Irthlingboroughs 
Long Buckly 71 
1, This Appendix is compiled from the detailed lists in Appendix 4., 
where sources are discussed arAl noted. The hieýaest percentage 
column for BecLfcrdshire, 16719 inclixles all parishes which had 
more than 40 percent of their houses exempted; but thore were 
another 80 Nor thamp t ons hire parishes in 1670, which are not 
listed 3 with mare than 40 percent of their houses exempted, 
in 
addition to those in Ihe highest percentage column, 
The highest number of exemptions listed for Bedfordshire includes 
all parishes which possessed more than 50 exempted houses; but,, 
in addition to those in the Northamptonshire list, another 25 
parishes possessed mom than 50 exempted houses. 
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60: 
55: 
52: 
45: 
38: 
33: 
27: 
25: 
23: 
20: 
18: 
17: 
3.6 
15: 
34 : 
13: 
APPENDIX 10 
SIZE OF GENTRY HOUSES RýCQRDED IN 
TFM 1fARTH T&X ý 1) 
BEDFCRDSHIRE 1671(2) 
ITumber cf Hearths 
Earl of Bedfcrd(Vioburn)112. Abbis of Stotfold 
Napier aC Luton Vaux. of 11hipsnade 
Earl & Ailesbury 
I 
(demolished) 
(Ampthill) Wingate of Harlington 
Countess of Kent (Silsoe ) Hasledon or Golclingtoi 
Lady Wentworth Monoux: of Wootton 
(Toddington) Armiger cf Cople 
Earl of Bolingbroke St. John of Warden 
(Ble tsoe ) 11, Edwards of Lt, 
Earl of Bolingbrolo, - Barfor d 
(Melchbourne) Ventris of Campton 
'Huxley of Eaton Bray Cheney of Luton 
Luke of Cople Thomp son of Husborne 
Anderson cf Eyeworth Crawlqy- 
Osborne of Chicksands Vaux of Heath ard 
Crawley of Luton Reach 
Dyer of Colmwarth Sadler of Ampthill, 
Wall= of Bedford Snagge of Milbrook 
Palmer of Warden Barnardiston of 
Edwards of Arlesey Nor th il 1 
Gostwick of Willingtm Bury of Wootton 
Burgoyne of Sutton 10. Richardson of 
Daniel of Silsoe Turvey 
Becher of Renhold Cokayne of Hatley Charnock of Holcot Cokayne 
Becher of Elstow Neale of Pulloxhill. 
Wild of Houghton Snagge cC Marston 
Conquest Nodes of Southill Lady-St,. John (Tempsfbrd: Taylor of Eaton Socon 
Palmr of Warden Charnock of Salford Earl of Ailesbury Duncombe of Flitwick (Clophill) 
Watson of Ampthill 
Emx-y of Ampthi-11 
Bote3er of Biddenham 
Dyve of Bromham 
Grey of Eaton Socon 
Squire of Eaton Socon 
Squire of Ampthill 
Chester of Lidlington 
Alston of Odell 
Lady Chester (Ampthill) 
Duncombe of Battlesden 
Conquest of Houghton 
Conquest 
Taylor of Clapham 
Clerke of Ampthill 
TFM IEARTH TAX ý -L) 
BEDFCRDSHIRE 1671(2) 
Number cf Hearths 
Alston of Pavenham 
Bromsall cif Blunham 
7- Staunton of Milton Bryan 
Jones of Lidlington 
Nodes of Southill 
Bromsall of Biggleswade 
6. Hanscombe of Holwell. 
Among those below 10 
9, Nodes of Clifton 
Hunt of Roxton 
Edwards of Sandy 
Snagge of Marston 
Cobbe of Oakley, 
Fishe of Northill 
Blundell of Cardi 
(2 houses) 
Child of Poddington 
8, Cheney of Sundon 
Rotherham of Luton 
Sadler of Aspley 
Mordaunt of Oakley 
Neale of Deane-ý2 ho ý2 ho es) 
Cobbe of Sharnbrook 
(2 houses) 
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60: 
49: 
48: 
45: 
44: 
42: 
39: 
37: 
35: 
34: 
31: 
28: 
27: 
26: 
24: 
23: 
22: 
21: 
120, 
19: 
NORTHAWTONS= 1662 
. 
Number of Hearths 
Earl of Exeter(Burghley) 
Earl of Sunderland I 
(Althorp) ' 
Earl of Northam 
. pton (Castle Ashby) 
Earl of Peterborough I 
(Lovick) 
Earl of Banbury 
(Old Vaux house at 
Boughton) 
Earl of Westn=land (Apethorpe) 
Earl cf Cardigan(Deem) 
Lord Montagu (Boughton, 
rw, Kettering) 
Viscount Cokayne 
(Rushton) 
Cave of Stanford 
Yelverton of Easton 
Maudit 
C untess of Thomorid ZGt. 
Billing) 
Montagu of Barnwell 
Shirley of Astwell 
Elmes of Lilford 
St. John of Longthorpe 
Crewe of Steane 
Lord Fitzwillian(Milton) 
Earl of Exeter (Vfothorpe)' 
Hatton of Kirby 
Griffin of Dingley 
Knightley of Fawsley 
Lord Rockingham 
(Rockingham) 
Cartwright of Aynho 
Earl of Banbury (old 
Vaux house at Harrowden) 
Gray of Wellingborough. 
Holman of Warkworth 
Pickering of Tichmarsh I Isham of Lamport 
Fermor of Easton Neston 
Onley of Catesby 
Norwich of Brampton 
Lord Stanhope(Harrivori 
Knightley of Preston ape Egerton of Farthinghoe 
Compton of Grendon Compton of Sywell 
Palmer of Carleton 
Lady Fermor(ITorthampton) 
Langham of Cottesbrooke 
Morgan of Heyford 
Fleetwood of Aldwinkle 
Walcott, of Barnack 
. 8. 
Dryden of Canons Ashby 
Bernard of Abington 
Palmer of Stoke Doyle 
Arundell cf Stoke Bruerne 
, 7, Shuckburgh of Norton Kirton of Thorpe 
Mandeville 
Watson of Whittlebury 
Lynne of Southwick 
Nicholls of Faxton 
Haslewood of Maid: well 
Hanbury of Kelmarsh 
Dove of Upton 
L6. Tate of Delapre 
Chauncey of Edgcott 
St. John of Woodford 
Orne of Peterborotigh 
Wildbore of Wittering 
The Mayor of Northampton 
Fleetwood Northampton) 
Pickering 
ýOundle) 
15. Harby of Adstone 
Tresham of Pilton 
Norton of Cotterstock 
Goodman of Passenham 
Claypole of Northborough 
Stafford of Blatherwick 
Kirkham of Fineshade 
Warmr of Hemington 
Downhall of Cottineham 
14. Saunders of Welford 
Montagu of Lt. Oakley 
Atkins of Bulwick 
. Lord a son(Stoke Albany) 
Adams of Charwelton 
Clerke of Watford 
Woodhull of Thenfcrd 
Samwell of U n, 
Chibnall of 
ýOlingbury p 
Brooke of Oakley 
Jenison of Ircbester 
Preston of Weston Favell 
Samwell of Gayton 
12. Janson of Ashby St, 
Ledgers 
Lady Ynightley(Fawslcy) 
Nedham of Lichborough 
Lisle of Evenley 
Emyley of Helmdon 
Steward of Greens Norton 
Thornton of Brockhall 
Breton of Ravensthorpe 
Briscoe of Yarwell, 
Rulshoe of Finedon 
Sawyer of Kettering 
Saunders of Brixviorth 
Maunsell of Thorpe 
Malsor 
Byers of Loddington 
Quarles of Ufford 
Elmes of Warmington 
Lord Hatton (Brigstock) 
Danvers of Culworth 
11. Pargiter of Gret; vcrth 
Hacke of 
Peterborough 
Ekins of 2, ushden 
Morgan of Kings- 
thorpe 
Ward of Lt. Houghton 
10. Norton of 
Cotterstock 
Neale of Wollaston 
Thornton of Newnham 
Ifyrley of Flom 
Saunderson of 
Addington 
Harvey of Weston 
Favell 
Rainsford (Dalling- 
ton a ni Northamptcn) 
Bagshawe of Moreton 
Pinkney 
Andrews of 
Harlestone 
Freeman of Hifýham 
Ferrers 
Among those below 10 
9. Clerke of Potterspurv 
Blencowe of Marston 
Lawrence 
Tx'Yst of Maidford 
Elmosof Greens Ibrton 
Wade of Fotheringhay 
Poulton of Desborough 
Bourne of Ufford 
Pentlow of Wilby 
Catesby of Boton 
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8. Kenwick of Sutton 
On-ley of Plumpton 
Matthew of Bradden 
Washington of Thrapston 
Thoroughgood of 
Nassington 
Kinnesman cf Broughton 
Styles of Ufalton 
Wildbore of Glinton 
Tresham of Geddington 
Liongueville cf Cosgrove 
Butler of Preston Capes 
Levins of Evenlcy 
Steward of Pattishall 
Thursby of Castor 
Iongueville of Lt. Billing 
Guy of Isham 
6. Bemon of Towcester 
Bird of Bainton 
Foxley of Blakesley 
Watts of Blakesley 
5. Yanley of Spratton 
10 Only those families which were gertry in 1642 have been entered in this 
Appendix. This is not a complete list of those 1642 gertry families in 
Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire., because the main concern is with ihe 
larger houses. 
2. This is taken from the printed version of the 1671 Hearth Tax in Marshall., 
L.., The Rural Population of Bedfordshire, 1671-1821., B. H. R. So., xvi, 
The Brownes of Arlesey, yeomen in 1642, but gentry by 1671, had a 22 
hearth house. Sir William Glynne had a twenty hearth house at Suttonj, 
and Sir Philip Cartwright possessed a 16 hearth house at HawnesS but 
neither of these families were in Bedfordshixe in 1642. 
3* The 1662 Nort Immpt ons hire Hearth Tax is P. R. O.,, E-179/254/11- The 
Jacksons of Duddington, yeomen in 1642, possessed an eleven hearth house 
in 1662. 
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AMNDIX iI 
LIST AND ANALYSIS OF UM =31r. 
GEITM FWAILIES OF 1642 ý1) 
BEDFORDSHIRE 
DATE OF DATE OF ESTIULTED 
TITIZ SETTLESIMM ANN= 
IN INTC012 
COUNTY in Z 
PEERS 
( 2) 
Edward Bruce, lst Earl of Elgin BARONY: 16o4 1613 
(Airpthill) EARLDOM: 1633 
Anthony Grey,, 9th Earl of Kent BARONY: 1325 C13th 
(Silsoe) EA=om: 1465 
Will iam Russell. 5th Earl of BARONY: 1539 1625 
Bedford (Woburn) EARLDOM: 155Q 
Oliver St. John., lst Earl of BARONY: 1559 1415 
Bolingbroke (Bletsoe) EARLDOM: 1624 
Thomas Wentv=th,, lst Earl of BARONY: 1529 1634 
(Toddington) EARLD01,1: 1626 Cleveland 
(3) 
BARONETS 
Sir Thomas- Alston of Odell 1642 POST-1603 
Sir John Burgoyne of Sutton 1641 C13th 
Sir John Fishe of Southill, 1622(Irish) POST-1558 
Sir Edward Gostwick of Willingtm _ 
1611 C13th 
Sir Robert Napicr of Luton 1611 POST-1603 
(4) 
KNIGHTS 
Sir Edward Alston of Wymington PRE-1641 
l 
POST-1603 
Sir 1628 William Ashton of Tingrith PosT-16o3 
Sir William Boteler of Biddenham 1641 C14th 
Sir John Brackin of Eaton Socon 1628 POST-1603 
Sir William Briers of Pulloxhi: 1 1627 POST-1603 
Sir Roger Burgoyne 6f Sutton 1641 C13th 
Sir George Bynnion of Eaton M-1642 POST-1603 
Sir 
Eocon 
Henry Cayson of Harrold- POST-1603 
Sir Robert Charnock of Holcot 1619 3.540 
Sir Richard Conquest of Hought n C. 1607 C13th 
Sir Francis Crawley of Luton 
1 
1632 C3)+th 
Sir William Crayford of Ampthill 1621 POSD-1500 
Sir Lewis Dyve of Bromhan 1 1620 1510 
Sir William Fishe of Biggleswade 1617 POST-1558 
Sir John Hewett of Ampthill 1630'3(? ) POST-1558 
Sir Oliver Luke of Cople 1603 1510 
Sir Samuel Luke of Cople 1624 1510 
Sir Peter Osborne of Chicksandi 1611 1580's 
Sir William Palmer of Warden 1641 1627 
Sir John Rolt of Ravensden 1641 1578 
Sir Beauchamp St. John of Tilbr6ok 1619 14-15 
Sir Alexarder St. John of Thurleigh 1608 3415 
air Henry St. John of Sharnbrook 1619 1415 
Sir John Saunders of Potserove 1624 1552 
Sir Thomas Savage of Cardington 1616 i6lo's 
Sir John Thompson of Husbornc Crawley 1566 
ZI.. 750- 
2p 000 
500 
8., 500 
2#200- 
4#399 
1,9750- 
2jOOO 
700 
800- 
I., 000 
2., 000 
goo 
Is6oo 
i.. Ooo 
lj300 
500 
600 
10000 
800 
500 
650 
500 
500 
1,1200 
550 
500 
600 
P4 
0 
ca M 
qý, 
m 
RI P 
PU DE N 
PU DE CH 
PU DE P 
DE R 
RI 
1 
P 
DE P 
pu 
DE N 
Ri u 
less than5OO 
goo I 
RI R 
1 
p 
RI CH 
Ri Cil 
DE P 
DE 
CA DE P 
CA DE Rý 
R 
DE R 
CA 
PU DE P 
PU DE P 
DE R 
DE R 
RI CH 
p 
p 
PU p 
DE 
p 
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
DATE OF 
TITLE 
DATE OF 1 ESTIUTED N 
ETTLEMEliT ANhl= 0 
ej 0 IN INCOM 
COUNTY H _P 0 in Z Cb ýAIMA il IS 1 ý; 
PEERS 
Thomas. 1st Lord Brudenell (Deem 
David Cecil*3rd Earl of Exeter 
(Burghley) 
Charles Cokaym 91st Viscount Cu (Rushton) 
Spencer Comptons2na Earl of 
Northampton (Castle Ashby) 
IU. ldmay Fane. 2na Earl of 
Westmorland (Apethorpe) 
William$lst Lord Fitzwilliam 
(Milton) 
Edward, lst Lord Montagu 
(Boughton) 
John Mordauntlst Earl of 
Peterborough (Lowick) 
Henry,, 3rd Lord Spencer(Althorp) 
Charleso? ncl Lord Stanhope 
(Harrington 
Edward. 4th Lord Vaux(Harrowdený 
BAROIZ, TS, (3) 
Sir William Andrewes of Denton 
Sir Robert Browne of Walcot 
Sir Thomas Cave of Stanford 
Sir John Dryden ofCanons Ashby 
Sir Rowland Egerton of 
Farthinghoe 
Sir James Enion of Flore 
Sir William Fermor of Easton 
Neston 
Sir John Isham, of LamPort 
Francis Nicholls of Paxton 
Sir John Norwich of Braupton 
Sir Gilbert Pickering of 
Tichmarsh 
Sir Charles Shirley of Astwell, 
Sir William Tresham of Lyveden 
Sir John Wake of Salcey 
Sir Lewis Watson cf Rockingham 
Sir Christopher Yelverton of 
Easton Maudit 
1628 C14th 29200- CA, Ri u 
49399 
BARONY 1571 
FA= OM 1605 1526 2000 DE P 
Le n 1642 
(IrJz h) 1613 2-3POO0 DE R 
BARONY 1572 
EARMOM 1618 15601: 3 6., 330 CA- DI: R 
1624 1610's 4,0400- DE CH 
1620 (Irlsh) 1502 
6 599 too- PU DE N 
12000 
1621 C24th 2., 200- FU R 
4#399 
BARONY 1532 
EARLDom 1628 156o's IP500 CA DE P 
1603 1508 4s4OO- 
6 , 599 DE CH 1605 1599 - 
, Isloo- CA DE N 
s 2., 199 1523 C14th 800-11000 CA DE N 
less 
1641 C15th than 500 CA DE N 
1621 1506 2,9000 CA R 
1641 C15th 12200 R 
1619 1540's +1., 000 PU Ri p 
11617 
16 2 
1605 
OS 6 
12200 
0 
R 
R 4 P T-1 0 3 75 
1641 1527 +1 1000 CA, R 1627 C12th . 1., 800 PU Ri R 
1641 3-520's 800 PU RI p 
1641 C15th +12000 CA DE P 
1638(Nova j 
(Scoti C-1500 +IJ000 PU p 
1611 3,580's c, 2,000 CA DE R 
163.1 C15th +1., 000 CA N 
1621 C13 th 500 DE R 
1621 1554 Is 500 Ri R 
1641 1578 11000- PU DE P 
ls500 
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DATE CF DATE OF 
SETTIEMENT 
IN 
COUNTY 
ESTIMTED 
ANIML 
INC OME 
in Z 
NI 
P, 1 
i 
5b 
KNIGHTS 
(4) 
Sir John Arx1rews of Denton PRE-1642 C15th CA DE N 
Sir William Aprice cC Tansor c. 16C5 C15th 250 CA DE N 
Sir Robert Bannister of 
Passenham 1605 1635 +1"000 ILI R 
Sir Richard Cave of Stanford 1641 C15th R 
Sir William Chauncey of Edgeott 1603(? ) C15th 800 PU 
Sir Toby Chauncey of Edgcott C15th PU P 
Sir George Clerke of Watford 1641 POST-1603 IP500 RI R 
Sir Charles Compton of Grendon 1642 1560's CA DE R 
Sir John Danvers of Culworth 1624 C15th 800 PU DE, P 
Sir John Egerton of Farthinghoe PRE-1642 16C5 P 
Sir William Fleetwood of 
Aldwinkle POST-1558 500 FU R 
Sir Edward Griffin of Dingloy 1625 C13th +10000 CA DE R 
Sir Anthony Hasle-wood cf Maidwel 1621 C15th +IP000 DE R 
Sir Christopher Hatton of Kirby Early Cl6th 2., 530 DE R 
Sir Robert Beath of Collyweston 1620's POST-1603 800 DE R 
Sir Justinian Isham of Lamport C13th 600 PU RI R 
Sir Brian Janson of Ashby 
St. Ledgers PRE-1633 163.1 800 RI R 
Sir Ferdinando Knightley of 1616 C15th PU DE P 
Fawsley 
Sir John Lambe of Rothwell 1621 Pon-i6o3 500 R 
Sir Anthony Morgan of Heyford 1642 1550's +1$000 CA DE R 
Sir Humphrey Ornu of Peterboroug 800 P 
Sir Thomas Roo of Bulwick 1630's Ri R 
Sir Rowland St. John of Woodford 1621 350 PU RI P 
Sir Richard Samwell of Upton 
l 
1617 Early C16th 700 PU RI P 
Sir John Washington of Thrapsto 1623 1520's 3.50 FU DE R 
Sir Edward Watson of Stoke 1619 1554 250 Ri R 
Sir William Wilmar of Sywell 1617 1570 +ls250 RI R 
, 
Sir Richard Wingfield of 
. 
Haselbe ch 1544 
1 
600 . 
I I 
DE 
IR 
1. This Appendix contains the leading gentry of 1642 in both countieso Date of 
title has been obtained from the sources listed in the notes below; date of 
settlement in the county has been obtained from numerous sources; and 
Appendix 3-2 discusses the income of the Fentryo Appendix 15 lists known 
catholic and puritan gentry families; Appendix 3.3 lists rising and declining 
families; and Appendix 16 list royalist and parliamentarian Centryo The 
sources for all -ffiese categories are discussed in those Appendices. 
In 1he religion column, CA equals Catholics and PU equals puritan; in the 
'rising or declining' columns RI equals rizings and DE equals declining; and 
in the 'Civil War loyalty' column, P equals parliamentarians IL equals royalist; 
N equals neutral; CH equals changed sides; and U equals uncertain. 
Gaps in all columns signify lack of knowledres but it is probable that raps 
in ihe religion column, rising or declining column, and Civil liar loyalty 
column, mean that many of these gentlemen supported the established church; 
were static in their economic fortunes; and were neutral in 1he Civil Ware 
2. The sources for the peers ar ,e 
Cokaynos G. E., Complete Peerape, and Stone.. Los 
Crisis of the Aristocraky, 1558-164 . The place in brackets after the name 
of each peer is the main residerce. In Northamptonshire., Viscount Cullen and 
Lord Pitzwilliam held Irish titles.. and thqy are not disctnsed in Stone's 
bocko Case studies of t1c se noble families appear in Appendix 21* 
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3. 
4. 
In 16)+3., Sir Christopher Hatton of Kirby was created Lord Hatton; Sir 
Lewis Watson., baronet., was created Lord Rockingham in 161+5; and John 
Crewe of Steane was created lord Crewe in 1661. In 1692, the Fermors 
of Easton Neston were created Lords Leominster I and they obtained the Earldom of Pomfret in 1721. In 1688,. the Griffins of Dinrley were 
created Lords Griffin; the Yelvertons of Easton Maudit acquired the 
Earldom of Sussex in 1717; and the Shirleys of Astwells the Earldom of 
Ferrers, in 1711, The Caves of Stanfcrd acquired the Baror2y of Braye 
in 1839, ard 1he Knightleys of Fawsley were created Lords Knightley in 
1892. 
In 1661,, the first Lord Brudenell was created Earl of Cardigans and in 
1643, the third Lord Spencer was created Earl of Sunderland. The Lords 
Montagu were given a Dukedom in 1705; the Lords Rockingham were given an 
Earldom in 1715; mid the Lords Fitzwilliam became Earls Fitzwillia= in 
1716-, 
These are all Northanp to ns hire families,, ard it helps to reinforce the 
point made in Chapter 4 that this county was particularly well-endowed 
with landed magnates. In Bedfordshire, the Bruces,, Earls of Elgin, 
obtained a second earldom., of Ailesbu2-j. in 1664; the Ruzsells. 9 Earls 
of Bedford., were given. a Dukedom in 1694; and the Greys, Earls of Kent., 
acquired a Dukedom in 1710- 
Anthor; y Grey., ninth Earl of Kentj, was neutral in the Civl War, but Henry, 
tenth Earl., vho succeeded in -1643,, was a fierce parliamentarian. William, lst Lord Fitzwilliam., was neutral., but his son and heir was a keen 
parliamentarian, together -mith the second Lord Montagu., who succeeded his 
royalist father in 1644. 
The sotTee for the baronets is Cokayne, G. E.., Complete Baronctare. Sir 
John Fisho of Southill held an Irish baronctage., and Sir Gilbert Pickering 
of Tichmarsh held one of Nova Scotia. 
Between 1660 and 1664, fLve new Bedfordshire baronets were created, The 
Arderzon3 of Eyeworth (1661+); The Charnocks of Holcot (1661); the Monoux 
of Wootton (1660) the Osbornes of Chicksands (1662); and the Winches of 
Everton (1660). 
In 
Northamptonshire., Samuel Danvers of Culworth was 
created baronet in 1643; Sir William Neale of Viollanton in 1646; Sir Bryan 
Janson of Ashby St, I-edgers in 1652 (by the King); ard Gecree Buswell of 
Clipston, William Dudley of Clapton, John Langham of Cottesbrookcs Geoffrey 
Palmer of Carleton., Oliver St. John of Woodford, and John Robinson of Cransley, in 3-660. 
Cromwellian creations of peers and baronets have been ignored. 
The sources for KniChts are Shaw, W. A.,, The Knij-hts of En, -, Innd; Marshall. 9 G. W.,, (ed. )., Le Neve's Pedirree of the Kni hts, Harleian Society, viii; 
arxl Metcalfe,, VI. C., A. Book of KniEhts, However,, these are not 
complete in their coverage., and they have been zupplemcnted by Exchequer 
Lay Subsidy Rolla., particularly those of 164-1/2., and V. C. H. Bedfordshire, 
and V. C. H. Northamptonshire. The use of these supplancntar7 sources 
explains the absence of dates of knighthood for some of the gentlemen in the Appendix. Knights are the most difficult of the three categories to identif ys because of the incomplete nature of printed sources, and, 
although my lists are as accurate as I can make them, I have more reser- 
vations about this group., than either the peers or baronets. In Bedfordshirej Charles Ventris cf Campton was knighted in 1645; John 
Duncombe of Battlesden in 1648; William Becher of Renhold; Jams Beverley 
of Eaton Socon, Samuel Browne of Arleseys -Edward Cater of Kempston, Henry Chester of Tilsworth, Henry Piggott of Gravenhurst, and Christopher Turner 
of Ulton Ernest in 1660; George Blundell of CardinZton in 1661; and John Huxley of Eaton Bray in 1662. 
In Northamptonshire,, William Neale of Wollaston was knighted in . 1643; Richard Lane of Courtenhall in 1641ý; a-zU John Bernard of Abington,, Samml Jones of Courtenhall., and Richard Knightley of Faws3. qj, in 1661. 
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APPENDIX 12 
ESTIYATED INCOLES CF 
BEDFORDSHIRE AIZ NORTWTTOIMHIRE 
GETURY IN 164-2 (1 )- 
EEDFORDSHIRE 
Over 21,000 
Russells., Earls of Bedfcrd 
St. JohnssEarls of Bolingbroke 
Ariderson of Eyeworth 
Duncombe of Battlesden 
Wentworths, Earls of Cleveland 
Bruces., Earls cC Elgin 
Fishe of Southill 
C-28#500 Stone, P-761; Trevor-Ropers P-54- 
Z2,, 200--04099 Stone., p. 71551. 
-P, 3.. 000 Cal. S. P. D., 1660--il p. 149. 
L10200-222000 Cal. S. P, D, t 1660-10 p. 149; Burke, 
M., 75 0-%C2.. 000 Stone., p- 761. 
Ll p 75 0. %C29 000 Stone,, p- 761. 
c. Z2,000 assessed at L40 in 1641 Subsidy, P*P*Oo, 
E-179/72/282* 
Hillersdon of Elstow Z1,500-22,000 B. H. R. S., v., pe 85- 
Briers of Pulloxhill, C-21,300 Gal. Gommitt. Adv. of Mom , iis p. 
660. 
Blundell of Cardington Zlp200 Burke 
Becher cC Renhold C. M., 500 Burke 
Osborne of Chicksands Ll. 9000-. 21., 250 assessed at L25 in 1641; B. R. O. j 
Osborne YSS. p 0/1667# 
Boteler of Biddenham 0-21,300 assessed at L20 in 1590, anI they were 
rising* 
Napier of Luton o.,. Cl, 600 Underclown; B. M.., Addite Mes 5PI+91f fo-88v. 
Conquest of Houghton Conquest o. Zl., 000 assessed at Z25 in 1590, and Cal. Committ. 
Ady. of Money, iii, p, 1191. 
L800-21,000 
Thompson of Husborna Crawley assessed at M8 in 1628, P-R-O-sE-179/72, /269,, 272,, 278. 
Crawley of Luton Burke; Cal. Committ for CompoundinZo ii, p. 1562. 
Burgoyre of Button Cal. Committ. Adv. of Moncy, is P-399; assessed at 
414 in 1641. 
Gory of Bushmead Cal. Cormnitt. for Compoundim, Us P-1588; iiis 
p. 16802 B. R. O. 9 YI. G, 891. 
Gostwiclc of Willington assessed at L18 in 1641. 
Chester of Tilsworth assessed at L17 in 1628. 
Taylor of Clapham Burke 
z5oo-z8oo 
Keynsham. of Tempsford 
Dyve of Bromham. 
Astrey of Harlington 
Luke cf Cople 
Brom Ball of Blunham, 
Alston of Ode13L 
Palmer of Warden 
Huxley of Eaton Bray 
Spencer of Cople 
Bynnion cC Eaton Socon 
Crayfcrd of Ampthill 
Rolt cC Ravensden 
St. John of Tilbrook 
Charnock of Hulcot 
Wingate of Harlington 
Clerke cC Houghton Conquost 
Crayfcrd of Ridgmontý 
Cheney of Sundon 
Staunton of Wob , urn 
Francklin of Thurleieh 
Greys, Earls of Kent 
Fishe of Biggleswade 
assessed at L15 in 161+1. 
L650 Bell*, Adclito MoSep 5,1+91, fo- 83-83v- 
, C600-Z700 Thurloo, iv., p. 207- Underdovm; assessed at Z8 in 1641. 
assessed at L15 in 1641. 
c. Z7OO Cal. Committ. for Advanoo-of L6ncy, ii, p. 680. 
C--4550 assessed at L10 in 1641y Cal. Committ. for 
Advance of Money, ii, p. 6C5. 
assessed at Z13/&/-8 in 1628. 
Burim 
Z500 assessed at Z10 in 1628. 
'C500 
CX500 assessed at ZIO in 1628 
c Z600 assessed at M2 in 1628 
Z600 assessed at L32 in 1628 
assessed at Z10 in 1628 
assessed at ZJO in 1628 
assessed at LJO in 2628 
assessed at L10 in 1628 
assessed at'Z: LO in 3.628 
B. R, O, g F, N, 12254 
,0 in 
e2cte Peeram c9Z5OO Stone; Cokayncs Ges. 2 
c X500 assessed at Z 28 
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NORTHAITITONSHIRE 
Over Z1.000 p/a 
Comptonst, Earls of Northampton P, 60oo-A*330 Stone, p. 761; Trevor-Ropers p,. 54 
Fanes, Earls of Westmorlard -V+.. 400--C6#599 Stone, Trevor-Roper 
Spencers, Lords Spencer jMAOO-A., 599 Stone 
Brudenells, Lords Brudenell Z22200-%C4099 Stone 
Montagus., Lords Montagu Z2., 200-Z49399 Stone (p. 477 
Cokaynes, Viscounts Cullen Z2,500-83., OOO Cal. Committ. for Advance of Money. i. 
assessed at L30 in 1641 
Hatton of Kirby Z2,0 00-03 s0 00 Keeler; assessed at L40 in 1641 
Stafford of Blatherwick Z2,000--Z3,, 000 Burke; assessed at L40 in 1641 
Clerke of Watford Ll., 000-X- 3., 0 00 Burke; but only assessed at 216 in 164.1 
Isham. of Lamport c. Zl., 800 Finch; assessed at Z20 in 1641 
Palmer of Carlton Ll.. 500-L2,000 Cal. Committ. for Ady. of Mone , p. 436, 
Keeler; Burke. 
Browm of Walcot Z2., 000 
Shirley of Astwell. o. Z2,000 Stone; Cal. Conmitt. for Adv. of Mone i,, pJ485 
Tate of Delapre 21-000-iZl., 500 Underdown; Keeler; Burke 
Mordaunts, Earls of Peterborough 
Mc-21., 500 Stone, Cal. Comrdtt. for Adv. of Money,, 
2) ii2 p. 
634 (see note 2) 
Cecils, Earls of Exeter 
( 
22,, OOO-Z2 
., 
500 N. R. O.., Exeter MSS., Ex. 66/1; 
Hab, -Ylcuk (see note 2) 
Stanhopess Lords Stanhope Ll.. 100-22., 199 Stone 
Watson of Rockingham Z1.500 Cal. Committ. for Adv. of Money, ii, p. 652; - - assessed at Z25 in 74 1 
Wilmer of Bywell cX1,250 assessed at L25 in 1641 
Tryon of Bulwick Z1,200--Z3,000 Cal. Commit. for Adv. of Mo it 
p- 135; assessed at 225 in 1641 
Yelverton of Easton Maudit Keeler; Underdown; Cal. Committ. for Ady. of Mone 
is, p- 391. 
Tresham, of Lyveden assessed at Z30 in 1641 
Egerton of Farthinghoe assessed at Z25 in 1641 
Knightley of Fawsley assessed at L20 in 1641 
Holman of Warkworth it 
Pickering of Tichmarsh It Underdown. 
Griffin of Ding1W Cal. Comratt. for Ady. of Money, iis P-785 
Elmes of Lilfcrd Burke 
Fermor of Easton Neston Cal. Committ. for Adv. of Money, ii, p. 663 
Bannister of Passenham. Cal. Committ. for Adv. of Money, ii, P-585 
Dryden of Canonz Ashby 
Cartwright of Aynho 
Crewe of Steane 
Cave of Stanford assessed at L25 in 1641 
Haslewood of Maidwell Burke 
Norwich of Brampton Burke 
Morean of Heyford assessed at Z20 in 1641 
Osborne of Kelmarsh assessed at L30 in 3.600 
Z800-%U. 000 p/ 
Fitzwilliams., Lords Fitzwilliam Underdown; Cal. Committ. for Adveof Money., i., p. 248 
Vauxes., Lords Vaux Stone, Cal. Committ. for Ady. of Monw, ii, p. 642 
Orme of Peterborough Burke 
Janson cf Ashby St, Ledgers Burke 
Onley of Catesby Burke 
Adams of Charwelton Burke 
Arundel of Stoke Burke 
Thursby of Abington Burke 
Kirkham of Fineshade Burke 
Chauncey of Edgcote assessed at Z15 in 1641 
Nicholls of Faxton assessed at Z15 in 1641 
Danvers of Culworth assessed at Z3)+ in 1641 
Heath of Collyweston assessed at L16 in 1641 
Dillon of Farthingstme Cal. Committ. for Ady. of Mone 
Tate of Hardingstone 'Underdown 
-75- 
2500-Z800 
Hanbury of Yelmarsh assessed at L13 in 1641 
Buswell of Clipston assessed at Z12 in 1641 
Rainsford of Dallington Burke 
Mulshoe of Finedon Burke 
11.7illoughby of Grendon Burke 
Fleetwood. of Aldwinkle assessed at Z10 in 1641 
Isham of Braunston ti 
Craven of Winwick It 
Charnock of Harroviden it 
Elmesof Norton it 
Cope of Canons Ashby 
Samwell of Upton 
Edmonds. of Preston 
Bawae of Vialgrave 
Poulton of Desborough 
Lambe of Rothwell 
Saunders of 17elford 
Shugborough of Naseby 
Enion of Flore assessed at Z15 in 1641 
Tresham of Newton assessed at 1-10 in 1641; Burke 
Chamberlain of Aston 11 
. 
Dudley of Clapton 
Ylizeman of Bozeat 
Wake of Salcey Cal. Conmitt. fbr Acly. of Money., ii, p. 868 
Lam of Horton Burke 
Wingfield of Haselbeach assessed at Z12 in 1641 
1.1 think it is more difficult to assess the income of the gentry than it is 
to find out about ary other aspect of their life. MarV of the sources used 
are of varying dates and it is very difficult to relate a 1660 estimate of 
income to the situation in 1642., for example. This is the most uncertain 
part of my entire study of t1m gentry and these figures should be treated 
with the utmost caution. In some cases,, they are nothing more than inspired 
guesses based on some reference or other. However, I think some attempt can 
and should be made, 
Cliffe, T., The Yorkshire Gentry Prom the Reformation to the Civil War, P-139., 
says that subsidies can be used to gauge income, Few gentlemen who were 
assessed at L20 had an income of less than Z1,000 per year; and a MO assess- 
ment equalled an approximate income of 2500. Watts, S. J. 0 and Susan, J.., 
From Border to Middle Shire: Northumberland, 1-586-1625j, p. 63., used Dr. ClifTe's 
method as a means of estimating income., and., so., I have used it as well. On 
this basis, a Z20 assessment equals over Zl,, 000 p/a; 216 equals approximately 
Z800 p/a; and Z10 equals about Z500. But I have made some adjustments where 
other evidence suppleme nts this., and., in any case,, subsidies had become 
notoriously inaccurate by the late sixteenth centixy. They are indeed., a 
ver y rough guide. Blackwood, Bo., 'The Economic State of the Lancashire 
Gentry on ihe eve of the Civil War',, Northern Historny., xii, also uses sub- 
sidiez as a guide to income. See pp,. 54-6,, especially. 
The Bedfordshire subsidy of 1590 is reproduced by Hallinan., T.,, 'The Changing 
Composition of the Class of Larger Landowners in Bedfordshirej, Buckinghamshires 
ard Northamptonshire., from the Reformation to the Civil Warif University of 
Oxford,, D. Phil, 1956, p. 494ff. The 1628 one is P. R. O. v E, 179/72/2692272v278; 
and the 1641 subsidy is P. R. O.., E-179/72/282o This last one exists for only 
the eastern part of the county and this meam that nDr estimates of Bedford- 
shire gentry incomes are very few., compared to Northamptonshire. 
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There is much less material for Bedfordshire. It is clear that many of 
the wealthy Bedfordshire gentry are not covered in this An endix 
The Northamptonshire subsidy of 1600 is P. P,. O.., E-179/2572 and 
ý57/360-1. 
The 1641 subsidy is P. R. O.., B-179/157/421-3., but this excludes Nassaburgh 
hundred. 
Other sources include: 
Green, M,, (ed. ý, Calendar of The Committee for Advance of Mone , pts. i-iii. 
Green, M.. (ed. ), Calendar of The Committee fcr Compounding with Delinquentst 
pts. i-v. 
Some estimates of income are given in these calendars, and some others can 
be calculated from the assessments. But they are very unreliable, and 
probably only record net income (Aylmer., G.,, The KinFls Servants, P-330). 
Stone.. LI The Crisis of The AristocraSy, 1558-164,12 Pp- 760-12 (Stone in 
the listý estimates the income of the English peerage in 1559., 1601., and 1641. 
Trevor-Roper., H.,, 'The Gentry,, 1540-16401, (using material supplied by J. P. 
Cooper) Ec. H. .., Supplement i. 1953,, pp- 54-5., 
(Trevor-Roper in the list).. 
estimates t. ýz income for some peers,, aswell. 
Finch . Finch ,, 
M.., The Wealth of Five Northamptons1hire Families, 1540-1640. 
in the list) is also useful. 
Underdown., D.,, Pride's Purge: politics in the Puritan Revolution., Appendix., 
P-391., estimates the income of various members of parliament 7MIerdown in 
the list). 
Keeler, M., The Long Parliament, 1640-1, a bioýraphical study of its members, 
includes some incomes among her pen portraits ýKeeler in the list). 
Habakkuk, H., 'Landowners and the Civil Warl., Ec, H. R.., 2nd s. xviii; and 
'English Landowncrship, 1680-17401, Ec. H. R.., x,, mention some incomes. He 
regards tho average income of peers to be about Z3., 000 p/a; and substantial 
squires to be -2800-2,2ý000 P/a. 
(Habakkuk in the list). 
Burke, Jo. A Genealogical and Heraldic History of The Commoners of Great 
Britain ard Irelarxl,, i. Appendix, ppe 688-94., is a list of the proposed 
knights of the Royal Oak in 1660 and it gives their estimated incomes. The 
problem is to assess from this what 1he 1642 income was, and t his involves 
some careful guess viork. (Burke in the list). 
Birch., T., (ed. ), A-Collection of The State Papers of John Thurloe, iv, p. 207 
assesses tlz Astrey of Harlington income Murloe in ihe list). 
Also useful are Cal. S. P. D., 166o- , p. 149; and B. M., Adait. MS. 5s491P Sequestration papers of royalists. 
Appendix 21 is composed of case studies of many of the leading gentry of both 
counties ard income is mentioned in these brief surveys. 
2. Although Professor Stone estimated the income of tl-ie Mordaunts, Earls of 
Peterborough., at between Z2., 200 and D+., 399 in 1641, and a document in 
1, "larwickshire Record Office gives a yearly rental of 2302911010 in 1607 (Mordaunt of Walton MSS., CR. 133/47)., the Earl did not have -dutright possession 
of all the estate in 1642. Probably a half was in the hands of his mother. (Calendar of Committee for Compoundi , iis p. 1307). So I have put his income 
at about Zl., 500, 
Similarly,, there is some dispute over the Cecils, Earls of Exeter. Professor 
Stone estimates their income at between Z6,600 and L82699 in 1641, but 
Professor Habakkuk ('English Landownership., 1660-17)+01., o-r , ). ci ,) says that it was less than that cf some substantial squires. No squire in Northamptonshire 
had an income of arVwhere approaching 26,, 000 p/a, and a rental of ihe Cecil 
estates of 1654 totals 22,278 p/a. (N. R. O. 0 Cat. of Exeter USS at Burghleys Ex. 66/1). So, I have estimated it at between 22,, 000 and Z2,500. 
Some of these figures are used in Appendices 11 and 16. In both of these,, all 
estimated incomes cf below L500 have been calculated from subsidy assessmentse 
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APPENDIX 13 
LIST AM AMLYSIS OF GENTRY MILIES WHICH 
CAN BE CLkSSIFIED AS RISING OR IECLINING 
RISIM 
DATE OF REL-TGIO11S CIVIL W 
SETTLEMEIT TRADITION LOYALTY 
IN OF 
Bedfardshire CODITTY, FARILY 
Alston of Odell PosT-16o3 
Alston of Wymington POST-1603 R 
Bagshawe of Eaton Sooon POST-1603 
Blundell of Cardington C13th 
Boteler af Biddenham. C14th CH 
Briers of Pulloxhill POST-1603 CH 
Bruce, Earls of Elgin$ of Ampthi-11 1613 P 
Cater of Kempston POST-1603 P 
Chester of Tilsworth 1628 N 
Edwards of Henlow 1520's P 
Fishe of Nortl-Ml POST-1558 PU P 
Hale of Clifton POST-3-603 
Hillersaon of Elstow 1560's R 
Huxley of Eaton Bray 1623 P 
Napier of Luton 1611 U 
Nodes, of Tempsford c. 1540's 
Rolt of Mlton Ernest 3,56o, s P 
Rolt of Ravensden 1560's 
Staunton of Woburn EARLY C16 PU P 
Taylor of Claphan C16 R 
Tlinche of Everton 1550's P 
Northamptonshire 
Andrewes of Harlestone C15 P 
Bannister of Passenham POST-1603 R 
Benson of Charwelton PosT-16o P 
Brudenell,, Lords Brudenell C14 CA U 
Cartwright of Aynho 1616 PU P 
Chybnall of Orlingbury c. 1600 
Clerke of Watford POST-1603 R 
Crewe of Steane 158Q's P 
Dryden of Canons Ashby 1540's PU P 
Ekins, of Irchester POST-15 00 PU 
Hanbury of Kelmarsh PosT-16o PU P 
Holman of Warkworth POST-1603 P 
Isham of Lamport C12 PU R 
Janson of Ashby St, Loadgers 1612 R 
Lane of Courtenhall c-1500 R 
Langham of Cottesbrook PosT-i6o R 
Lawe cf Ashton F; ARLY C 16 CA 
Maidwell of Geddington c16 P 
Maunsell of Thorpe Malsor POST-1603 PU P 
Nicholls of Faxton C-1520's PU P 
Palmr of Carleton C15 
Painsford of Dallington POST-2558 
Roe of Bulwir-k 1630's R 
St. John of Woodford 1621 PU P 
Samwell of Upton FJý. MY C16 PU P 
Thornton of Brockhall C15 P 
Tryst of Maidford C15 PU P 
Tryon of Bulwick POST-1603 P 
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Northa, LnptjnshiM cont'd. 
DATE OF 
SETTLEIMIT 
IN 
COU=1 
RELIGIOUS 
TRADITION 
OF 
FMILY 
CIVIL 17AR 
LOYAM 
Warner cV Thorpe Lubbenham 1619 R. 
Watson of Rockingham 1554 R 
Wilmer of Sywell, 1570 PU R. 
DECLINI M 
Bedfordshire 
Alleyn of Blunham 1540's 
Anseell of Barford POST-1500 D. 0,, 
Astrey of Harlington C15 P 
Barnardiston of Northill. 1540's PU 
Beverley of Eatan Socon LATE C16 P 
Braye, Lords Braye, of Eaton Bray C13 D*Oo 
Bredyman of Tingrith 1554 CA D*O. 
Bromsall of Sandy PO ST-16 03 P 
Burgoyne of Sutton C13 P 
Cayson of Harrold POST-1603 R. 
Charnock of Holcot 1540 CA P 
Cheyney, Lords Cheyney, of Toddington 1520's D. O* 
Child of Foaington 1628 Conquest of Houghton Conquest C13 CA R 
Daniel of Flitton 1525 
Duncombe of Battlesden 1560 R 
Dyve of Bromh= 1510 R 
Fitzgeoffrey of Thurleigh C14 CA 
Fitzgeoffrey of Clapham C12+ CA 
Fitzhugh of Wilden 1350 D. O. 
Fowler of Tilsvorth C15 D. O. 
Francklin of Thurleigh C15 P 
Gascoigm of Cardington C15 CA D*O. 
Grey,, Earls of Kent,, of Silsoe C13 PU P 
Gery of Bushmead C13 R 
Gostwick of Willington C13 N 
Hill of Silsoe c-1510's 
Keynsham of Tempsford, 1566 D*O* 
Luke of Cople c*1510 PU P 
Newdigate of Hawres 1580 D*O* 
Norton of Sharpenhoe 1540's PU 
Osborne of Chicksanas 1580's 
Palmer of Warden 1627 
Piggott of Gravenhurst C15 C. A. R 
Plomer of Warden 1601+ D. O. 
Radcliffe of Elstow 1540's D. O. 
Rotherham of Luton C15 
Rowe of Clapham 1562 
. Russell, Earls of Bedford., of Moburn 1625 PU CH St. John. Earls of Bolingbroke, of Blet soe C15 PU P 
Savage of Cardington 1616 
Tyringham of Farndish C14 
Ventris of Campton 1560 
'Wentworth, Earls of Cleveland 1634 R 
Wingate of Sharpenhoe CV+ 
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DATE OF RELZIOUS CIVIL WAR 
SETTIEMENT TRLDITTON LOYALTY 
IN OF 
Northamtonshire COUNTY FAMILY 
Acton of West Haddon D. 0. 
Agard of Bro ughto n C15 PU 
Allicock of Sibbertoft 1550's CA N 
Andrewes of Charwelton C15 PU D. O. 
Andrewes of Derton C15 CA N 
Aprice of Tansor C15 CA N 
Barker of Ashton C15 CA DOOO 
Bernard of Abington C15 P 
Barnwell cf Cransley 1510's CA D. O. 
Belcher of Guilsborough C15 D. 0,. 
Breton of Ravensthorpe C13 CA P 
Burnaby of Watford C13 D. O. 
Butler of Preston Capes 1545 PU P, 
Catelin of Raunaes EARLY C16 PU D. O. 
Catesby of Ashby St. Ledgers C14 CA D*O* 
Catesby of Vildston C14 FU P 
Cecil, Earls of Exeter, of Burghley 1526 
Charnock of Harrowderolellingborol CA 
Cheney of Woodford CA 
Chetwood of War? kworth C 3j+ DoOe 
Cokayne, Viscounts Cullen, of Rusht n POST-1603 CA R 
Compton., Earls of Northampton, of 
Castle Ashby 1560's CA R 
Cope of Canons Ashby 1540's PU 
Danvers of Culworth C15 PU P 
Dormer of Purston POST-1500 CA R 
Dove-of Upton POST-1603 R 
Eaton of Brockal. 1 1582 CA 
Elms of Greens Norton C15 PU P 
Elmes of Lilford C15 PU P 
Fane of Apethorpe , Earls of West- , mo r1a rA POST-1603 CH 
Fitzwillian of Milton , Lords Fitzwil *m 1502 PU P . Foxley of Blakesley C13 PU D. 0, 
Gage of Raundes C15 R 
Griffin of Dingley C14 CA R 
Haslewood of Maidwell C15 R 
Hatton of Kirby a-1510 R 
Heath of Collyweston POST-1603 R 
Hartwell of Preston C15 PU DO, 
Humphrey of Barton Seagrave C-14 
Keble of-Radstone EARLY C16 D. O. 
Kilkham. of Fineshade C. 1503 R. 
Knightley of Fawsley C15 PU P 
Kinnesman of Loddington C15 CA R. 
Lam of Horton 0-1500 PU R. 
Lenton of Woodford C14 
Lisle of Brackle-j 1570's P 
Mallory of Woodford C 11+ CA D. 0. 
Marmion of Aynho 1545 D. 0, 
Mildmay of A-pethorpe 1550 PU D. 0, 
Mole of Culworth PU P 
Mordaunt., Earls of Peterborough 1560's CA P 
Morgan of Heyford 1550's CA R 
Neale of Wollaston POST-1603 CA R 
Norwich of Brampton C15 CA P 
Osborne of Kelmarsh C15 
Ouseley of Courtenhall 1570 P 
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DATE OF RELIGIOUS, CIVIL WAR 
SETTIEMEET TRADITION LOYALTY 
IN OF 
Northamptonshire cont'd. COUNTY FAMY 
Robinson of Longthorpe R 
Saunders of Welford C15 CA 
Saunders of East Haddon C15 CA 
Shirley of Astwell 1580's CA ?I 
Spencer of Althorp., Lords Spencer 1508 CH 
Stafford cf Blatherwick, C15 PU R 
Stanhope of Harrington, Lords Sta pe 1599 CA N 
Syers of Loddington C16 CA R. 
Tanfield of Gayton PO ST-15 00 PU D. O* 
Tresham of Rushton 
I 
C15 CA D*O@ 
Vaux of Harrowden, Lords Vaux C14 CA N 
Wake of Salcey (Hartwell) C13 R 
Washington of Thrapston 15201E PU R 
Willoughby of Grendon (Hack-le ton) C15 R 
Wingfield of Haselbeach and Upton 1544 R 
17yrley of Dodford 1546 CA P 
Yelverton of Easton Maudit 1578 PU P 
Zouche of Harringworth,, Lords Zoucýe C13 PU DO* 
1, Rising fami-lies have been defined as those which are known to have 
purchased property in more than one parish in the thirty years cz- so 
before -be Civil War., or who are known tD have increased their income 
in the same period. However, it is much more difficult to identify 
rising families than declining oms,, because only the estate documents 
of the most important families survive, and maW gentry rose gradually 
and unrecorded from the ranks of -he local yeomanry. The financial 
decay or extinction of af amily is more easily detected. Therefore., 
the list of rising gentry is certainly incomplete,, end it mainly includes 
those whose ascent vas fairly rapid. 
Declining families have been defined as t hose vho were selling property 
in more than one parish in the gernration or so before the Civil War; but 
this information has been supplemented by evideme of severe debt., and of 
lease or mortgage of thtý main family property. 
This Appendix includes those families rhich declined before they died out 
or sold out between about 1570 and 1640, but it is primarily concerned 
with the economic situation of the gentry on the eve of the Civil War. 
. 
Those families in the Append-ix., which were still members of the gentry in 
1642, were either rising or declining between approximately 1610 and 1642* 
Cliffe., J. T,,, The Yorkshire Gentry from the Refbrmation to the Civil Vlar., 
ancl Blad:: wood,, B.., 'The Economic State of the Lancashire Gentry on the ; ýe 
of the Civil Warl, Northern Histor , xii., 
(1976), are useful for 
comparative purposes. 
It is impossible to give a comprehensive bibliography for this Appendix 
because it is based on almost every manuscript family collection which has 
been consulted., and numerous secondary authorities. Estate documents are 
the main source, but other important sources are V. C. H., Bedfordshire; 
V. C. H&_, Northamptonshize; Stone,, L.,, Crisis of The Aristocracy, 1537-1641; 
Finch,, M., The Wealth of Five Northamptonshire Families, 1540-1640; ani 
Hallinan, T.., 'The Changing Composition of the Class of Larger Landowmrs 
in Bedfcrdshire, Buckinghamshire,, ani Northamptonshire between the 
Reformation and the Civil Warl., University of Oxfo2'd, D. Phil.,, 1956. This 
thesis, contains considerable information about rising and declining gentry* 
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The case studies in Appendix 21 examine the economic fortunes of many 
of the leading gentry in Bedfordshire and Northauptonshire., and the 
K. nightle-j family's finances are discussed in Section 10 of Chapter 
Dates of settlement in the wunty are taken ft-om numerous sources., 
but Appendix 16 mentions the most valuable ones. The religious details 
are taken from Appendix 15,, ani PU equals puritan.. and CA equals 
catholic, Civil War loyalty is taken from Appendix 16., and P signifies 
parliamentarian; R signifies royalist; N signifies neutral; U equals 
uncertain; at-id CH means that t1r, family changed sideso The letters D*O,,, 
mean that the family had died out or left the county before 1642. 
It is perhaps surprising that tho Russells, Earls of Bedford have been 
defined as declining; but the evidence for this., which is detailed in 
Appendix 21., seems clear, Thomsono G. S., Life in a Noble Househo2A, 
16LI-17012 pp. 17-81, notes that the experx1iture of the hussel3s in 1641 
was dangerously close to their income, and they sold a considerable 
amount of property in the early seventeenth century. See Appendix 21. 
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APPENDIX 
LIST AND ANALYSIS OF INVESTCRS# ENTREPRENEURS, AID 
AGRICULTURAL IMPROVERS AMONG T-IE GENTRY (1) 
BEDFCRDSHIRE. 
UJOR SOURCE on D ATE OF 
TYPE OF ACTIVITY SETTIENEN 
IN UH3 c3 
C OUNTY 
Anderson cf Eyeworth ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Becher of Renhold Rabb 
Blundell of Cardington Irish Office arA investment 
Boteler of Biddenham ENCL, - prosee. 1608 
Briers of Pulloxhill ENCL. - riot Jas. l. 
Bromsall of Sandy ENCL. - Jas. l. 
Bruce. Earls of Elgin(Ampthill Rabb; ENCL. 
Burgoyne of Sutton Rabb 
Cater of Kempston Rabb 
Charnock of Holcot ENCL. 
Cheney of Sundon ENCL. - prosece 1608 Cheyncy,, Lords Cheney ENCL. - 1584 riot Child of Podington Rabb; Bottigheimer 
Crawley of Luton ENCL. - prosec. 3-6 08 
Daniel of Flitton Bottigheimcr 
Duncombe of Battlesden Rabb 
Dyer of Colmvorth ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Dyve of Bromham onq_9f tuo most extensive 
Faldoe of Goldington 
Fishe of Southill 
FI-ancklin of Thurleigh 
Grey of Silsoe., Earls of Kentl 
Hillersdon of Elstow 
Hoddesdon of Leighton 
Keynsham of Tempsford 
Luke of CoPle 
Napier of Luton 
Newdigate of Hawms 
Osborne of Chicksands 
Pa3xmr of Warden 
Piggott of Stratton 
Plomer aV Warden 
Rotherham of Lu-(Dn 
Russell, Earls of Bedford 
Sadler of Aspley 
St. John,, Earls of Bolingbroke 
Savage of Cardington 
Snagge of Marston 
Spencer of Coplc 
Squire of Eaton Socon 
Staunton of Woburn 
Wentworth., Earls of Cleveland 
Winche of Everton 
C16 enclosers 
Rabb 
Irish office and investment 
Rabb; ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabbi EYCL. - prosec. 1608; 
rio s 
Our. of t7o most extensive 
C16 enclosers 
Rabb 
ENCL. 
Rabb 
Rabb; ENCL. 
Rabb 
Rabb 
ENCL. 
ENCL. - prosea. 1603 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb; ENCL. -proseco 1608 
Rabb; and See Appendix 21 
E W, L. 
Rabb; Fen Drainage 
Irish investment 
Rabb; Irish office 
Ouse Navigation 
Bottigheimr; Rabb 
Bottigheimcr 
London development 
Rabb 
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3,531 
1603 
C13 
1313 
POST-160., 
POST-160. ' 
1613 
C13 
PosT-16ol 
1541 
1521 
1520's 
1628 
C34 
1525 
1560 
1567 
1510's 
CA 
C12 
POST-1558 
C15 
C13 PU 
1560's 
1580's 
1566 
1510 
1611 
1580 
1580's 
1610's 
C15 
1604 
C15 
1625 
RLY Cl 
C15 
1616 
1560's 
1530 
PM -153 (Stone) 1614 
MD - Cl 
PU 
PU 
PU 
PU 
PU 
41 
RI CH 
RI CH 
DE P 
RI p 
DE P 
RI P 
DE P 
p 
DE D. 0. 
DE 
R 
DE CH 
DE R 
DE R 
RI 
DE P 
DE P 
Ri R 
D. 0. 
DE D. 0. 
DE P 
RI U 
DE D. 0 
DE R 
DE R 
DE Do 0. 
DE 
DE CH 
p 
DE P 
DE 
p 
p 
RI P 
DE R 
Ri P 
NOlRTFjAI, TTOIMBIIE MAJOR SOURCE OR 
tYPIE, OF ACTIVITY 
Acton of West Haddon 
Andrewes of Charwelton 
Aprice of Tansor 
Bawde of Tialgrave 
Belcher of Guilsborough 
Bernard of Abington 
Breton of -Ravensthorpe Brooke of Gt, Oakley 
Brudenellp Lords Brudenell 
Carey of Cottesbrooke 
Carleton of Wollaston 
Cartwright of Aynho 
Cave of Stanford 
Cecil, Earls of Exeter 
Charnock of Harrowden 
Chauncey of Edgcott 
Claypole of Northborough 
Cokayne, Viscounts Cul3en 
Comptons Earls cf Korthanpt 
Cope of 
6anons Ashby 
Crane of Grafton 
Crewe cf Steane 
Danvers of Culworth 
Downes of Pytchley 
Dryden of Canons Ashby 
Dillon ar Farthingstone 
Egerton of Fartbinghoe 
Edmonds of Preston Deamr-j 
Ekins of Irchester 
Fane. Earls of Westmorlani 
Fermor of Easton Neston 
Fitzwilliam, Lords Fitzwilli 
Fleetwood cf Aldwir&-Iý, 
Foster of Nassington 
Foxley of Blakesicy 
Gage of Raundes. 
Griffin of Dingley 
Hacke of Peterborough 
Harby of Adstone 
Hatton of Kirby 
Heath of Collyweston 
Humphrey cf Barton Seagrave 
Isham of Lamport 
Janson of Ashby St. Ledgers 
Jonizon aC Irchester- 
Kirkham of Fineshacle 
Knightley of Fawsley 
Kinnesman of Lcddington 
Lambe of Rothwell 
Lane of Horton 
Lynne of Southwick 
Vlaidwell of Geddington 
Mild-may of Apetborpe 
Montagu, Lords Montagu 
Mordaunt,, Ear2s Of PeterbcrGL, 
Mulshoe of Finedon 
Ylountstephen Of Paston 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
ENCL. 
EM L. 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
EIM. - prosec. 159311608 
ENCL. - prosec. 3-608 
ENCL. 
Rabb 
Rabb; ENCL. 
Rabb 
Fen drainage; lrish investn 
ENCL. 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb; Fen Drainage 
Rabb 
ENCL. 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb 
Rabb 
Rabb; ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb 
Rabb 
Rabb; EI\UL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb 
Rabb; ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb 
Rabb ý 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb 
Rabb; river mvieation 
EM L. - prosec. 1603 
ENCL. - prosec. 1608 
ENCL. - prozec. 1608 
Rabb 
Rabb; EDICL. - prosec. 1608 
Rabb; ETCL. - prozec. 1608 
Rabb 
IEIUL. - prosee. 1593/1608 
IRabb; MUL. prosec. 1593/ 
i 1608 
iRabb 
, Irish office and land Rabb 
Rabb; EIUL. -prosec. 1608 
MUL. 
EIC L. 1616-30 
Rabb; ENCL. - prosec. 16W 
Rabb 
EM L. 
Rabb 
Rabb; ENCL. - proseo. 1608 
ENCL. - prosec, 1608 
Rabb; EITCL. 
ENCL. - prosec. 1603 
DATE OF 
ETTLE10C 
IN 
COL11M 
pi 
C15 
C15 
C16 
C15 
C15 
C13 
C15 
c3j4- 
UTE C 16 
--nt 1540's 
1616 
C15 
1526 
C 15 
C16 
c. 162h. 
1560's 
1540's 
1627 
1580's 
C12 
15401 
1617 
c. 1605 
c. 1620 
PIU-1558 
Po ST-1603 
1527 
1502 
POST-1558 
PRE- i6oo 
C13 
C15 
C14 
15401: 3 
EARLY C16 
c. 1630 
C 34 
cl .9 
1612 
POST-1558 
C-3,508 
C15 PU 
Zomy C3,5 CA 
POST-1603 
0,1500 PU 
C15 PU 
C16 
c*1550 PU 
C3.4 PU 
1560's CA 
C15 
1550 CA 
DE 
PU DE 
U DE 
CA 
DE 
DE 
CA DE 
PU 
CA RI 
PU 
PU RI 
DE 
CA DE 
PU 
PU 
DE 
CA DE 
PU 
1 
DE 
D, 0» 
D*0* 
N 
R 
D. 0. 
p 
p 
p 
u 
R 
D. 0. 
p 
R 
p 
p 
Pli P 
PU DE P 
PU RI P 
PU 11 
, M 
foll 
IL 
PU EI 
DE CH 
CA R 
PU DE P 
PU R 
PU DE DIO, 
DE R 
CA DE R 
CA R 
PU p 
DE R 
DE R 
DE 
PU RI R 
DE R 
DE P 
DE R 
R 
DE R 
R 
RI P 
DE 1 DA. 
IMAD-R 
S&hcir-P 
DE 1P 
R 
D. 0. 
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NORTIM21TON'Si3RE cont'd. llkjolt SOURCE M I 
TYPE OF ACTIVITT 
Nicholls of Paxton Rabb; ENCL, 
Onley of Catesby Rabb 
Or= of Peterborough 
I 
Iýabb 
Osborne of Kelmarsh 
Palmer of Stoke Doyle 
Pargiter of Gretworth 
Pickering of Tichmarsh 
Quarles of Ufford 
Reade of Cottesbrooke 
St. John of Woodford 
Samell of Upton 
Saunders of Harx-Ington 
Saunders of East Haddon 
Savyer of Kettering 
Spencer, Lords Spencer 
Stanhope,, Lords Stanhope 
Shirley of A--twell 
Styles of Walton 
Syers of Loddington 
Tanfield of Gayton 
Tate of Delapre 
Thornt. on-of Brockhall 
Throckmorton of Paulerspury 
Tresha-- of Rushton 
Tresham oi Lyveden 
Mr-3rst of Maidford 
Vaux of Harrowden,, Ldm. Vaux 
Ward of Brayfield 
Watson of Jýockinzham 
-Watts-of Blakesley 
Wilmer of Sywell 
Wingfield of Upton 
Wizeman of Bozeat 
Wyrley of Dodford Yelverton of Easton Maudit 
Zouche of Harrlnr Eýh 
uthe 
ENCL. 
E11M, 
ENCL. 
Rabb; 
ENCL. 
EllCL* 
Rabb 
ENCL, 
ENCL. 
ETICL. 
ElUL. 
Rabb; 
Rabb; 
Irish 
ENCL. 
ENCL. 
EIC L, 
Rabb; 
ENCL. 
Rabb; 
Famow 
Rabb 
Rabb 
EW, L. 
BIC Lo 
Rabb 
BUCle - 
ENCL. 
Rabb 
ENCL. 
ENCL, 
Rabb, 
pro -ec. 1593/1608 
prosec. 3.603 
X. M. -prosec. 1608 
- prosee. 1593/1608 
- prosec. 2603 
- pros ec.,: L593/1608 
- prosec. 160B 
ENCL. 
EML, 
Office and land 
- prosec. 1608 
- proseo. 1608 
- prosec. 160B 
ENCL, - prosec. 1608 
EICLo. 
enclosers; prosee. 16 
- prosec. 3.608 
prosec. 1608 
prosec. 1608 
- prosec. 1608 
Rabb; Stom 
"m or 
SETTLEMEIT T 
IN 
E, 
i--l .1 H 
C013N w P4 
R co 0 
C) 0 
POST-: L500 FU p 
1530's 
C15 
C15 
C15 
c-1500 
POST-I, r, oo 
3540's 
1621 
151013 
C15 
C: L5 
FJ&PlY C 16 
25 OB 
1599 
158013 
POST-1558 
C16 
P- 15 00 
1540's 
C3,5th 
1551 
6 C15 
C15 
C15 
C3.5 
POST-1558 
1554 
1560- 
1570 
15U. 
: L5 
15U 
1578 
C13 
DE 
RI 
PU 
PU 
PU RI 
PU RI 
GA DE 
u DE 
DE 
GA DE 
CA DE 
CA DE 
PU DE 
PU 
PU 
CA 
"CA 
RI 
CA DE 
RI 
PU RI 
DE 
PU 
GA DE 
PU DE 
PU 1 DE 
R 
R 
p 
p 
D. 00 
p 
p 
p 
CH 
N 
R 
R 
R 
D. 0. 
p 
p 
D, 0, 
N 
p 
N 
p 
R 
--- 
R 
R 
p 
p 
p 
D, O, 
1. This is a list of -dio--e ge,. -try families rlý. ich are known to have invested in 
colonial enter prize., ard YLich, in marv cases,, were ==bcrs of overseas 
trading conpanies; which were engaged in entrepreneurial activity, such as 
fen drainage, river navigation, industr7., or urlban &evelopment; cza which 
una"ertook exte. n--ive enclosure in the sixteentlh wfl seve. -fteenth centuries. 
Many familics enclosed a part of their estates in this period; but this 
list only includes thcZe Vrdch can be classified as extenSive enclosers., 
and., particularly., those gentry who were prosecuted for deporulation in 
1593 and. 1603. 
'Dates of settlemcnt in the county have been obtained from numerous sources 
but Appendix 16 notes t-ie most valuable oms, The religion of t-Ir- gentx7 
has been taken from Aprendix 15,, ar2- PU equals puritan E_,, a C. ý equals 
catholic. Rising cr declining families are listed in LppenaLix 13., ana RI 
signifies wd DE equals declining. 
Civil V; ar 3.0yalty is taken from Apperx ix 16. Pe qualz parliamont ', -, arian 'N. 
I. P. 
e,, ýUr. l- royalist; signifiez neutral; CIIH signifies that Vhc family ch--.,., Zecl 
siaeu; U equAs uncertain; and t-%r- letters D. O. mean that t1he family had 
died out, or left thr- county bcfcre 1642., a=cl was not nuniberecl among the 
ge. -, x7 of 1642. 
Blank spaces in the list signifies larl: of knowledgeo 
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The sources for colonial investment are Rabb, T. K. $ Enterprise and EM. Pire (Rabb in the 'major source or type of activity' column); and. Bottigheimcro 
K., Enplish Money and Irish Land: The Adventurers in the Cromwellian 
Settlement of Ireland P (Bottigheirmr). 
The main sources for entrepreneurial activity are Price, 17.., The Ez-4-lish 
Patents of Monoro3, v; Stone, L., Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1558-1641, TStonc); and P. R. O., Long Room c. 12)+s Chronological Index of Patents of 
Invention, 1617-1823. Appendix 21 Gives further detail for some of the 
families., and fen drainage ard river navigation are examined in Chapter 1. 
However., various composite sources have been used to supplement tImse. 
In the 'major source or type of activity' column, E14TCL signifies enclosure, 
This is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 1. and individual enclosure 
riots are examined in Section 3 of Chapter 7. Appendix 2 iz a list of 
important enclosure cases, vhich I have traced in these two counties, and 
it contains the sources for enclosure. The dePo ulat3. On returns of 1608 
,, 
C. 2C5/5/3 and 5; ani P. R. O., STAC. 57 are P, R. O. A. 13/36, anO- STAC. 8/18/12, 
STAC, 8/16/12,, a: A STA. C. 8/15/21, include the prosecutions for depopulation 
in Northamptonshire in 1593 and 1603. See Appendix 2 for more detail, 
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APPENDIX 15 
LIST MD ANALYSIS OF PURITAN AM 
CATHOLIC GENTRY FA14ILIES (1) 
PURITAN FAMILIES (2) 
1 IWOR SOURCE 
, 
Beclfcvdshire- 
Barnarcliston cf Northill 
Bulkelcy of Odell 
Cokayne of Hatley 
Eston of Biggleswade 
Grey of Sj-lsoýe., Earls of Kent 
Fish of Southill 
Luke of Cople 
Norton of Sharpenhoe 
Payne of Poddington 
Russell cC Wobtrn, Earls of 
Bed. fcr d 
St. John of Tilbrook 
St. John of Bletsoe. Earls of 
Bolingbroke 
Shepherd cC Maulden 
Snagge of Marston 
Staunton of Wobirn 
V. C. H,., P., 'R, 0,,,, C., 2/Jas *I, 
03163 
Venn 
Cockett 
Thurloe 
B. R. O., Lucas YZS; Hallina 
Thesis; Stone; various 
D. N. B. 
D. N. B.; HallinanThesis 
D. N. B., 
B. R. O., Orlebar LM.., M 
Stone; D. N. B. 
BoR*O.., St. John YSS,,, Jo 
Stone; D. N. B.; various 
Venn 
Godber, p. 283 
Matthews, A., Calamy 
Revisitea 
Northam) tons hire 
Agard of Broughton 
Andrewe a of Chax-velto, n 
Blencove of Marston 
Lawrence 
Brooke of Oakley 
Butler of Preston Capes 
Buttrie of Marston Lawrence 
Carleton of Wollaston 
Cartwright of Aynho, 
Catelin of Raundes 
Catesby of Vhiston 
Chauncey of Edgcott 
Claypole of Northborough 
Cope cf Canons Ashby 
Danvers ciC Culwcrth 
DovmhaU cC GeddIngton 
Dryden of Canons Ashby 
Dillon cf Farthingstono 
Ekim of Isham 
Elmes of Greens Norton 
Elmes of Warmington 
Fitzwilliam., Lords 
Fitzwilliam 
Fleetwood cC Aldwinklo 
Fosbrook cC Cranfcrd 
Fox cf Chalcombe 
Foxley cf Blakesley 
N lý. 0. 'x S: P. 14/12/69 
S, PolVl2l69 
Bate; Sheils, Thesis 
S, PoX/12/ý9 
S-P- 14/12/6 9 
Shells, Thesis, 
N. R. O., Cartwright MSS 
D. N. B. 
Sheils, Thesis; B*M. s 
Thomason, B. 163113 
S. P. ! ýW69 
D. N. B. 
S. P. 14/12/69 
Gleaso n 
I N. RoO. s X., 1570 Visitati 3P 14/12/ý9 
S: p: 14/12/69 
Northants Past and 
Present, is p*20 
S. P. FJ7-lM69 
Bate; N.. R. O. s X. 
Finch 
Aylim r., P-3 81 
Sheila., Thesis 
S. P. IV1216 9 
S. P. 14/12/69 
DATE CF RISING CIVIL 
SETTLEMENT 0 Rý VUR 
IN DECLINIM LOYALTY 
COUNTY 
15401s DE 
POST-1603 
1417 
c13 DE 
POST-1558 Pli 
C. 15 10 DE 
PRE- 1554 DE 
1545 
1625 DE 
c15 
C15 DE 
PosT-16o3 
15601s 
C. 151013 RI 
FRE- 1500 DE 
c15 DE 
015 
c15 
1545 DE 
1540's 
1616 Ri 
c15 DE 
c15 DE 
c15 
C15 
1,540ts DE 
c15 DE 
c15 
15401s RI 
1617 
15201a RI 
C15 DE 
C15 DEý 
1502 DE 
POST-1558 
C, 4 
1540,3 
C13 DE 
DoOo, 
p 
p 
p 
DOOO 
CH 
p 
p 
p 
p 
D*O. 
p 
p 
p 
D. Oo 
p 
D. 0. 
P 
P 
P 
p 
p 
P 
p 
R 
D&O., 
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Won SURCE 
Northarip -bons hire cont'd. 
Grendon ar Caldecott 
Hanbury of Kelmarsh 
Harby of Adstone 
Hartwell of Preston 
Deamry 
Ish= of Lamport 
Isham of Pytchlcy 
Knightley of Fawsley 
Lane of HortorVGrerdon 
Lynne of Southwick 
Matthew of Bradden 
Maunsell cC Thorpe Malsor 
Mild. may of Apethorpe 
Montagu., Lords Montagu 
Mole of Culworth 
Nedham of Lichborough 
Nichollz of Faxton 
Pargiter of Gretworth 
Pickeriz-G of Tichmarsh 
St. John of Woodford 
Samell cf Upton 
Stafford of Blcftrwick 
Steward of Pattishall 
Tanfield of Gayton 
Tate of Delapre 
Throckraorton of Paulerspury 
Ti-jon of Bulwick 
Trv st of Mai cLf or d 
Wasbington of Tbrapston 
Wilmer of Pywell 
Wizeman of Bozeat 
Yelverton of Easton Maudit 
Zouche of Harrim6worth., 
Ldso Zouche 
N. R. 0,2 X; Bate; 
S. P. 29 (1670) 
S. P. 3-4/12/69 
Bate 
B. M. s Thomason, E 16-37ýA S P: 14/1 69 
S: P . W/1 2,16 9 
Shcils,, Thesis; 
SP. 111/12/69 
SP, 14/12/69 
Sheilso Thesis 
SP. 3.4/12/69 
Bate 
D. N. B.; Sheils. Thesis 
SP. W12/69; Northants 
Past/Present, ii. 
SP W12169 
SP: 3-4/12/69 
D. N. B, 
sp. i4/12/69 
Bate; Baildon, (ed. )., p. 2 
B. R. O.., St. John MISS 
SP 14/12/69 
SP: W12/69 
Sp. 14/12/69 
Sheils,, Thesis 
SP. X/l 216 9 
Sheils, Thesis; D. N. B,., 
Garrett, N. R. O. Tryon LISS 
The Ancestor.. ii, pp-17 
96 (190-2T 
N. R. O.., X. 
SP Ivi 21ý 9 
SP: 34/1 V6 9 
Cal. S. P. Do. 1611-18., p. 27 
Sheils; Thesis 
Sheilz,, Thesiz I 
DATE OF RISIM 
ETTLEMENT OR 
IN DECLIN 
COUNIY, 
C15 
POST-1603 RI 
1540's 
1429 DE 
Cil 
Cil 
1415 
c -1500 1442 
1510 
PosT-16o3 
1550 
C14 
1596 
1530's 
C15 
1500 
POST-1603 
c . 15 10 C15 
POST-1558 
POST-1500 
1540's 
1551 
1610's 
C15 
1520's 
1570 
1598 
1578 
C13th 
ni 
RI 
DE 
DE 
RI 
DE 
DE 
RI 
RI 
RI 
DE 
DE 
RI 
RI 
DE 
RI 
DE 
DE 
p 
p 
p 
D*O. 
R 
R 
p 
R 
R 
p 
D. 0, 
. elx-P p 
p 
p 
R 
p 
p 
p 
R 
D. 0. 
D. 0. 
P 
p 
R 
R 
p 
p 
D, 0, 
88. 
CATHOLIC FAMILIES 
(3) 
DATE a? RI S Urr CIVIL 
WOR SOMCE 3ETTLELUTT OR WAR 
Bedfordshire IN DECLINIM DDYALTY 
Bredyman of Tingrith V. C. H. 1554 DE D*O* 
Cha. rnock of Holoot P-R-O-,, E-377/e9-49; - SP. 12/195/ i3j6 C15 DE P 
Cobbe of Sharnbrook p0R. O., E-377 C15 
Colbeck of Tempsford E-377/eg. 49 
Conquest of Houghton C. E. 371/eg. 28j49 C13 DE R 
Gascoigne of Cardington Bateson C15 DE D@O,. 
Fitzgeoffrey of Thurleigh V. C. H. C14 DF, 
Fitzgeoffrey of Cla ham B. R, O,, Catalogm of ABP. C14 D11", D. 00 
Hewett of Ampthilý 
ý1, 
brook SP. 12/195/116 ^POST-1558 
Hunt of Roxton B. RoO., Catalogue of AEP: 
E 377/ego22 2434 
Monoux of Wootton B-377/eg. 23 1514 P 
11ordaunt of Oakley E-377 C14 
Piggott of Gravenhurst B. R. O., C. R. T. 120/111em-3 C15 DE R 
Scroggs of Renhold E-377/ý9.16 c-1540 
Watson of Anpthill CCC, j, p. 
2057 P. 
Northamptonshire 
Allicock of Sibbertoft CCC-s P-88; E-377/37 155013 DE N 
Andrewes of Denton CCC. ) pp-1739Y1884; 7-37V43 C15 DE N 
Aprice of Tansor E 3Výg. 21 C15 DE N 
Arden of Evenley E: 371/eg-7.9.10 C13 
Barker of Ashton N. M.,, vii., p. 225 C15 DE D. O. 
Barnwell of Cransley Sheilss Thesis 15 101 s DE D. 
O. 
R Bawde of Walgrave N. R. S. 2 vii; B-377 EA= c 16 
Breton of Ravensthorpe N. R. S., vii C13 DE 
p 
Browne of Ylalcot N. R. O. Jsham. Corres- R pondence, 376 c-1505 
, Lords Brulenell Brudenell Finch; 
Wake; E-377; CCC- C14 RI U 
, Brudenell of Glapthorne E. 377/eg. 41 C14 
Bird of Bainton N. R. O. s X-3582; X. 648/1 PosT-16o, 3 
R 
Boviker of Slipton N. R. S., vii 
Braye of Whittlebury 
Butler of Aston-*le-Wal]s 
S vii 
N. R. S. , vii _ 
c. 1540 D. O,, 
Catesby of Ashby St. Ledgers 77/i6., D. N. B.., Y_. 3 DE D O Anstruýher C14 . a 
Charnock of Harrorde3; / 
Wel I ingboro E 377/eg. 21 DE R 
Cheney of Woodford E: 37Veg. 7.9- 
DE 
, Earls of Northampton Compton Lindl . P-3,59 .L 
1512 DE R 
. Darcy of Gt. Ad-aington 7 g. 43 
7e 
E-37 PRE-1558- 
Dormer of Purston N, PO.., X. 23582 
DE R 
Eaton of Brockhall N. R. S.., vii. 1582 DE 
Everard of Yelvertoft N. RO,, Dore notes POST-1558 
Fermor of Easton Neston D. N. B,, V. C. H.; N. R. O, j 
Dore notes 1527 R 
Fitzhugh qf Shutlanger V. C. H. 1280 
Fitzw: Llliam of Glapthorne 2.377/ego2l 1502 
Flamstead of Denton N#P_ -j vii; B-377/26 
Forrest of Peterborough V. C. H,; N. R. S e 154.0s DE Garter of Brigatock E-37ýAý_ 1550 
Griffin of Dingley Anstruther C14 DE R 
Griffin of Braybrock N. R. S.., vii C14 DE D. O. 
Hacke of Peterborough N. R. O. sMellows notes,, M( 
)l 
Hussey of Oundle 377/7 E 
I 
c. 15 101 s 
Kenvxick of Button 
: E 371/14 1598 
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DATE OF rJS]a\TG CIVIL 
II&JOP. SOURCE SETTLEIMET OR WAR 
Bedfcrclshire conttd. IN DECLIMIC LOYALTT 
I 
COUIM 
I 
Kinnesman of Loddington 
Knight of Piddington 
Lawe of Ashton 
Lewis of Earl's Barton 
Longueville, of Cosgrave 
Lovett of Astwell 
Lumley of Clipston 
Mallory of Wood-ford 
Marriott of Arthingworth 
Mordaunt,, Earls of Peter- 
borough 
Morgan of Heyford 
Mountstephen of Paston 
Neale of Wollaston 
Newport of Welton 
Norwich of Br=pton 
Plowd. en of Aston 
Poulton of Desborough 
Preston of Sudborough 
Pratt of 'Weldon 
Roane of Wellingborough. 
Sau. nders of Welford 
Saunders of East Haddon 
Saunders of Harrington 
Shirley of Astwell 
Shuckburgh of Naseby 
Stanhope,, Lords Stanhope 
Staresmore of Deene 
Stockley cf Adthorp 
Stottesbury of Evenley 
Stoughton of Lowick 
Sýyers of Loddington 
Symmes of Welton 
Tresham of Rushton 
Tresham of Lyveden 
Vavasor of Harrowden 
Vaux, Lords Vaux 
Wakelyn of Eydon 
Tiest of Cotton Encl 
Wildbore of Glinton 
Vfyrley of Dodford 
B-377/49 
E . 377/21 E -37V33 N. R. S.., vii 
V. C. H, 
IN, R, 0, X: V. C. H, 
N. R. O. 2 X. 
N* P4S o,. vii; E-377/21 
B . 377/7 Complete Peerape; see 
Appendix 21 
N. R. S_o, vii 
N. P-S .2 xiii 
B-377/47., 49 
N. R. S. 2 vii; E-377/21 
N. F. O. p X-3582; X. 648/1; 
E-377/28 
C-C-C, i P-1592 E-377/43 
B-371/21 
B-377/41 
B-377 
N. R. S. svii; E-377/43 
V. C. H; E-377 
V. C. H; E-377 
N. R. S., vii 
. B-377/33,, N. P.. O.., Aa 59 See ApPenaix 21 
E -37f/4-1 
PT-R-0-so X; E-377 
N. R. O.., X-3582 
N. R. S. ) vii; E . 377/9 B -3VI53 E-37V33 
Finch; D. N. B*; Anstruth-e 
E-3,77/ýT,; -9-22-s p. 88 
E-377/32 - 
E. 377; Anstruther; CCC.., 
p*2011 
N. B. O... X-3582; X. 648/1 
E-377/41 
N, R, O,,, X, Archcleaconry 
E. 377/eg. 16 
C15 
POST-1558 
c -15 2j+ 
C13 
C15 
C14 
C14 
POST-1550 
1550's 
PIO- 1550 
POST-1603 
POST-3558 
C15 
1617 
C19 
C15 
POST-1558 
C15 
C15 
C15 
C15 
1599 
POST-1558 
C16 
C15 
C15 
POSII-1500 
C15 
1300 
1546 
DE IL 
Ri 
D. 09 
R 
De0, 
DE D. 0. 
DE 
1p 
DE R 
D. 0, 
DE R 
DE p 
R 
N 
IL 
DE 
DE 
DE DA. 
DE R 
p 
DE 
2. 
D. 0. 
DE R 
DE D, 0. 
N 
DE N 
DE D. 0. 
DE p 
Unfortunately,, the sources for an analysis of tlv'r eligion of the Bedford- 
shire gentry are scarce. The Archdeacor=7 of Bedford records in the County 
Record Office are very fragmentary,, ard there are very few documents relating to Bed-fordshire among the diocesan records at Lincoln, Most of tho sixteenth 
arA seventeenth century material at Lincoln has been printed or transcribeds 
arA copies are held by the Bedfordshire County Record Office. Overall., they 
are very inadequate compared to the excellent records of the Diocese of Peterborough in the Northamptonshire Record Office. Peterborough diocese 
was created out of the vast diocese of Lincoln in 1541., ani it, embraced the 
counties of Northamptonshire and Rutland. This mearz that the number Of Bedfordshire puritan and catholic gentry is undo'ubtedly underestimateds 
especially in the case of puritan families. Howeverp the use of Exchequer Recusant Rol-Is confirms the impression from this Appendix thats despite the 
imbalame of sources between the tvo counties., Bedfordshire catholicism. was 
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much less pronounced than that of Northamptonshire; but few conclusions 
should be assumed from ihe very small number of Bedfordshire puritan 
families which have been identified. 
The major sources are discussed below; but the dates of settlement in 
the county are taken ft-om numerous sources (Appendix 16 notes the most 
valuable ones). 
The 'rising and declining' column is based on material in Appendix 13, 
and DE signifies declinings and RI signifies rising. 
Civil War loyalty is taken from Appendix 16, and P equals parliamentarian; 
R equals royalist; N equals neutral; CH signifies that the family changed 
sides; and U equals uncertain* The letters D. O. mean that the family had 
died out, cr had left the county before 1642., and were not members of the 
gentry at that date, 
Gaps in 1he Appendix signify lack of knowledge., although., in the 'rising 
and declining' column, it may mean that tie family was in a static 
economic position, 
2. The major sources for puritan families are asf ollovis: the abbreviation in 
brackets., after the source., refers to the reference in the IWOR SOTMCIý! 
column. 
V. C. H., Bedfordshire; V. C. H., Northamptonshire, (V. C. ): Venn, Jes 
Alumni Cantabrigienses (Venn); Cockett, C., George Cokayn's Transactions 
of the Conpregational History Society., xiis 
ýCoclgett); 
Thurloes 
.9A, Collection of the State Papers of John Thurloe edited bZ T. Birch; Thurloc); 
Stone, Les Crisis of The Aristocracy, 1558-16 s ýStom ); Hallinans T,, 'The Changing Composition of the Class of Larger Landowners in Bedfordshire, 
Buckinghamshire. and Northamptonshire between the Reformation and the Civil 
War's University of Oxford, DoPhile, 19556, (liallinan, Thesis); Crodbers J.., 
History of Bedfordshire, 
_1066-1888 
(Godber). 
N. R. O. s Diocesan Recordss mhich include court bookss bishop's visitationss 
and churchwardem presentmentss (N. R. O., X); The Northamptonshire Petition 
of 26C5 on behalf of deprived puritan ministers, and signed by forty five 
gentlemen.. Yhich is in the Public Record Offices (S*P. IV12/69); Bate, Fes 
The Declaration of Indulgences (Bate), lists the houses of gentry which were 
licensed as conventicles in 1672s and they include some Northamptonshire 
puritan gentry. Turners G. L. p 
(ed. )s Original Records of early Noncon- 
conformity under Persecution and Indulpences Gives an even more comprehon- 
sive list of conventicles. Sheilss W..., 'Puritans in Church and Politics in 
the Diocese of Peterboroughs 1570-16101, University of London., Ph. D., 1974., (Sheils, Thesis); Gleason., J. s The Justices of The Peace in England, 1558- 1640t (Gleason); Finch., M The Wealth of Five Northarpto=shire Families 
1540-1640p N. R. S., xixs 
ýFlinch); 
Aylmer., G. E., Tho-, Kin, -Is ServFmts, r); 
Stone., Les 'Lord Montaguls Directions to his son', Northawptonshire Past and 
Present.. ii; Baildon, VI. P., (ed. ). Les Reportes del Cases in Camera Stellata, 
1593-1609, from ihe original manuscripts of John Hawarde (Baildons (ed. )); 
Garrett., C, H,,, The Marian Exiles., ýGarrett). 
I 
The other references in the IMAJOR SOUPLEI column are self-explana 
3- The major sources for catholic families are as follows: the abbreviation in 
braclmtss after Ihe source, refers to the reference in the 'MiLJOR SOT. RCEt 
column. 
Most important of all are the Recusant Rolls (P-R-O-, E-377). I have 
examined the roll for every second year between 1596 and 1642s although 
occasional3y I have looked at successive rolls. The earlier ones are 
printed: Calthorps I. I., (ed. )s Recusant Roll 1: 1,522-39 Catholic -Record Society) xviii; Bowler, Ile.. (ede)s Recusant Roll 2: 1593-4s ani Recusant 
-Rolls : 
2ý94-6, Catholic Record Society., lvii and. 1xi V. C. H., Bedfordshire; V. C. H., Northamptonshire OBatesons M. s 
(ed. )s 
'I -s 
(V. C. H); 
Collections of Dýtters from Bishops t- 0 the Fri Council. 1564, with returns 
of Justices of the Peace classified accordi to religio, camaen Societys -UGI- N. S. s liiis 
(Bateson); Gree; ý. s-- Ce-E 
s Cffendar of the Committee for Compounding with Delinquents. 16 0 -Po s 
(L. C. c. 7; Wakes Js (ed. )s The 
Montagu Musters Look-, 1602-23. N. R. S. s v! 
T, -pp, 222-51 A list of recusant 
houses in Northamptonshire, which vere searched for arms in 1612, 
(N. R. S.., 
vii); Wake, J., The Brudenells of Deenes (yJake); J,. nstruthers G. s Vaux of 
91 
Harrowae , 
(Anstruther); Lindley.. K. 2 'The Lay Catholics of ErK; land in the 
reign of Charles V. Journal of Ecclesiastical Histqrý_xxii, (Lindley); 
NoR. Oes suitcase of handwritten notes on the Elizabethan gentry of Northampton- 
shire by Miss Jam Dore; N, 1600.., notes on Peterborough recusants by 11ro Vie 
R 
Yellows,, M(T)l; Cokayne., G,. E... Courplete Peerape. 
The case studies in Appendix 21 also contain infcrmation about the religion of 
som of these families. For Finch., an abbreviation in the column, see note 2e 
Another useful source is -Uie card index of NorthamptonsUre recusants, compiled 
by G. Anstruther., which is held by the County Record Office* 
According to Miss Dore, the Jansons of Ashby St. Ledgers; the Kilkhams of 
FinesIr. de; the Ylulshoes cf Finedon; and the Watsons of Rockingham were other 
Northamptonshire families which had catholic syinpathies, although ýIhey 
conformed to the established church. 
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APPENDIX 16 
LIST AND ANUYSIS OF RCYALIST AM 
PARLIAMENTAPJAN GENTRY (1) 
A key to A'ie numbered columns in this Appendix is given below, but 
further detail appertaining to these columns can be found. in the notes# 
after the tabulated lists. 
Some of the most important neutrals and gentlemen who changed sides 
are discussed after the notes about the tables, 
REY M TABLES 
MAJOR SOMI CE: This is discussed in the notes after the tables. 
Column number i: Date of settlemnt in the county 
Column number 2: Estimated income per annum in pounds., about 1642-A 
disouzsion of sources and approach is given in Appendix 
12, from w1hich most of the larger incomes have been taken. 
The smaller incomes., (below 2500, mainly)., have been 
estimated from subsidy rolls., and Appendix 12 discusses 
the use af these. 
Column number 3: Religious tradition of the Family. 
PU equals puritan; and CA equals catholic. 
This is based on material in Appendix 15. 
Column number 4: Rising or Declining. 
RI equals rising; and DE equals declining. 
This is based on material in Appendix 13. 
Column number 5: Were tImse gentlemen irrrestings extensively enclosing., or 
engaged in entrepreneurial activity? 
YES indicates that ihey were., and the column is based on 
the lists in Appendix 24. 
Column number 6: Were these gentlemen courtiers or central office holders? 
YES indicates that they were,, and further detail is given 
in the notes. 
Column number 7: Position in the family, with regard to the head. 
H equals head; YS equals younger son of -the head; ES equals 
eldest son of the head; and B equals brother of the head, 
The sources are listed in the noteso 
Column number 8: Education. 
OU equals Oxford University; CU equals Carbridge University., 
GI equals Gray's Inn; L. I. equals Lincoln's Inn; IT equals 
Inner Temple; and Mid. T equals Middle Terplee Sources are 
discussed in the notes,, 
The place of residence of peerss baronets and knights is not given* 
This can be founcl in Appendix Ile 
These royalists and parliamentarians are plotted on Maps 18 and 199 
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1. Except for recusant catholics ard a few leading., or notorious 3myalists, who 
were sequestred,, but not allowed to compound., an historian of the county 
region is more likely to overlook parliamentarians than royalists (or neutrals 
who paid the fifth ani twentieth). Except for those on county committees or 
who were Justices of tl-z Peace, there is no standard parliamentarian source 
comparable to the Calendars of the Committee for Comýpoundin-, ard the Committee 
for Advance of Money. (I am grateful to Professor Aylmer for clarifying this 
point for me) 
However, the 
L-e 
of supplementary sources has enabled me to trace almost as 
many parliamentarians in both counties (123) as royalists (132Y. 
2. The most important sources for tIr- identification of royalists are Green, M. s (ed 
. 
)s Calerdar of the Committee for Advance of Money, 1642-56,3 Pts-s (LA-M 
in the major souarce column in the lists); ani Calendar of the Committee for 
Compoundiýg with Deling4nts, 164,3-60., 5 pts-s (CCC n the major source column)o 
Alsos particularly useful are BoMa, Addit. MSSs 5.4.91, (Sequestration Papers); 
B. M., Egerton MSS., 2., 54-Is fo- 364s A, List of Nor thairp tons hire royalists; N. Iý. 0. " Mellows notes., M(T)I, about Peterborough royalists; N. R. O. s General Notes., Box file CA-COTO Civil Wax. which c ontal nz a handlist of local royalists., (C. 17. in 
the major source column). 
Other sources are Tibbutt, H, G,., Bedfordshire and tin f irst Civil Wars lsto-a 
Moot Hall, Leaflet iiis (Tibbutt (1) in ihe major source column); and 
Bedfordshire ard ihe Protectorates Elstow Moot Hall., Leaflet vi- (Tibbutt (2) in 
the major source column); V. C. H., Bedfordshire, a nd V. C. H., Northamptonshire,, (V. C. ., in the major source column): Bells-P.., (ed. 
T 
s Minutes of Bedfordshire Sequestrations Committee, 1646-7. B. H. R. S. s 5clix., 
(B. H. -: ý-. S. s xlix-in the column); Bedfordshire Notes and. Queries, (Beds N 8- Q in the oolumn7; Thurloe, J.,: Lý 
11ection of -ffie State Papers of John Thurloe edited by T. Birch V. P-5128 (Thurloe in the column), lists some local royalists; Levack, B., The Civil 
Lavýyers in Englaxd, 1603-41, (Levack in the column); Burkes J., A Genealopical 
and Heraldic History of tlýz Commons of Gt. Britain ard Irelanis is Appendix, 
(Burke in the oolum n); inclules some royalists among the proposed knights of the 
Royal Oak in 1660; Dictionary of National Biopra s 
(D. N. B, in the column). 
The case studies in -&ppendix 21 includD the sources for Civil -Uar loyalty of most 
of the noble families, arxl readers are referred to this Appendix, 
3. The central source for identification of parliamentarians is Firth, C. H. s aIXI Raits Re., (ed. ), Acts ard Ordinances of The Interregnum, 1642-60,3 vols., (F &R 
in the major source columno Pa e references are from the 1972 Florida reprint of 
the 1911 edition). Green, M, 
ted. 
). Calendar of the Committee for AdvvtAce of 
Money, 1642-56, (2AII in the column), is also uzeful 
Other sources are Cokaynes G. Eos Com. lete PeeraFe; aýl Complete Baronetape; 
Orme, It., 'The Parliamentary Cause in the Civil 'War's a B. R. O. typescript article (CRT. 120/133) about Bedfordshire., (Orme in Ihe column); Underdowns D... Pride's 
PT'Lae: politics in fie Prritpr (Underdown inthe column): Tibbutts 
H. G., (ed. ). The Letter Books of Sir Samuel Luke, 1644--! s B. H. R. Sos xlii and H. M. Cos J-P-4; Godber, J., History of Bedfordshire, 1066-1888, (Godber in -the 
column. 
I realise that mither the list of royalist gentry., nor that of parliamentarian 
gentryp are complete; but U-1ey are the ones uncovered from my own researcl-23 into the 
sources mentioned above. Professor Everitt found 103 royalist families in Northampton- 
shire (The Local Community and. the Great Rebellion., Historical Association., gemral 
series, lxx), and Mr. Orme (op. cit) includes some parliamentarian gentry, whom I have 
been unable to verify as parlia=nLarian from the major sources. However, as in 
other parts of the thesis, I have kept to my own figuresý and., although I think my 
totals are large enough to justify gemral analysis., an historian with more time to 
devote to the gentry of these counties is bound to uncover a greater number Of 
royalists and parliamentarians than I have. 
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Date of Settlement in county (column 1) 
This is taken from nunerous sources., which cover the whole range of material 
in the bibliography. However, V. C. H., Bedfordshire; V. C. H,,, Northarýntonshirej 
Blaydes, F., (ed. ). Visitations of Bedfordshire; Metcalfe, W. Ce, (cdi)., 
Northamptonshire Visitations, 1564 and 1618-1 ; Longden, H. I.., The Northamptonshire 
Visitation of 1681; and College of Arms., Bedfordshire Visitation of 1669., are 
particularly valuable. 
Courtiers and Central office-holders (column 6) 
Again, the sources are composite; but Aylmer, G, E,, The Kin?, ts Servantz: the 
Civil Service of Charles 1,1625-42; is especially uzeful., together with his 
typescript list of officials 1625-42 at the Institute of Histcrical Research. 
In Bedfordshire, the Went-worths., Earls of Cleveland., were courtiers and Lords 
Lieutenant of Bedfordshire; Sir Lewiz Dyve was brother-in-law of Lord Digby and a 
courtier; the Osborms were hereditary Lords Treasurers Remembrances; and Sir 
William Palmer was royal carver. George Blundell was a commissiomr for the 
disarming of Irish catholics; and William Gery was a Gentleman of the Privy Chamber. 
Of the parliamentarians., the Bruces., Earls of Elgin rjere courtiers and. Stewards of 
the Honour of Ampthill., and Edmund Wingate was mathematical tutor to Queen Henrietta 
Maria. 
In Northairptonshire, the Comptons., Earls of Northempton., were prominent 
courtiers and office-holders (see Cokaymy G. E., Complete Peerage), and the father- 
of Viscount Cullen,, Sir William Cokaynes would have been Lord Treasurer if be had 
not died before the appointment. Sir William Fermor was councillor to the Prince 
of Wales; the Wakes were Rangers of Salcey Forest; the Watsons were courtiers ard 
masters of the royal buckhounds; the Fleetwoods were hereditary receivers of the 
court of Wards; and Sir Christopher Hatton was made Comptrol3er of the Household in 
1643, Sir Robcrt Bannister had been Master of the Household to James I; Sir Edward 
Griffin was Treasurer of the Kirg's Chamber,, in reversion; Sir Robert Heath was 
Chicf-Juztice of King's Bench in JL43; Sir Brian Janson was Groom of t1rz, Bedchamber; 
Sir John Lambe was Chancellor to the Queen., 1629-4,10 ard Sir Thomas Roe was 
Chancellor of the Order of the Garter. Charles Edmonds' fatl-Brwas to have been 
Secretary of State; Robert Kirkham was Clerk of the Signet; Richard Lam of 
Courtenhall was Attorney-General to the Prince of Wales in 1634., a nd the Earl -of 
Staffords Is lawyer in 1641; the Lanes of Grendon were es quires oft he stables; and. 
the Palmers of Carleton were royal Cofferers and courtiers. Thomas Rudd was-chief 
engineer to Charles I. and William Stafford was tin son of an Ambassador to Frances 
Among Northamptonshire parliamntarians., the Cecilss Earls of Exeter,, and 
Mordaunts, Earls of Peterborough,, held Lord Lieutenancies; Francis Nicholls W as 
secretary to Electcr Palatine; John Cartwright was cursitcr in Chancery in the 16,101s; 3 
and Lawrence Ylaidwell was six clerk in Chancery. 
3.0)+ 
D. N. B.; V. C, .; Complete- Peerage; Corplete Baronetare; and various 
family 
histories, supplement Professor Aylmer's book and typescript listo 
Position in Fami3. v (column 7) 
The main sources are the Visitations Csee earlier for details); Baron, 0,, 
Northamptonshire Families; Baker., G.., The History and Antiouities of the County 
of Northairpto ; V. C. H., Bedfordshire; V. C. H., NorthEptonshire; The Ancestors 
12 vols., 1901-5; and various family histories and genealogical references* 
Education (column 8) 
Sources are Venn, J., Alumni Cantabrigiensess pt. is 4 vols; Foster, J.., 
Alumni Oxonienses, 1500-1714., 4 vols.; Clark., A., (ed. ). Rezister of the Universi 
of Oxford, 1571-1622,3 vols.: (more accurate than Foster); Baildons W. P.., 
(ed. )s 
Records of Lincoln's Inn, is Admissions, 1420-1799; Foster., J., (ed. 
). Register of 
Admissions to Gray's Inn, 1521-188 ; Sturgess., A. H... Register of Admissions to the 
Middle Temple, i; and Inner Temple Library., Typescript of Admissions, 
It is often d ifficult to identify the correct member of the family from these 
sources., especially in the case of a family where the same christian name is passed 
clown through successive generations. Some doubtful instances are signified in 
column 8. and the accuracy of these details cannot be completely guaranteed, All 
reasonable precautions and cross-checks have been taken, but I may have missed one 
or two admissions to educational institutions of some of these gentrye I think I am 
more likely to have missed some entries than to have entered incorrect details in 
column 8. 
It should be noticed that among the Northamptonshire parliamentarians are 
William -Vitzwilliams vhio became second 
Lord Fitzwilliam in 1644s and Edward Montagu, 
who became second Lord Montagu in 1644* 
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Some notable neutrals and Centlemen who changed sides. 
Bedfordshire 
Sir Edward Gostwicko baromtj, was deaf and dumbp and remained neutral 
Sir William Botelcr of Biddenham changed sides (see Appendix 21) 
Sir William Briers of Pulloxhill was a royalist Commissioner for the Peace 
in 1643 (B. M.., Addit. MSSs 3,5., 750, fo. 78), but he appears on ihe 1644 Parliamen- 
tarian county committee (Firth and Rait). 
Henry Chester- of Tilsworth was a royalist Commissioner for the Peace (B. M., 
Addit- MSS.., 15., 750., fo- 78)., but he is said to have been neutral with parliamen- 
tarian sympathies at a later date,, (Waterss E. C., Genealodcal Meroirs of the 
Chesters of Chichele ). 
Sir John Rolt of Ravensden was a royalist until 1643., when 10 changed sides* 
William Russell., fifth Earl of Bedford,, changed sides (see Appendix 21). 
There is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the loyalty of Sir Robert 
Napier., baronet., and he has not been classified as royalist or parliamentarian., 
This uncertainty is discussed in Appendix 21. 
Northamptonshire 
Edward., fourth Lord Vaux; Sir William Tresham of Lyvedens baronet; Sir William 
Andrewes of Denton, baronet,, and his son, Sir John Arilrewes, were sequestred as 
recusants only., and Idiey appear to have been mutral. (Calerdar of the Cornrittee 
for Compounding with Delinq22nts, pp. 2011$ 882 1739, and 1884)- 
William., first Lord Fitzwilliam. was neutral (Habakkuk., H. $ 'Landowners ancl the 
Civil War', Ec. H. R., 2nd s., xviii); and., although Charles, second Lord Stanhope, 
contributed to the royal cause in 164.2 (Calerxlar of -1he Comnittee for Advance of 
Mone , p. 41,4)s he vas probably mentally unstable and was allowed 
to leave for 
Prance in 1644 (Cokayne., G. E.., Com-olete Peerape). 
It was suspected that Thomass first Lord Bruaenell, was present in royalist 
garrisons,, but his delinquency is unproven and he was only sequestred as a recusant. 
(See Appendix 21., and. also CCC.,, pp. 88,, 1078., 261+1). 
11ildmay., seconP- Earl of Westmorlaril., aril Edward Onley of Catesby began ihe 
war as royalists, but changed sides in 1644 and 1643, respectively. 
(See Appendix 
21 for Westmorlaryl; B. M., Addit. 11SS. 2 15)750s fo. 78; 
Firth and Raits i., p- 49). 
Henry$ Lord Mordaunt, second Earl of Peterborough in 1643., began as a 
Parliamentarian, but later changed sides (See Appendix 21); and. Henry., third Lord 
Spencerp created Earl of Sunderland in 1643, started the war -as parliamentarian 
Lord Lieutenant of Northamptonshire, but then changed sides. (Firth and. Rait, ij, 
pol; CCC-j, p. 1291). 
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APPENDIX 17 
THE JUSTICE3 OF TIE PEACE 
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i. The source for obtaining Libri Pacis references is Barnas, T,, and 
Smith., A. H.., 'Justices of The Peace, 1558-16881: Revised List of 
Sources'. B. I. H. R., xxxii. 
The references for the Commissions analysed in the table of appearances 
are: 
BEDFORDSHIRE 
Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, of Henry VIII., xvii, p. 663, 7-157ý2-7; P, R, O, s C, 193/12/1, foe 2-2vs (1549); B, M,, Lansdowne YSS,, 1ý2181 fb. 41 (1558-9); and foe 5s (1561); B, M,,, Egerton YISS., 2045j, 
foe 6. (1573-4); P-R-O-., S-P-32/145P fb- 5-5v., (1579); B, Mo., Royal LISS, 
xviii, D iiis fb. 419 (1583); B Me,, Addit VISS... A139s fo 108v, (1600; 
P*R@Oo$ ; *P*iV33# fb- 5s (16C85; P-R-O-j C-193/13/1 foe 
;, (1621-2); 
Rymer,, T,, Foedera,, T. VIII9 pt, IIIj, p- 3ff-.. (16255; B. M -Harleian 
MSSs 1,622, foe I-'2v., (Jan. 1626); P. R. O., C. 193112122 fo: I-1v, (1626); 
P*R. O*j E. 163118112, foe 2-3s (Oct. 1626); P. R. O., S-P-16/405,, foe 46v-47v,, 
(1636); B. M,.. Thomason Tracts. E. 1238/4S (1650) P-R-O-9 C-193/13/53 
foe 1-2v., (16577; P-R-O-, C-19313213., foe 1-1v, 
tl663)- 
Letters and Popers. Foreigm and Domestic. of Henry VITI, xx, pt. i. p. 316t '(1-5-457; -P-R, O. a C. 193/12/1, foo 24-24v, (1549); BoMos Lawdoww I=# 13218s fb 21vs ( 58-9 end fo-72v-Dr(Dec* 1561); B@Vo Egerton 133, 
2s345s fb: 25# (1 73 4); P R*Oo SP*12/145, fo. 28v-29, (1579); B@Mos 
RoYal MSS*s xviiis D, iiio 
U583ý; 
Gleasons J., The Justices of The Peace 
in Englard, 1558-16 LLO., pp. 167-8, (1584); Boll. Addit. MS., 3 139ý fo- 343vs .983 
-Is (16085; P. R. Oo, C* 1931,13 k1604); Gleason, J., op-cit-i pp- 170 3,1 
fo. 68v-7ov, (1621-2); Rywrs To., Foederas T. VIII., pto IIIj pe 122 (1625); 
Gleason, Jos op, -cit. 3 pp. 172-4s 
(-1626)7'--'ý, PO., E. 163118112s fo- 55-57vt 
(Oct. 1626); Wakes J., (ed. )p Quarter Sessionz Records of the Co2= of 
Northampton, 1630.3.657.1658, Appendix, (1630); Gleason, Jos opecit. 2 
PP19179-80; (1636); B. M. s Thomason Tracts, E, 1238/4, 
(1650)* P-R-0 0 
Co 311315., fo- 76-9s (1657); P-1140-9 C-19311213s fo- 70V-73., (16635* 
Gleason, J,, op. cit., Appendix C., pp. . 
164-186, also reproduces the 1562 
Commission cC the Peace for Northamptonshire. Indeed$ this county was 
onc of those Yft. ich he studied in depth as a basis for his book. On paee 
241j, he also eives the 1609 Bedfordshire justices, 
The Northamptonshire Commissions in this Appendix are for the whole county. 
But the Soke of Peterborough had its own Bench, as well. Howeverq no 
attempt has been made to analyse this. For this, see N. R. O.., kicrofilm 196,, 
Quarter Sessions for the Sokc, 1623-32 (from Exeter USS. ) 
In the lists, where a 121 aplears above the tick,, it means thattro members 
of the fami3, v appear on the Commission. 
Appendix 11 lists the nobility., baronets,, and knights of the two counties 
In 164.2. 
116 
PEDMRDSHIPV, 
APFE7NDIX 18 
SCHOOLS IN PEDIORDSHIM k': D NTORT. RýUTTONSHM 
,, 
A. pleys before 1636 (Venn) 
Becifordl c1160, and 151,8--66 (Vincent 
Or=e 
Biggleswades 1557 (Vincent) 
Bushmead, projected 1332 (Orme) 
_, 
Claphans before'1636 (Vincent 
. --Clifton, 
before 1609 (Vincentý 
Deam nn) s beforo 1630 (Ve. Duns tabl 
, 
es 1097-1244 (Ormie) 
. --'Eaton 
Brays before 1578 (B. R. 0'*'s-- 
A. B. C. 3) 
Eaton Socons before 1569. (Vincent) E 
Evertons before 1636 (Venn) 
Felmersha=s before 1563 (Vincent) 
Houghton Conquests before 1632 
(Vincent) 
_, 
Houghton Regis, 1515 (Orme, and 
B*R*O&s F&C. 18/5) 
Y-nottings before ! 674 (Venn) 
_'T. 
6ighton Buzza-rds 11,411 (Orme), before 
. 1626 
(Vincent) 
Lidlington, 1624 (B. R. O. s CRT. 1700/ 
-Lidlington 1. )- 
Luton, before 1591 (Vincent) 
NORTHAITTOPSHIES' 
Ab-LOhorpe., 1646 (Tracts). 1649 (Vincent) 
Adstom., before 161+1 (V#cent) 
Aldwinkle 1489-151+6 (Orme) 
J-ýynho., 16ý4 (N. R. 0 , C(A) 7., 043) Asl-dey., before 163; (Vincent) 
Barnack, before 1579 (Vincent), 
- 1359 (Crme) 
Barnwell, 1604 (-Tracts) 
Blakesley., 164.6 (! kacts). 
Blathendck -Cý , 
1669 (LCH. 1, 
., 
1620 Týý&ýcýts) 
Bli T (. gorth, 11+71+ (TrL: n,, cts . , 1503 inceent), 1505 (Orme) . 
BracIdey 1100. s (Carlisle) 
(Tracts5 Jj 
144-7 
Braybrooke, 1630 (Tracts) 
Bries. -ock, 1620 1620 
0'. ýT. P. 0. s P'. O. P. 2 I 101ý - Bringtor., 1522 (Ormeý 
Broughton' before 1635 (Venn) 
Burtcn Latilmr,, 1587 (Sto-. -M)., 
1587 (N. P. O., I-L. 3Y801) 
Bulwick, before 1661 (Venn) 
Carleton, 'before 1659 (Vincent 
Clipston, 1667 (V. C. -) Colly, aes-'xnj before 1639 (Vincert 
Cottesbrooks before 1650 ýVincentý 
Couxtenhall, 'before 1593 (V-C- 
Daventry, 
-1576 
(Vincent) 
Everdonp before 1636 (Vincent) 
Farthinghoes 1443 (Orme) 
Fawsley, 1528 (Crme) 
Finedon,, 1542-80 (Vincent, Stowe, 
Tracts) 
Oakley., before 1547 (Vineent) 
PocUngtcn., before 1621 (B. R. O. s OR lsO48) 
Potton., before 1635 (Vincent) 
Rzavensden,, before 1623 (Vincent) 
Roxton, before 1660 (Venn) 
San(ý-,,,., before 1605 Vincent) 
Sharpenhoe,, Ed. VI 
ýB. 
R. O.., FAC. 18/5) 
SheffordP before 1659 (Vincent) 
Shillirgton,, before 1657 (Vincent), before 
1578 (Venn) 
Southill, before 1599 (Vir-cent 
Stotfo. Irl-, before 1599 (Vincentý 
Sutton, before ! 611+ (Vincent) 
Tempsford, projected 1517 (Orme) 
"Thurleigh, 1618 (Venn) 
Toddington,, before 1591 (Vincent) 
Wilaen AC. 18/5) 
., 
before 1580 Vincent- B. R. O., F 
Woburn, before 16CY+ 
ýVlncent5; 
1582 (B. R. O.,, 
CRT. 130/C, oburn 12) 
Wyming, ton,, before 1640 (Vincent) 
Gretton,, before 16.1, -4 (Vincent) 
Guilsborough., 1668 (V. C. F-. ) 
eiý) Hargrave, before 1661 (Wý 
Harrington, before 1641 (Vincent) 
Little Harrowden,, : L661 (V. C. 
Hellidon, 1618 (Tracts) 
I-Ii, eham Ferrers, 1.372-11+00 (Orme)1'14,22 (Vincent). 
Hothorpe, before 1628 (Venn) 
Kelmarsh, before 1569 (Vincent) 
Ketteringg., 'before 1584 (Vincent) 
Kingstlýorpe., before 1654 (Vincent) 
1.. 'oultoný 1560 (Stowe) 
Naseby, before 1622 (Vern) 
Northamptons 1176 (Crme), 151ý2 (Vincent) 
Orlingbury., before 1634 (Venný 
Oundle, 1556 (Vincent, Jordan) 
Peterborough, 12,0c'ý- iý12-26 (Cr=ey 
., 
1541 (Vincent. ) 
Plumpton, before 1630 (Vincent) 
Pr--Ston Cales., 1635 (N-P. O. s Ka IV 54)., 1647 (Vircent,, Tracts5 
Pytchley, 1661 (V. c. H. ) 
Rothwe113 1581 (Cýxlisles Vincent, Sto-, ýe) 
Slapton., 1646 (Tracts) 
Spratton3 1520 
Stam-fords 1532 (Rep. 11ster of Stanford School) Strixton. % before, 1 50 (Vincent SYI-vellp before 1618, (Vincent) 
Tichmarshs before'1625 (Vincent) 
Towcezter,, JW. - -51 (Orme., 
' Carlisle p T-! racts) Iffeedon. Beek, before 1574'(N. R. O,., 1, -rchd-4. fo-19v) Weekleys 1619 (Tracts) 
Wellineborough, -Ed. VI 
(Carlisle) 
l17 
Fotheringhay., 1415 (Ome Welton., before 1581 (N. R. O.,, X648/1., fo-43) 
Geddington, before 1634 ()Vincent) 
Glintons before 1632 (Vincent) 
Grafton Urrlerwood, before 1577 (N. R. O., Archdeacora'"j 5. fo. 123) 
Grendonp before 1629 (Vincent) 
1. The chte after ihe place refers to the date of foundation or to the fIr st date 
at which mc-ntion of a school is made. 
The sources are: 
The chapters on schools by Leach,, A.,, in V. C. H. Bedfordshire i; V. C. 
Northprrton-shim, ii; Stowe., A. M. ý English Grammar Scho; 
-1sins Ihe Reipn 
ý of Elizabeth, (new edition, 1969); Jordan., Yl.., The Charities of London, 1L. 80-1660; 
Orme, N.., English Schools in the Middle_Lpes, pp. 295-321; Vincent, Y1. The 
State and School Education, 161+0-60, in ErW, -land ma Wales, pp. 120-35; Carlisle, N., 
A Coroine Descrirtior rf the Endowed Grammrx Schools of Englani and 71ales, 2 
vols.; Taylor, J., (ed. ). Tracts Relatinr, to Northa-mptonshire., 3rd series, list 
of endowed schools; Venn, J., (ed ). s Alinuu Cantabrif: ienses,, pt, i) 4 volz. Tly-, se are abbreviated (V. C. . ); (; tý7ý7e7-; 
-T-Jordan); (Or=); (Vincent); (Carlisle); 
(Tracts); and (Venn) in t1he list. 
Other references refer to documents in Bedfordshire and NorthaLVtonshire County 
Record Offices. 
Venn, J., op. cit., mentions schools, occasionally, in the pen portraits of those 
who matriculated at Cambridge colleges. The reliability of this source is 
uncertain, but these references have been included. 
These schools are plotted on Laps 20 and 21. 
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I* M252 Appendix in mainly related- to Chapter 8,, and it, in an, attempt- to'place 
Dunstable and Wellingborough within the context of relative distribution of 
walth among the populous settlemonts of Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire* 
Buokatxsoh,, Jo., ýThe Geographical Distribution of Wealth in Ugland.. 1086- 
1843's Zoo H. Roj, 2nd nos iiis, 1950s, pioneered the atuiy of distribution of 
wealth by dividing various tax assessments into acreage of counties* 
Schofieldp Roj, -. $The Geographical Distribution of Wealth in Zngland,. 1334-164-910 
Zc*HoRos, 2n& a. xviiij 1965s, although disagreeing with some of the tax assess- 
nents which Buckatzsch =ads confirms the validity of the mothodologgr* Howevers, 
this method is appropriate for a larger-area, like a hurdred or a county (see 
Section 3 of Chapter 2 for use ef this mothod)s, but it is inappropriate for a 
concentrated urban settlement becausathe ratio will reflect the size of the 
settlement* rather, than its relative wealth, 
Therefore,, I buys adopted my cnm formula of relating tax assessments to 
estimated population figures on a pence per person b&3i&o I have not foundL 
&zW other source which uses this methods but it notes a more appropriate meam 
of analysis* 2he Appendix shows that the richest towns$ according to pence 
per persons, were not necessarily those with the highest population. 4, As an illustration of the methods Luton was assessed at 063.2 in 2524/5j, and it had 
an estimated population of 19343 in 1524/5 (See Appendix 3)o Thereforep the 
town was =Bossed at 18*79 pence per person. ., However# there are now uncertainties in this'nothodo I have no population 
estimates to correspond to the taxes of the 1630's an& 1640'as, and# therefores 
I have used those estimates from the Hearth Taxes of 1670 and 1671 an the 
population figures for these taxes* Also# Dr* Schofield,, cvgoitop criticised 
the use of the 161+2/2 Subsicly for distribution of wealth calculations because 
post-35W6 subsidies am notoriously inaccurate Indi &torn ct wealthe Never- 
thelessy I believe this subsidy-does highlightivelative distribution of wealth 
among the towns$ even if the actual assessments are unreliable* The am 
criteria and bases of rating were used throughout the two counties. Despite 
these uncertainties, I thiWc that some attempt to establish relative wealth on 
these lines in worthwhile* 
Appendix 5 lists those parishes which contained than five hxm&-e& inhabi- 
tants at various dates* 
2* The 1524/5 Subsidy in fragmmtary fbr BedfordLshire (see Appendix 3* note 2). 
r1or Cambridgeshire in the Ust eind Tndex ard P*R*04oj, 2*17037/9's catalogued un, -- 3ooiety oataloguis of Iqr Subsidy Rolls)j is the only source which gives the 
assessment ct azW towns$, and this only covers Ilitt and Manshead hundredso The 
population estimates of 2524/5 a" in Appendix 3, P and also in Appendix 5. The IW6 Subsidy in more completes, and ratings are given for every town with 
over 500 inhabitants,, except Iaighton Buzzard. P*RO*j, 3*179/73/13ý3s, 139s, 246. 
Population estimates for 2ýW6 are in Appendix 3s, but thq7 are also listed in 
Appendix 5o 
The 1637 assessments are from the Ship Money levy of that year, arA they are 
printed in Immison, 7. G. s, 
(*do)# The Shiv MonSE EWrs of Hearr Chester and 
Sir William Boteler, 163769, BoH*R*Sts, xvilio Population estimates used am 
those from the 1671 Hearth Tax kaeor Appendix 3# and also Appendix 5o) 
The 143/2 assessments are taken from Ihe Subsidy payment of that year P. R. O. # 3,179/72/282, p 284 and 287* The assessment for Pottou is illegible, Pqpu3jLtjon 
estimates used we also those of 2671o 
%fortunately, 'the military lax of 2649 (P-R-O-s, Z-179/72/293)s, which Dro Schofield (ovocil4k) says is more reliable Ihan the 164.3/2 subsidys, does not give the individual assessments for the parishes- of Mazwhftd hundreds, of which DUnStable is ones ad so it oa=t be used* 
3* The assessments fcc the Northamptonshire 2524/5 Subsidy are tak&n froji p. Rooo$ Z-3-79/155/122-50 3.289130s. 232-3#136#3J+5-6#Msl59, vl6O; ana Sheail Jos ý'Tbe Distribution of' Regional Wealth in Znglau& as indicated in the 
t: 
7 Subsidy Returns, 3524/5'. University of Iondons, Ph*D,,, 19689 Volume 2,, Gazateer* 
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See note 2 of Appendix 3 for disou3sion of the" sOuroOso The Population 
estimates f or 25W5 are taken from Appendix 3. but they are also in 
Appendix 5, 
Me 164.3/2 aseessmants are ftom a pkyment of the Subsidy, P. R. O., 3C*179/ 
3L57/421,, 422,443; but N"saburgh azd Wil3ybrook hundreds are not covered* 
Therefore# Castors Xing's CUM# Pastoup Pateiborough and Stanford Baron 
am missing from the : List* The population estimates used are those from 
the 1670 Hearth Tax,, mA we given in Appendioes 3 and 5- 
The 1644 assess=mts are from a military tax# P*340-# 3,179/257/44., 4290 
exi are in shillings amd pence,, rather than poundLas, because it was a weekly 
tax* There are no amounts given for Crick and, Stamford Baron, Population 
estimates from the 2670 Hearth Tax have been used* 
The 1649 assessments oover the Zaste= Divisions, o4y,, with the exoeption 
of Wassaburgh hundred, * So. Castor Peterborough aid Stamford Baron are 
missing* N#P*O*,, MauzweU MW*j, MtTM)483/13-: W* Population estimates are 
taken from the 1670 Hearth Tax* Dro SohofieUL mWe that the 16)+9 
Tax is particularly reliab2e as a guide, to distribution of wealthý 
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APPMIX 21 
CLSE STUDIES: BR ACCOMIM OF THE ORIGInt 
POLITICS ABD 7=1=8 OF SOME OF THE LUDI14 
GENUT IFAXILIES OF 
-lW 
This. Appendix in intends& to be a oomplement to the ana3, ysis of the gentry 
ln'ch&pter four, It provides more deteil about the Pecraj, baronets and some of 
the other leacling gentry of 1642# together with a bib3. iogr&plw of references 
about each f&ai2, y., 
The families examined in the Appendix are$ 
BZDFODSHIRI 
ý--'Bruoe of Ampthill 
Grey of Silsoe 
14usell of Woburn 
Sto John of Bletsoe 
Wentworth of Toddington 
Braye of, Zaton Bray 
Chewy of Toddington 
Alston of Odell 
Burgoyne of Sutton 
Fishe of southill 
Gostwick of winington 
Hapier"of Luton 
Blunde3l of Cardingtom 
Boteler of Biddenham 
Cbarnock of Holoot 
Duncombe of Battlesden 
Gary of BuW=e&d 
IA*e of Cople 
Osborm of Chioksomis 
NORTHAMPTONSH W 
Cecil of Blurghley 
Cokayne of Rushton 
Compton of Castle Ashby 
Yane of Apethorpe 
Montagu of Boughton 
Mordaunt of Lowick 
Stanhope of Harrington 
Vaux of Harrovaen 
Zouohe of Harringworth. 
And evis of Denton 
Browne of Waloot 
Cave of Stwiford. 
Dryden of Canons Aahby 
Egerton of Farthinghos 
3nion of Flore 
Vermor of Easton Keaton 
Ishas of Lanport 
Nicholls of Faxton 
XOrIFiCh Of BrUptcU 
Pickering of Tio sh 
Shirley of Astwell 
Treshm of Iveden 
Walve of ftloey 
Watson of Rockingham 
Telverton of Easton Maudit, 
Bernard of Abington 
Breton of Ravensthor 
Cartwright of Aynho, 
pe 
Cateft of Ashby St, Ledgers 
Cope of Canons Ashby 
Crowe of, Steane 
Griffin of Din4sy 
Hatton of Kirby 
Palmier of Carleton 
Stafford of Blatherwrick 
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Key to lbbreviations usecl in the a2i)e 
Baker 
Bridges 
Burke 
COAG 0 
CICSCO 
Clarendon 
late Barometage 
ompl arts PeeraKe 
Pir th and Itait 
Gleason 
Habsirla 
Habakkuk (2) 
H&114nans, Tbesis 
Kee2er 
N*R*A* 
sainty 
Sheilas ? hcsitj 
stone 
Thurloo 
Trevor-%er 
Underdown 
Baker$ Go. The History and Antiquities of the rAmniz 
Northamto 2 vols*$,, tl822-41) 
Bridgess, Jog The History am& Antiquities of Northamptom 
, 
j5riQgez uy Tac revarcuL &-cucv wz, -, jAjYjj r. VWJ. Poo %. LjWd6.1 
:. Burke. 9 Jos, A, Genealogical and Heraldic History of 
the 
Commoners of Great Britain andL Irelanis is Appendixg 
ppe 688-91+, 
: Green# 14# (ad*)$, Calemclar of the Committee for Advance 
of Money, 3.642-56, .3 pts., 
(I W. ý 
: Green,, Mop (ode)# Calena of tha Committee for Compounilm 
with Delinauents. 16jk&0# Y-Pts... (1889-93) 
: Clarendon# Bep Earl of., History of the Rebellion and Civil 
tjw# 6 vols,,, Oxford, ked. W. I. Macray) Wars in I e-eltm-A (1888 edition) 
: Cokaynes G*Zoj The CoMlete Baronella, 6 vols, 
: Cokayw,, G*Z*,, Zh2 ComDlete P22FAgp, 13 volso 
: Firth, C*H*,, and, R&itj, R*So# (ed: )s, Acts ant Ordinit es. of 
the Interregnum, 1642-6 v3 Vols a 
(1972 reprint) 
: Gleasonp J*H*p The Justices of the Peace in Inglandj 
1558- e 
: Habakkuk$ H@Jop 'Landowners and, the Civil War', 3Cc*HR.,,, 
2n& s*s xviiijo (1965) 
: Habakkuks H. Jop 'Znglish land rships 3.680-17401, Ic. H. R. 
x9 (1939-40) 
V142inang To., 'The Changing Composition of the Class of 
Larger Lamdowners in Bedfordshire., Buckinghamshires and, 
Northamptonshire between the Reformation and. the Civil War',, 
University of Oxfm4p Do Phil*# 1956o 
Naeler, Me# The Long Parliammt, 16W- 
National RegIs ter of Archive a. 
I Sainty.. Jog lards Lieutenant of Counties, 1558-L644s, 
B*I*HoR*p ftpplement* 
Sheilsj, W@Jop 'Puritans, in Church and. Politics in the 
Diocese of Peterborough, 1570-16101., University of London# 
Ph* Do# 3.974o 
ýS 
Stozeq Lo The Crisis of the Aristocracys 155,84kU* 
: Birch.. To: (eclo)q A'Collection of The State Papers of 
John Thurloet 7 vols-s J1742)o 
: Trevor-Ropext He# 171m wentry$, 1540-1640',, Zo*HoRos 
Supplement Is, (1953) 
: Underdown, Deg Pride's Purges Politics in the Puritan 
Ibevolutione 
Other abbreviatiom use& are refarre& to in the list or abbreviations at the 
begimAng of the thesis* 
Appendix 10 gives the size of the houses Of Most of these families in the 
166018 and. esr3y 1670'se 
The Botelers of Sharnbrook., Bedford-shire# baronets, baa wyed, to Kent in the 
1620's ama. were no longer resident in Bedfordshire in 1642. " (Hastedv 3. j% 
The HistorY 
amdL ograrbical Survey of the County of Kent., ii, pp', 
" 19"0-2; Cokaymp G*Z*# 
Complete Barowtage,, ii, po 96). 
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Nob2o families in 1642 (see Appendix 21 for dates of titles) 
Bruce of Amthill. Earls of Ilgi 
The Bruoes were a Scottish family which rose to prominence in the service 
of James I. Edwards lot Lord (d. 1611)# was Master of the Rolls in the early 
years of the reign. Thomass 3rd LordALnd Ist Earl of Elgin, was granted the 
Stewardship of the Honour of Ampthill in 36338 azil took up residence at 
Houghton House, Anythill, in the 162Q! s* AmVthill manor was acquired. in 1630., 
and an estate at Maulden between 1633 and 3.635; but owzxwahip of Bedfordshire 
property appears to have remained limited. Stone estimated their income at 
between ZI#100, an& Z2#199 in 1641s which placed then among the lesser peer&* 
Habbakuk says that Roberts 2n& Earl of Elgin and lat Earl of Ailesbury (d.: L685),, 
was one of the heavily indebted royalists; but between 1655 ani 1656 he pur- 
chased two Clophill manors for Cg,, 360. 
(3) 
Thom". Ist Earls, seems to have been a parliamentarian; but Robert,, 2nd 
Earlp was a supporter of the Sealed Knot in 1659 an& was supposed to be a 
leader of the Bedfordshire rOyali3t rising of that years, ihioh did not mater- 
ialize* The Earldom of Ailesbury in 166)+ was a recognition of bis services to 
the Restoration. 
(2) 
10 
2. 
ComiDlete Peera", is, pp. 58-9; iij, pp- 35Q-4; vs pp. 41-6; Stone., p9 761; 
Habbakuk, p. 349; B. R. Oej* Luc" MSS** L*V, 14§s 4/53- 7irth azd Raitp is p, 1234: Thomag., Iord Bruce, ins Commissioner for the 
Militia in Doe. 1648., ani this is probably the Earl of Elging who was 
styled Lord Bruce of Thorlton (1641). His son,, lard Bruce of Kinloses was 
called Robert. Undardownj, D Ro &list Consvira2X in 3 pp* 259,0 266, 
273% 298j, 300- Thurloev vilso # BeMes Stowe MSS** Iffg, fo, 66; Aile3burys 2nKI Earl, Memoirs of Thomxg. Earl of A-ilesbury 2 volse Por other 
information,, see H, V. C#. Sixth iAP-Wt,, pe 40; -L&-J-* Top p- 
433- 
Grey-of Bilsoe. Earls ar Kent 
They were the most senior noble family in Bedfordshire an& Northampton- 
shire in 1642# an& were the on2y one whose peerage dated from before 1500. In 
14800 they were the richest Bedfordshire family,, with a total of 33 manors; but 
Richard, 3rcl Earl (d. 1523). W as a profligate gamblw and probably ment&33. y 
unstable., and Henry VII took control of Ruthin lordships partly as security for 
debt, but mainly to prevent Richard from alienating h13 iihole estate, His heirs 
Sir Henry (d. 1562). refused the title because of insolvency, &nj his sons 
Reynold (d*1573)s reassumed the title as 4th Earl in 3.572* The f smily never 
recovered ad remained among the lesser peerage until the 16501gs although they 
waft Lords Lieutenant of Bedfordshire almost continuously between the 3580's 
amd, 1639. Their annual income had fallen from rAewrly'911,500 in'3,468 to about 
Z500 in 1639* Rather than heavy saless the Grey' Islessed out most of their 
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estates,, aad rents were doubled or trebled in 1628; but they did not chaW 
to rack-rents or shorten the terms of leases until, 16569 They were also keen 
enclosers, uA provoked serious riots at Blwhsm in 1581 srA 1604*(') 
The second marriage of Henrys 9th Earl (d*1651), t to Anabel, daughter 
and -heiress of Sir AnthozW Bennp Recorder of Lozdon., a zd widow of two 
gentlemen,, dramatically restored the family 9brtuneso She purchased a, Clophill, 
manor in 1654 and Higham Gobion in 1657 for AC3.2,700 and Z8,550j, respectively* 
ancl Anthorq,, 10th Earl (d. 1702),, married the heiress of Lord Lucas of Shenfield. 
His heir.. Henry,, Ist, DuIm (d. 1740),, inherited the barovj of Lucas of Crudwell. 
through his mother,, ant he married a coheir of the second Lord Creves, who had a 
portion of 4C20,000. These marriages were the basis of Grey renaissance after 
1650# which was crowmad with the Ddmdom of 1710. 
(2) 
The family were fierce puritans between 1570 an& 3.650,, and Hoary 9th Earl 
was a parliamentarian an& supporter of the Am in 1647. 
(3) 
1. H&12inan., Tbosis., p. 47; B*R*O*,, Orlebar JdSS., OR 1064,, fo. 9-10; Lucas USS*,, 
MOO and 548 (as late 9A 1604.,, Ruthin had not been returned to then ; 
L. 24/16; L-33/169; Jack,, R.,, The GrSM of Ruthin Valor. 1467-8. B*H*R. S*j, 
z1vi, e3p- P*33; Complete Peeram., viiq ppe 164, -179; and vi, pp* 151-162; 
Stones Y*761; KoJer, p. 195; Sainly, J, C,, Lords Idoutenants of Countiess 
3.558-16j+2., B I*H*R. Supplecent B, R. 0 p L. 15/34p L-5 091# LoV-1-2.9 40-9; 
Lol/15-50; L: 3/34; L". 2671-62-5; B@R*Oo: HL13/1-5. * 0 4,1256* Stone# P*321; 
Godber, J*j, Some Documents Relati% to Riots., BeHeReSep xlixp ppe Ws 151-2. 
2* B*R. Oop L. 472-sT,,, 11.159 41; L*VI6-17; L, 9/43.6s 14o-151,20$ 46-7; LA/357; 
L. 5/388-90; L*32/9- 
34, Stones p- 729* Anthoryp 8th Earl (1639-43). wax an 82 year old clerCrmn 
in 1642 aad was noutral; but Henryp 9th Earl, was Commissioner of the Great 
Beal for Parliament,, 1643-6,9 ani Speaker of the House of Lords, 1646-70 1 
have called Harry, 9th Earl# because I have left Sir Hoary (d-3,562) out of 
the list of earls, although the Comp3a to Peerage inoluies him,, ante all& 
Hoary# 10th Earl. The Lucas MSS*j the family papers# are the largest 
collection in the Bedfordshire Record office* 
itusseli or Wobum, Earls of BeUord 
Bedfordshire only became the main residerne of the Russell& in the 26201AS, 
and before this# their main concern was their Devon estates or their house at 
Chenies., Buckinghamshire. Their fortunes were founded by John,, 1 at Earl 
(d*1555)v Lord Privy Beal 1542-1555, arid recipient of vast tracts of ex-monastic 
IfflAe In 3.559, Mranois., 2n& Earl (d. 1585),, had a Vmss larded income of Z2-3#000s, 
a zd be was Governor of Berwick in 1564 ani Lor& President of Wale& in 1576. But 
be died indebt,, ard Us grandson Zdwardq 3rd Earl (d. 1627) was fined'a0#000 for 
his participation in the Issex Revolt., ani he 801cl property wwthC6,, 000 between 
1591 md 1602. His gross rental in 1602 was . 0860O. Z5,399., in 1607 be was 
negotiating the sale of Ifelchbo, urne# and would have sold more had not his beir 
apparent., Frand . prevented him* Even in 1641, tbo 4th Earl 
(d*1643. ) had 
debts of M4#000 and had gold land iorth Z9,, 000., -"but big d8vS1OPmeut of the 
Covelot Garden estate WA investment in f en drainage 3. da the foundation of later 
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prosperityo IwAed, incom was Z8,500p/a in 3642j, an& by 3.660 debts had been 
paid., income from Covent Garden substantially increased 0 and the territorial 
benefits of fenarainage we" realised. A. Dukedom followed in 1691+$, and by 3.800 
one authority believed that the family were the largest landowwre in Sngland 
with Z63s, 000 P/a imme-(') 
Tbey we" puritam in the late sixteenth an& early seventeenth centurieff, 
ard the first Earl was a Marian exile & Framiss, 4th Earl,, was the leading 
Opposition poor of 1640 ani close ally of Pym; but WillUm. 5th Earl azd lot 
Duke, pursued a chequarecl Ci,! il War career* He began as Master-General of the 
Parliamentary Horse, but defecte& to the Y-Img in 1643 azd was sequestrede He 
was with the parliamentarians in 1644- 
(2) 
The Russells were eclipsed by the finwwlal burden of office between 1585 
aIA 2650,, but they regained their former fortune& by entrepreneurial adventure 
and shrewd estate smagement after 1660. 
I* Thomsons G*S. s Two Centuries of Family Histor-vs and Life in a Noble Household, 1643: --1-701$ espo pp* 17-81* Comp3ate Peerage. iiiv PP* 73-83** 
D., N@B,, # xviis po 432 ff; Stone, pp* 484# 779-9# 355-6# 3619 3779 760-le Trevor-Itoper, H*Ho, j'The Gentry, 3.540-16401, Zo., H. R4, s Supplement, p. 54; Kec3ers Po 330; P*R-O-s S-P-32/195/48 (1586 Valor); B*R. O*, C. R*T*# 1301 
Melcbbourne 2/4-5 - Olsen,, D. 0 Town Pla=inx in London, pp * 39-40;, Surveff 
of Londo xmmi (SUPaullst Cov-ent Garden)# esp- P, 33; Catalogue of Bedford 
Estate Records at Greater London Record Offices p. vii; P. R. O., 3.2114/211s 
ani Reports of Deputy Kael*r of Public Reoordsq-x1viii# po 484. Darby,, Hos 
The Draining of the Yam; B*R*O*s R-4-5 (Cai-idogues); The Look Gate ,. 
i. 
p* 119; BeReO*4 Bagshwre MSS## 1*173/194#15* The 2800 authoriV is Oo 
y possessed St. john Cooper (B. M. Addito MSS-9 34074 fo. 2v)e In 1672# the 
the largest house in e itber Bedfordshize or NorthamptonslAre (See Apperaix 10). 
2, Stone* pp. 734,, 743; Neale, D, s History of the Puritans, ii P. 315; Garret, C*# The Marian Fociles, ps 132; Toons P, s Correspondence of 
Sohn Owen p. 3-30; 
Clarendon,, is pp, 182s 2109 2331,254; Manningp Bep 'The Aristocraqy and the 
Outbreak of Civil War, in Maýij B,, p 
(ede)s Politics. Relijaon and the, 
T English Civil War; Howells ( *)s State Trials. iii- PP9387-99 and, 
B*M. p Stowe MSS., 159s fo. 16v-Z5v (iý-r: 
-LM-M- sedition7trial of jýth Earl),, 
LjLJ_*p vp pe2n; vis pp. 3569 3619 529# 634; Abbottv W. 0 (edo)p The WA 
and &! eches of Oliver Cromffell, is p. 233; Thurloes vs p* 992- C#C-C. # p. (for rest of family). 
Ste John of Bletace. Earls of Bolimtrok 
The at* Johns goquirecl Bletsoe in 3.415 by marriage with the Beauchwqp ' 
h1airez3, &Ed the ftzdaY fortunes were founied by a serie's of marriagesp, &zA by 
the offices of Oliver, lat Lord (d. 1582), q Lieutenant for the defence of the 
Kirgdom in 1569. In 1559 he had a gross rental CC 4C500-1,000; but John$ 2ndl 
Lord (d. 1596). was one of the most profligate peers of the ag6o Gross rental 
rose to 4900-19799 by 16M,, and to between ýM. 200-4,399 by 3-644-but landL saus 
had begun in the 1590'sp and vast debts had been, accumulated by the eve of the 
Civil War* At least eight manors were sold between : L593, azxl'16220 and Oliver, 
lat Zarl (d. 1646),, sold property worth C26,089/8/6 between November 1639 and 
December 1640 to help pay debts totalling Z34pOB9* Flz&ncial clifficultiG3 
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remained until the eighteenth centuz7. - Yelden was mortgaged for Z12*600 in 
17019 and a Z7., 000 bond was taken out in 1705. But despite decline# they 
remal d the largest landowner* in north BedfbrdshIx** Their moist important 
local offices were in Huntingdonshire; the fami3, y were prominent puritans; 
and the first Earl ard Olivert 5th Lord (Id33 d at Edgehill)., were fierce 
parliamentarians, 
(') 
1. Complete Peerage, 11.9 P. p, 203-5; 1 xis pp. 333-40; D. N, Bo,, xvii,, pp* 1 639-4.0; 
Storm,, pp. 171-2j 760-19 7770779; B,, R*O., g Lucas WSS.,, L. 4/320- Pym MSs*s pem. 
IpI71-2; St*John VSSo. J. 400 191-2; Huntingdonshire Record Office,, Manchester 
MSS*s Me M*48/4- Claren&ons iis PE. 369,9 371; H, M, Co, Fourth Repo j, po&+, - ancl Habakln , po Ul 
(for debts)o bainty; Urderdownp P- 391- 
Wentworth of'Todditwtola. BIE: _Lo of 
Clev*lftA 
Thomas Wentworth,, 4th Lord of Nettlestead,, Suffolk,, ani later lot Earl 
(d. 1667% was heir., by marriage# of the Lords Cheney of Th&Ungton, which came 
to him in 1624* The fami: Ly fortuneo, were founded by Thomas# Ist Lord (d*1551) 
Lord Chamberlain, and their gross rental was Z500-1#000 in 1559., Z900-18799 in 
1601; an& between X10100 and Z2#199 in 1641,, arA they were among the lesser 
peerage. By 1640, their debts totalled more than Z60,, 000,, and the lot Earl was 
fbreed to sell his rich London manors of Hackney and. Stepney; which1were worth 
at least. 91., 000 p/a. By this time,, his borTowings mere estimated at over Z112,000, 
and they are a classic example of a declining familye In 1667, the lot Earl died 
without issue, azd the line was extinct with the death of his widow. The lot 
Earl was a royalist Brigade Command rq azd his son,, Thorax (d*1665), * was Goring's 
Master or the fie3A in 16450 and a General of the Horse in 1646*(') 
1. Coq2lete Peerages, xiiv pt. 2,9 ppo, 497-510; Store, ppo 361-2,9 760-1s 779; 
Mir, sk, J*.,.. 'Ihe Ules of Royalist Lamd. during the Interregnumll, RoX. Res, 
pprt, po 66, j 2zA s*p V; L. JI, ivs ppe 2Z7-9; H, MC-. 5th Re 4th Reports, P*30; Ith Re %3. its ainna3z and people; B*M*p por 9 p, 122; Bl=dellp Jop ToddLnicto Addit MS. p 5,, 491s, fb. 94v* 
Noble families, which becam extinot before 16&2 
Braye at Eaton Bray. Lords Bra" 
ThtV bad been in Bedfordshire since the thirteenth centuryp but the 
family fortune a were founded by Sir Richards Privy Co=ci: L3. or to Berry VI, and. 
by his son# Sir Reginald (d. 1503)s, Chief financial adviser to Herz-y V3: 1. His, 
nepbew and heir was Edmund, list T., ord (d-1539),, aid John$ 2zd Lord# was'& 
protestant soldier who was killed at St. Quertin in 1557# when the titIe fell 
intogeyance. His neyhow ancl heir males Sir Edwards inherited most of the 
estates which amounted to twenty three Bedfordshire manors in 3,530s but it is 
clear that financial decay set in., due in part to the e jistenoe of six co- 
heiresses of the 2nd Lord., At least thirteen mang-'s''were sold between 3,547 
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amd 1580, Economic ruin preceded demographic extinction in the 3,580se(l) 
19 ConvIete Peerage., ii, ppe 287-9; D*N*B*q iis po 3-145; A*P*C*# ivs p*419; 
vj, pe 285; Hallinan, Thesis,, pp, 3.0, R-6; V, CHo, Bedfordshire, topographical 
sections; see Riobardson, W. C., Tudor Chamber Administratign, w-5-15479 
esPe Pp- 451-8. 
Cheney of Toddington. Lord CheMl 
In 3529, Sir Thomas Cheney of Xent,, nephew and heir of John, Lorcl Cheney 
of Shurland, (d*3499),, suoceedecl ti Toddington through his seoond, marriage with 
a Broughton heiress, He was a favourite of Wolsey wd lord Warden of the 
Cinque Ports., and died in 1559* His sons Sir Herry, Ist Lord of TocIdington 
(1572),, was a spendthrift gambler. His rebuilding of Thddington ancl laviah 
hospita2ity for the Queen in 1563 and 2576 further increased his dLfficulties,, 
and by the time of his death without is-sue in 2587# economic ruin was Imminent, 
le Complete Peerage,, iiiq pp. 192-3; Bl=dan,, Jot To&li! Xtonj, its a] 
lpeop3a,, esp. p. )+g; Rulton., W. L*q 'Cheney of Shurlamd, Mat., anLI of 
Toddington# Bedfordshire'# Arohaeologia Cantiana, xxivs, pp*3.22-7s, (1900); 
Caire. -Browne, J*, t3hurlamd. Housals, Archaeologia Cantianat xxiiia pp. 86-93, (1898)0 
Families whigh heJA baronateie a in 1642 (see Appendix 32 f or d ates of 
baronateics) 
Alston of Odell 
William A3, s ton (d. 1637) purchased the Bedfordshire property of t be 
Cbetwoods in 1632,, ihioh consisted of about seven manors* Odell was one of 
them., a nd the f amily moved here from Suffolk* Stevington was purchased in 1636, 
and Hinwick Hall in 1637 fbr Z3,, 900; but despite this rise they were not among 
the greater gentry in income* They were assessed at on2y Z600 by the Committee 
for Advance of Money,, and their house bad fourteen hearths in 16719 Law was the 
source of their rise., because William hold a reversionary interest in the office 
of keeper of the Briefs in Comwn. P2eu aril King's Bench# and his. brotber and 
heir, Sir Thomas,, let baronet (d. 167819 was a barristere Sir Thomas was a 
parliamentarian# but opposecilbe Commonwealthj, and supported restoration of the 
monarclW by the mid-1650's*(3') 
le V. C. H., BedfbrdshiMp topographical sections; B, R. Oop Orlebar MSS-, OR- 333; 
-0 
iis, p. 182; 1 au grateful to B&R*O*., G, A,, o 12&52-- Complete Baronetage Professor Aylmer for the point about reversionary interest* B. M. di SS,. ,0 
A& tU 
34,9365j, fo* 16y; Appendix 10 lists size, of gentry houses; CAM,,, iis 6; Pirth 
and Rait; V -0 v 
is P* 543; Tilurloev is P-- 750 C-C-C a iis P. 12-r3p (for royalism 
of Sir Thomas' brother, Sir Edward). 
Burgo-vne of Button 
'This 
f amily had been in the Cambridgeshire-Bedforcishire region since the 
early thirteenth century; but the family fbrtuneg were founded by Roberts an 
official at Augmentations and Commissioner for tbo'Suppression of Lesser 
Monasteries., and 7homass Auditor of 7he Dueby of Lancaster$ 3,509-40; an& by 
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sheep farming. Evidence of their financial situation is scarce; but three 
Dunton manors were sold in the 3.590'zj, azd their Sandy manor was alienated 
in 1635* Their income was over ZI#000 p/a in 3.6)+2, azd they were among the 
greater gentry, Mr John, lat baronet (cl-1657)s vas M, P, for 
Warwickshire 
between 16)+5 am& 161+8. aid his son Sir Roger,, (d. 1677). was M-P. for 
Bedfordshire., 16 -8.. wd for Warwickshire, 1656-8. Both were secluded at 
Pride's Purge, 
(I 
I* B*P. *O*.. X*143/24; U013-Ows W-* 
(edjj, The Last Days of Peterborough 
Monastery, N. R. S., xii 3xv; Soiervillep History of the Duchy of ý; 
esix,. p, 290; V*C*Ho, Bedfordshire,, topogr hioal Lancaster i; Halliý J 
SP 
sections; Underdown., P. 391; CAmp is P*399; Firth an& Bait,, po 960; 
Keeler, P. 122; Complete Baronetaxes, i: L,, pe 104. 
Fishe of Southill (Irish baronetcy) 
TheV appear to have settled in Bedfordshire from Hertfordshire after 
1558. George was Surveyor of Crown LW31B in Bedfordshire in 1584,, aid his son 
ani beirs, Johno'3zt baronet (a. 1623)p was M, R, for County Cavan in Irelanip 
1613-15,, ani Sheriff in 1616* air Edward# 2jA baronet (&. 1658)# was assessed 
at 440 for the 1628 Subsidy# 1hich was the highest rating in the county* This 
wealth was probably based on Irish investments aid property* 
(1) 
le B., R., O*,, Harveor 933*1 catalogue: introduction; FoRooe, 3*IYWZb-Zj AIIZ*/ 
Mich*27,. Complete BaronetageL is p*236; P*R,, Oos, Z*IV/72/278 (this 
probably suggests an imoze of Z2,000 p/a in 1628s we Appendix 12). 
Goot-wicic of Willirwton 
They had been in Bedfordshire aince tla thirteenth oentury,, but their 
fortunes were fourded by Sir Johno Treasurer of the lat Fruits and Tenths in 
the 1530'as Wao had acquired Willington in 1529* He received considerable 
amounts of ex-monastic land.. ami by 1560j the family had thirteen manors, But 
from this date economic decline set ins mairay through JohqIs (d-1581) bad 
estate managesents ard three manors were sold in 1587, and another three in 
1624-o Sales increased in the early seventeenth century, an& in 3.6283, Air 
Ndwards 2nd baromet (d. 1630)0 vas assessed at only Z12 for the subsidy. In 
terms of inooms,, they were not among the greater gentrye The Go3twieks were 
catholic until the 3,580's., ani Sir Edward., 3rd baronet (d. 0*1665), was deaf 
=A dumb and neutral in the Civil War. 
(') 
Io FinbergL, H. P. t The Goa-bdcks of WillingtML B, H. R. S., q xXXVJ; CoMDlete 34ronetaRet it p# 100; Hallinang Z831.8# pq 111; Mellon, W.., (Ga. 30 
-The 
Last Days of Peterborough Monaster-y N*R*Ss xii,, pc.; B. R. O. S, Wada4ery MSSO, W, G, 539; V, C, H, s_ Bedfordshiret topographical sections* 
Navier of Luton 
Sir Robert., Ist baronet (cl*1637), * was a Twkey merchant ani member of the 
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Grocer's Company,, ard be declined to serve as Sheriff of London in 1613. He 
purchased nine Bedfordshire msnors between 1602 and 16379 azd there is no 
evidence of fJmancial trouble before 1642., when this income of Sir 2obert., 2ni 
baronet (d. 1660),, is estimated at ZI#587/13/6 p/s. from his Bedfordshire 
estates* He was assessed at Zl,, 500 by the Committee for Advanze of Homey# 
and their sixty hearth house in 1671 was the second largest in the county* 
The second baronet's Civil War loyalty is uncertain. He was V*P* for Peter- 
borough between 16)+0 ani 1648., but be was decidedly lukewarm to the Parliament.. 
ani now authorities term him a royalist* He certainly supportea the 
Restoration of the monarchy by the late 1650', s- 
(1) 
1" Complete Baronetages is p. 80; D*N*B*9 xivp p*72; Underdowns p*391; C*JL* es 
is p*490; Hallinans M3asia# p,. 158; BoMes Addito USS*p 5#4911, fo. 8&v 
Keeler, p*284;. Lu3tins Wo.. History of the Crawleyss p*195; V*C*H* 
Bedfordshire P'1905: v iis p-354; Thurlmo ivs P*640- C-A- -s iii s mays. be 
went to biFo-ids 1642-3; and, P*R. O. # SoPe28/2C5s call him a "supposed" delinquent. See alsoj, B*R*O*p Catalogue of Luton Hoo USS99 ani N. Re-Les, 
Catalogue of Uthwatt MSS, s in Buckinghams1dre Record Office 
(for Gte 
Linford estate). 
Other fWdlies 
Blunde3l ar CardiRgton 
They had been a prominent medieval &entry family in Bedfordshires but 
WA declined in the late fifteenth century. 7he fortunes were restored by the 
Irish Offices of Sir George (&91627) and Sir Francis (d*1625)p sons of John of 
Gt*Linford,, Buckinghamshire. Sir George married a Gasooigne and acquired 
Cardington in the early seventeenth century# ard he purchaseel a cons3derable 
estate in the parish between 1610 ancl 1616* His descendant,, George, (knt. 1661)p 
was nominated a knight of the Royal Oak in 1660, ard he had been sequestred as 
a royalist in 1646. His income ms estimated at 41,9200 in 1661, but most of 
this musthave been derived from his extra-Bedfordshire property because 
Cardington aiA Marston were vorth only Z224 p/a, in the 3.640tso azd in 1628 
Lady Blundell had been assessed at omly Z3 for the subsidy* In 3.671 the family 
possessed two nine hearth houses at Cardivgton,, which were small by the 
stAndards of their social equals. 
(") 
le Alurdellp JoHop The Blundells or Nimr-thamDtonshire and Be de 
Complete 
-Barome 
tage., ip p*22: 5; Comolete Feeragep ils P*197; Burim, pp. 688-94; LH@R#S. xviii . 33; xlix,, p*109; B. Mop AAdito USS. 9 50491.9 fos, 86, r,, Wv; tI P-R-0-9 3*179ý7 278; B. R*09# Ancient Deedso 3,9193; Whitbread M.,, W*135- 7V2 
3' 3. 
Boteler of Biddenham 
The Botelers had been at BicIdenham since the fourteenth centuryq but the 
family fortunes were founded by Sir William (d-1534). Citizen and Grocer WA 
lord Mayor of iondon., : L5i5-16. By 1602 the Biddenham estate totalled one 
thousand acres,, and by 1650 it was two thousand acres* Sir Thomas (d. 3.625) bad* 
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married the heiress of the Parrer estate and had acquired Harrold and Oden, 
and his son William (knt*1641# d. 1656) married a daughter of George Nodess 
Merchant Taylor of London.. in 1627- In the 1670'as, the family were, mortgagees 
of several properties and their fortunes remained healthy* They were among 
the greater gentry in 1642 with an income of more than Zltooo p/a, Sir William 
(d91656) began the Civil War an a royalists but he became a prominent member of 
the parliamentarian county committee after 1644* Howevers, he opposed the 
King's execution and was considered an enemor by Cromwell in the 165Q's* 
(1) 
1* N*R*JL. s Catalogue of Trevor-Wingfield MSS*9 in the B*R*099 ppo ii-vi; B. R. Ool, T. W. 402# 474/4s, 63.6s, 623# 829,, 626,, 627- 
-G-L-M-s 
iis P-753; B,, R., O*# 
CeReT. 120/memorandum 4, 
The Crommenian Major-Geverall, William Boteler. - and the Lords Boteler were 
from different families to the Botelers of Biddenham, 
Charnock of Holeot 
Holcot was acquired in 15419 but the family origins are obscure. I 
3inancial difficulties were apparent by the 16301ap when Sir Robert (Knt. 163.9,, 
d. 1670) was in&-bt to the St. John family and a Clophill manor was ao2d. His 
son and heirs St*John (d. c. 1680)s sold another Clophill manor in 3.655s and 
took out mortgages totalling R4#300 between 1650 and 1663* In 1590, the family 
had been rated at Z30 for the subsidys but this had fallen to X12 for the 1628 
subsidy* The Committee for Advance of Money assessed Sir Robert at only Z300 
and in 1642 the Charnocks were among the Widling gentry with an income of 
about Z500 p/a, They were a famous, recusant fami3ys but Sir Robert was a 
passive parliamentarian, an& Sto John served on the county committee and. was 
created baronet in 3.661. 
(1) 
10 B#R. O. St*John kSS., J. 177; Ancient Deedsj 19631-19647; 3#87l; Lucas VSS,, 
L-4/35: L. 4/51; L-03s' B-R*O-9 X-95/58; B*R*O*p C. R. To120/33; Pirth ard 
Rait, ii# p*293; ComvIete Baronetagep iiis p*202; P. R*O*.. 3-179/72/278; 
Ha11Jnanj, Thesis; C. A, M. s iis P-585; P-R-O-v ZJV12#49- 
Dunconbe at Battlesden 
In 1560, * William Duncombe (d*1603) acquired Battlesden anrl Potagrave by 
marriage with a Saunders heiress ancl the f amily moved from Buokitighamshire. 
By the 1620's severe firian ial troubles had arisen., and in 3.626 William#& heirs 
Mr Edward (d. 1638)0 alienated two Potagrave manorse The following year be had 
debts of Z6 I of Us j. 
4400 aixl most of the estate was in the haný a tr tees before 
1630P when debts totalled Z8#310. Sir Edward was assessed at Z13 for the 1628 
subsidy., vhich suggests an income of about Z650 p/as, and placed him among -the 
middling gentry* In 1590,, the f amily had been assessed at Z20o Sir Edward's 
sons Williamp was a parliamentarian, but William's bon,, Sir John (knt. 1648)9 
was a prominent royalist. His support for the monarchy, was'the sovroe of his 
familyls revi,! &I., amd'bewas, proposed as a knight of the Royal'Oak in 1660 with 
an estimated income of Z19000 p/a* He wazý& Privy Councillor in 1667* and 
13 
Chancellor of the Exchequer,, 1672-9. 
(: L) 
88 28 811 I* B*R*O paSe. Turner MSS, s Catalogues ppe 27s, 35s 3; T. 2 /; /29; 5; 2: L/I, -*22/U; 2P, /17; 1615; 3.616; 207; 3-6130; 3.8/25s 18/244 18/28; 3-8/35; 
pp*3-1-21* BeRe0ep G. 11p 26; T. W. 626; PoR*O*., Z. IW168/4b; Bed 
Notes andl Queriess is ppo 364. ff; Us pp. 44-7- Ifallinanp -p. 0. RO 0 Bol79/72/278; Firth ard Raitsý, is 620; Bedfor"hire Notes ard Queriess iis 
ppo 44, -7; NR, O,., Stopford-Sackville USSos S-3- 49317 atd 4#320* 
Gery of Bushmead (Eaton Socon) 
The Gerys were on* of the oldest Bedfordshire families., but they did, not 
become promi nent landowners until the mid-sixteenth century, after a long 
period of gradual ascent from the yeomanry. In the 15800,9., William borrowed 
Z5#100 from a London merchantl ard it had not been repaid by the . 1630, -! -Sv when 
Riobard (d*1638), v Gentleman of the Privy Chamber,, was in severe financial 
difficulty. Almost the entire estate was put in the hands of trustees,, and 
debts of Z2s, 566 were outstanding in 1644,, and. as late as 1678 an Act was passed 
for the settling of the Gery estate upon trustees to pay debts# and the loan 
of the 15801 a was a till unpaid* A. 1648 rental suggest aa lanied income of 
Z423/1/8 p/a ani they were among the Wddling tcp lesser gentry in 16420 
William and, Gecrge Gery, brothers,, were royalists during the Civil War,, and 
in 1662 it was claimecl that William hacl lost X12., 000 in the service of the 
King* 
(1) 
I* V. C. H.. Bedford3hire., ii,, p. 23; Hallirian, Thesis; B., R*O.,, Wade-Crery IISS*,, 
G. Y. 3/7; 3/2; W. G. 511; 776; 781; 779; 807; 891 fo-4; 853; 891 foo 5; fo-7; 
fo*8; fo*9j B*R, Oev Pym LSS. 1 P. M. 902; C. A. -s is P-983; C-C-C-v pp- 1058 
=d 1#680; Thurloe, iii, p- 559; Cals S*P,, R 1662-3,, p. 391a 
Luke of Cople 
The family fortunes were foundled by Sir Walter (d*1544),, Justice of 
King's Bench an& huabwA of Anne Launcelyn, nxwse of 4enry VIII# wbo estab- 
113he& himself at Cople between 1500 an& 1520. His son, Sir Nicholas,, was 
Baron of the Exchequerj. a zd by 3,558 the Lukes were one of the four wealthiest 
Bedfordshire families with twelve me=$* In 3.590j Sir Nicholas (d.. 1613)s, 
grandson of the first Sir Nicholass was assessed at Z30 for the aubaidy. But 
financial difficulties were evident by the 1620'st ani in 1622 Sir Oliver 
(d* 0*1650) sold three manors for Di.,, 500. Langford was sold in 1642, and a 
substantial estate in Hawnes was sold. in 1651 forC3,000. DeclirA culminated 
in the alienation of two Hawnes manors for 4: 19#000 in 1665. in U28 they were 
assessed at Z20, but their rating had fallen to Z8 in 1642. They had. declined 
to middling gentry with an income of about 4500 p/a by 1"2, Both Sir Oliver, 
MA Sir Suml were keen parliamentariams in the Civil war. 
(1) 
DeNoB. 1, HalUrAn., 7hesist P*135; V. C. H4p v dfordshires- BoRsOop Pym MSS. v P. M.,, 
. 1*171-2; 1., 279; Whitbread US$-,, W-4432; Sý. 2,6s7q: L3...: L2q: L3#34- G. R. To 110, / j, 35/14.925,994998,91M; P-R. O., * B-179/7V278; E. 179/*ý82; Unierdowns P*391,9 Keelerj Tibbuttj, H*,, (ede)s The Le ter Books of Sir Samuel Luke. 1644- B*U, s Udit- MSS-p 34-93689 r0o3vii- _34-073., fbo V+e 
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Osborne of Chicksands, 
.I- 
The fami3y fortunes were founded by Peter (d., 1592)9 Remembranoer of the 
Exchequer in 1553, an office which the family continuously held into the late 
seventeenth century, Peter's son.. Sir John (knto 16191 d*1628)s, purvhased 
Chicksards and Hawnes in the 3.5801s. but on the eye of the Civil War$, Sir 
]Peter (knU: L6n,, d, 1653) was in severe debt of C6p)+94,, ani by 160 it had 
risen to Z79445. However# he was able to pay out of income am& avoid heavy 
land sales* His landed income from his Bedfordshire estates was estimated 
at Z894/6/0 in the 1640's, and when he compounded for royalism his total 
properties were said to yield Zl., 033. p/a. In 1590,, 1628 and 1"2 thq7 were 
assessed at Z25 for the subsidy and they were among the greater gentry* Sir 
Peter was royalist Governor of Guernsey and the Isle of Wight in the Civil 
Wars, and his son and heir, John (d*3.699)s, was created baronet in 1662* 
(1) 
19 1)*N*Bop XIvj, pp* 13bb-7; II"aXJCUX, pp* 14b-1; begoges USDO=O JAM., On 
Microfilm, 0*166/7; 166/8; 28-30; B. Meq Addit- USS-P 5,9491,9 foe 90; 
Ct&* op iit p*282; C*CeC*q pol#974; Hallinax4 Thesis; P*Re0-, q E-IV72/2780 
282; Complete Baronetages iiis pe243; B*M*s Addit. MSS-j, 34*371, fo* 32; 
D*N*B. # xivs pp. 3.179-80; B. M., Adait, USS., 5#491v The 93* 
I - 
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- NORTHLIPTONSHIES 
Noble families in' 1642 (See Appendix 11 for dates of titles) 
Cecil at Burghley. Ear3s of Exeter 
The Cecils acquired Burgh: Lqy in 3,526, ard their fortunes were founded 
by William,, lot Lord (d, 3,598),, Elizabeth's Lord Treasurer. Stono estimated 
their 1602 gross rental between Z5#)+00-7#199., and between C6,, 600-8#699 in 
1641; but Habakkuk believed that their 16)+0 income was leas than that of marW 
substantial squires,, ' and a 1654 rental records only X2,278/12/9 from landed 
propertys They clearly suffered eoonomio'declirn in the early seventeenth' 
century. In 1618, Thomass lat Earl (d,, 1623) sold four manors,, ani the 
previous year Crowlan&.. Bournes an: 1 Maxey had been placed in the hancla of 
trustees for Z17#900- 7our Lincolnshire.. aid one Yorkshire manor were sold 
between 2627 and 16299 ani most of the Cecil estate was mortgaged during the 
Interregnume In 1670,0 despite a portion of A: 15#000 from a Cavendish marriage 
for his heir,, John, 4th Earl (d, 1678) sold property worth over Z10., 000 to 
secure a portion for his sister,, ani be died in considerable debt in 1678, 
which precipitated a new wave of mortgages* Howevers after 1700# the family 
solved their problems and remained the-socially preeminent noble family in 
east Northamptonshire, 
William., 2nd Earl (d. 161+0)s was one ce the peers who petitioned foir a 
Parliament in 164+00 a mi David,, 3rd Earl (cl. 161+3), was Parliamentarian Lord 
Lieutenant of Rutland. John., 4th Earl# only fifteen in 164+3 . was. a CommU siow r 
for the Militia in 164.8,, and seems to have been a parliamentarian. 
(1) 
1* Stones PP* 760-1; Habakkuk (2)p p*4; X. Re0e, Catalogue of Exeter US$.., 
Z. 66/416; 6VU, 17a,, 29*3106; 6ý/8 23; 22V6; 6216,21; 94/3; 29/4; 28/12# 
4B; 5/45; 89/12; 92/22; ýMazmlng.. B. 
00 (ed*), Politics. Religion and the 
Ezigli3h Civil War, p. 43; Comp3ste Peerage. v. P-217; L. J*, vi, p*726; 
Firth and Raiý., is P* 1234-o 
Cok&, Ym of Rushton. Viscounts Cullen (IrIsh peerage) 
Sir William Cokaymes, cloth merabant, and Lord Mayor of Lonion, : L619-20,, 
purchased Rushton ii2 1634 for approximately Z15#000. He built up a vast estate 
in ten oounties,, amd his fortune has been estimated at Z125s, 000. The family 
suffered. moderate declime between 1630 amd 1680, partly because of the losses 
in a 1623 fire; the collapse of the Cloth-Finishing project; ara the portions 
required for the five daughters of Sir William# who all married, noblemen. The 
Norfolk estate was alienated -in 
1634* a ni four Yorkshire manors were sold, in 
1638. Coonbe. NevilleLt Surreys, vas sold in the 2640's. ant although Brian,, son 
and heir of Charles, Ist Viscount., a keen royalist,, married, an heiress of the 
do Vere estate in Essex# vorth Z6,000 p/a in 1657s, abe was so extravagant that 
most cf it w as alienate& by 1676,, iben. Brian resorted to Act of P&r3 iament to 
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pay her debts* But the Cokaynes remained very wealtbV, and in 2628 the 
estate had been valued at 94027 P/a- In 1641j, Charles was assessed at A: 30 
for the subsidyt ard the Committee for Advanoe of Money asses3ed him at Z290009 
so sales hacl probably reducecl the 2628 ineome to between 919500 and Z2,, 000 in 
3.642. 
(1) 
le Complete Peerages iiii, pp, -561-3; D*N*B; Price,, W*H*p English Patents of 
Monopoly., Habbakuk., pp#340-1; Cal* SeF. D.. 1623-59 pe 110; Long# R*G*p 
'Soci. 
'ZiVins and 
Social Aspirations of Jacobean London Iderchants's 
No *H*R* Ep* xxvii. P-30; G. C. C. p po 1380; N*R9O. 9 Cokayne NSS-v Ce 3*081; 3#04-7; 3#028; 3*013; 29557; 3#210; 3#251; 3002; 3#313; 30222; 3#OC4; 
2048ý; 29491; N. R. O. 11 Maunsell MSS-, U(TM)580; N&R*099 YZ. 99794; Stones 
P-761 (to compwo English peers); P. R. O.,, Z-179/157/4ý1-3; 04 ip 77 
.. Comptcm of Castle 
Ashby, Earls of Korths= 
Castle AshV was purobaged in 15.129 but title was only astablighe& in 
2574 after a bitter dispute with the Earls of Kent 9 and f rom this date the 
Comptons lived in Northamptonshire an& began building &. new mansiono They 
were the wealthiest local noble family with an income between Z8#000 ani 
Z9#000 in 1642, but their building# their extravagame,, ani their permanent 
position as courtiers resulted in severe decline, In 16299 'Williamv Ist rKarl 
(d. 1630) demised the entire estate to his brother,, Sir Henry,, for payment of 
debts of ýM69350., ancl the family had debts of M9,000 in the 15901a., mhioh 
even a mercantile marriage could not reduce* The same Williamj, had spent 
Z72L9OOO within weeks of inheriting Z3001000 from his father-in-law, a Lord 
Mayor of Lonclone Spencer,, 2n& Baxlp va3 killed at Newbury in 264. p in the 
service of the King, and James.. 3rd Earlp was also a royalist. (, 3 
lqý Comp3a te Peera. , ix,, pp. 678-E4; C. C. C., iij, pp*1246-7; Keeler,, p. 138; L*Joq v# pp,. 136.41; Habbaku1c, pp*135#139; Stomp Le. 'The Peer and the 
Alderman's Daughter$,, Histor-Y Today, * xi; Trevor-Roper,, P-54; Stones, pp*760-1; B. R. Oes Lucas MSS, I L. 22/2; C9A*M*p i. p91+35j. iis p*640; Compton,, W. B.., History of The Comptons or ompton Wy! & "te; No thampton Public Librarys, 
Records Relating to Forthamptonshireq 1-806 (transcripts by A. di Alberti), 
11.9 Vol- 459 PP-159 3.9#31#44; Vol- 15# P-503 (for debts)e For their 
catholicism, see Lindleys X. 0 'The Lay Catholics in England in the Reign 
of Charles I's Journal of Ecclesiastical History., xxii, 
7ane of A: Dethorpe. Earls of Westmorland, 
The, Panes had risen by marriage with the Mildmay heiress and acquire & 
Apethorpe in 2617. Mmy mere able to pay debts out of income *a mi avoid 
heavy sales until after 26 60,9 but they aefinitely declined before the Civil 
War, Their income in 1641 was about 4ý5#500 p/a., but by 1644 Mildmay, 2nd Earl.. 
had debts of (war Z38., 000. He changed sides in the Civil War,, azd in 3.656 he 
revoked the entails on his, Northanpton3hire estates, Twwor., Wadenhoe ava 
Yarwell were sold in 2667; Woodston in : L665; acd Apathorpe , was. mortgaged in 
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1668* In 1690., the administration of the will of Charleso 3rd Earl, was 
granted to his principal creditor. 
(1) 
10 Stone, Ppel75-, 780, CCC 833- Habbakuk, p*343; N9R. Oj, Westmorland 
MSS' 
: 7-. *. " 
,, 
Box V2V1ý; Bo; 
ý 
MSS- 
4 ýE N-R-0-# W-H- 301#304,33ý1, Westmorland 
v Box 1/111/3 and 5; Box 2, 
/IT, /l; Box 2/111/6; Box 2/XVIr/2; Box 21 
xii/ýA-3-, - Miso. Vol* 15# fo&149; D*N*B*; Complete Peerage; Barron, 0.., 
Northampton2hire Families. 
. 
*ntagu of Boughton. Lords-Mont& 
Their fortunes vere f ourAed by Sir Edward (d. 1566). Chief Justice of 
King's Bench,, 1538-45,, ard at Common Pleas, 1545, a ni by Ihe early eighteenth 
century his descendants included the Dukes of Montagu and Manchesters, and the 
Earls of Halifax and Sandwich. The income of Edward, lat Lord (d*1644),, was 
between, C2.. 200 ad A., 399 in 3.6411, and there is no ewidenoe of financial 
trouble* The barozW was purchased for ZIO.. 000 and four Rutland manors were 
purchased in 1634,, and further property was acquired in the 1650's- The lst 
Lord 'was a leading puritan, but he was a zoyalls t and d Is & in the Tower. 
Edward, 2nd Lord (d. 1684)0 w an a parliamentarian,, but opposed the King' a 
execution and supported the Restoration* 
(1) 
Comp3a te Peerage# ixt ppelollp-7; D,, N, B; Stones p, 761; H,, M, Cp Buccleuch MSSv 
i and iij; H. u. q.. Montagu of Beaulieu MSS*; Wizes C, s 7he Monte us of 
Boughton arxl their North&=tOn*h"` houses: N*Roo*j Tryon MS.. $ -2 9/2; 
Microfilm 48; L, Jsp vs P-346; Stones Los fiord Montagu's Directions to his 
son's NorthanGs-P"t aid Presents iis pp, 221-3; Comp3e te Peerage, ix, 
Appendix D; Sheilss Thesiss p*249* 
Mordaunt of Lowick, Earls of Peterboro%h- 
Originating fr= Turvey., Bodfordahires and founded by the legal expertJse 
of Sir John (d. 1504) amd by a series of fruitful marriagess the Uordaunts moved 
to Lowick in the mid-sixteenth century* John# Ist Earl (d. 1643)p was the first 
of his line not tc) be a catholicq but Henry,, 2n& Earl, became a catholio in 
1687. Their income was 92-3*000 in 1559; 43,600-59399 in 1602; aid Z20200- 
4#399 in 1641, but they were in severe decline by 1642. HenryL. 4th lord 
(d*1609). was fined 10,000 marks for complicity in the Gunpovider Plot, and, by 
1640.9 the entire estate,, including the house., was in t be hands of trustees and 
there was severe debt* Sudborough Park vas sold in 1648., ard Thrapston in 1650P 
ancl when he compounded in 1650,, having changed to the rOYali3t side, the 2nd 
Earl claimed his income was only Z800 p/a because his mother held, two-thirds of 
his estate. Drayton house was still mortgaged in 2677, John, Ist Earl,, was 
parliamentarian Gezzral of Ordnancei, 
le Comp3ete Peeragep xs pp-496-505; iXq Pp*3.93-8) DvN. B. v xiiig p. 
852; Stones, 
ppe 760-1; B. RPO*# C. ILT*12WIlemoranclum 3; Baildon.. W*P*. * 
(ed. )$, Les 
of John Hawardej, pp. 287-9; B. M. # t, Underdown, D, q ý21ajijjt Conspiracy in Inp 
fbolovj 
la"a aA Co&tas M.., (ed. )# The Letter-Book 
of John. Viscount -Morclaunt. 
ý'ý= 
camden Society.. 3rd -599 lxixs 
(-for- 
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royalism of the brother of the 2rA Earl); N. R. Oep Stopford-Sackvine IdSS*,, * 
SS. 40286; 4#546; 1+9556; 3#564; 459a; )+#016; 3#989; 41289; 4#317; 3#645-7; 
4sO35; 3,, 485; 472-4; 481a; 3.. 643; C. C&C., iip p, 1307. 
Stmh(Ve of Harrington. ioras stanhop 
This branch of te illustrious Nottinghamshire family acquired Harrington 
in 1599. They were among the lesser peerage., with an income of mlOO-. z2,, 199 
in, 1641j, and they were 
, 
Masters of the Post from 1590-1637, but they played 
little part in local affairs. Johns lat Ioxil (cl*1621). vas implicated in the 
Gunpowder Plot, and Char3ass 2ndl Lora., was zental1y unstable and emigrated to 
France in 1643 
le Stones p. 761; CaL, S. P, D&j 16Q3. 
'e Peers, . xUp pte lp ! 109 p,, 244; Conp3m t 
ppe 239-42; N. R*Ots Wykes MSS. j, WY 66; Isham USS*# I, L. 2#088; Aylmer,, GoEo 
j. 
The King's Servants. 
Vaux of Harrowden. Lords Vaux 
They were the mos t ancient of the 2642 Northamptonshire nobilitys, and 
had risen through the militar7 and court career of Nicholas, list Lor%1 (d. 152A, 
and by marriage. Th4W were prominent catholio a ani declined after 1570- By 
3.592s Williams 3rd Lord (d. 1595),. was pawning his ceremonial robes$ -and. in 
1593 be obtained an Act ce Parliament to sen property for paymert of debts* 
They were lesser nobility with an income of'4#153/12/8 P/a in 1612, and less 
than Z10100 in 1642, Edward., 4th Urd (d. 1663. ),, was a recusant exA neutral in 
the Civil War,, and in 1660j be claimed he had an inwme of only Z300 p/a. This 
Is po a sible., because in 1646 most of 
I 
the ea tate was ae ttled on the Earl of 
Bambury, whose mother had varried the 4th Lord in 1632* Gt. Herrowden, the; 
family home,, was not regained until 1895 j, and the title lapsed with 
Z 
death 
of Hezry, 5th Lord., in 1663. 
W 
I$ Anstruther., G., Vaux of Harrowden; BoMes Lansdowne MSS-s 78/26, op L. J09 iiis 
P-1776, Stor*,, P-761; C, C, C,, g p, 2011; H, M. C,, Seventh ! ýport, p*100; N. R. O... ClaytDn USSelp 96; 
, 
Complete Peerage xii,, pte 21, pp. 224J-6j*, D, N*Bos xxq 
pp*192-6* See Appendix 10 for Earl of Banbury's ow ernhij of 7aux houses 
in 3.662, 
The estate& and finan es of the Brudene3.1s of Deene .. 
Lords Brudenell., ýthe 
Pitswilliams of Miltons Lords Pitswilliam (Irish peerage); and the Spencer& of 
Althorps Lords Spenoer,, are examined in detail in ? inch, M*, The Wealth of Five 
Northamptonshire Families, : L, %, Q-16&0, N. R, S,, O 21x,, 
For the Brudlenells,, see also Complete Peerage,, iii, p*33; D, N, B,, g iiij 
p Stone; Habakkuk; Walm I J. 0 The Brudemells cC Deene. They were catholics 
an& the Civil War loyalty of Thomas.. lat Lord and Ist Eari, of Cardigan (1661)., 
(d. 1663) in uncertain*', Lind3. ey#'X*s 'The Catholics iý'Jihe, Civ'il'Warls, in 
MawAngj B. 1 
(ed. ),, Politics# 2eligion and the English Civil War,, siVa he was 
neutral; ad he compounded only as a catholic (C. C, Coj, iis p elO78). But he 
'was present in Gloucester and Heref or& garrisons,, although he gave an innocent 
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planation. for'this (H, M, Co, Sixth Regor pp* 88-9 and 191; L. J*,, vp P-6579 ex 
ani viii, pp. 61 end 98). Wakes Jo.,. opeci aod Complete Peerage. call him s. 
royalist* 
Williams Ist Lord 7itswilliam (di, 1644). was neutral (Habakkuk, p, 143); 
but Williams 2xd Lord (d*1651)v was a parliamentarian and was M. P* for Peter- 
borough, 1640-8, Their income was only C500-10000 in 1642 azd they were among 
the lesser peerage. See Firth and . 114dts, is P-528; Underdown p- 391- 
HenrYs 3rd Lord Spencer and 13t Earl of Sunderland (1643) (killed at 
Newbvz7 261+3)0 changed sides (see Appendix 16, some, notable 'neutrals azd 
gentlemen wbo changed sides). See also Clarendons ii, p. 181. 
Stones, p. 761, puts the 1641 Spencer income at 4#400-6#599 p/a; arA the 
Brudemens at A: 2,200-4,399- 
This familyq the most ancient Northamptonshire nobility between 1524 and 
16Z5.9 I acquired Harringwcrth in the thirteenth century., Tbey were the bac 
wealthiest family in the county in 1480p with eighteen ins a., Financial 
difficultie a were evident by 1580,, when Edward, nth Lord (d*1625).. mid that 
his debts necessitated fbreign travel. His offices of Ambassador to Scotland; 
Lord'President of Wales,, 1602-7; and Iard Warden of the Cinque Ports, 1615-24.,, 
increased his debts. He was a lesser nobleman with an income of C900-1s, 799 in 
1602,9 ani in the 1590's he sold property worth C900000 but still had debts of 
Z69000 in 16%. The fastily manors of Harringworth and Bulwick were sold. for 
X252360 between 1606'and 3.6210 andp after his death., his widow had debts of 
Z2.012 Still outstanding. 7inancial rain preceded extinction in 1625 
I Complete Peem&ep xiis pt. 21, pp. 930-54- Hallinan,, Thesis, P-59; B. M. 0 a Lansdowne IISS-s 30/41; Stone# pp. 4611,761,9778; V-C-H-j Northamptonshire,, 
,, topographical sections; N. R. O*,, Tryon USS..., Catalogue introduction and 5VI9 Wis 61. He was a prominent puritan; see Sheila,, Thesiss pp. 3.461, 
ý2310* BOM*, v Egerton USSes, 2., 83.2; RNB,, g 'xi, Pp- ls331-2* 
Families ihich hold baronetcies in 1642 (see Appendix 11 fbr dates of titles) 
A. ýarews of Dinto 
They were catholics who bad settled in the county in the fifteenth 
century* Rothersthorpe manor was sold in 3650,, anclq although Sir Williams Ist 
býroret (do before 1649) appears to have been neutrall three of his so w were 
killed at Worcester in 1651- 
(1) 
vii, p*225; C, C-C-j, pp- 1#739 and 198%; N. R. O. 0 . Thornton USS'es Th*6 7! Comi)lete Baropel-ag-j, iis p. 346, (which, alls him a royalin t., . but 81t- I doubt i-ý); p. c. Ro (Micro),, 1635-6# p, 273o 
c 
.1 
i1 
Browne of Walcot 
Descendea from a Lord Mayor of London., thear acquire& this Barnack manor 
about 2506# Little is known except that they were catholic., ard ro alist in M 
tbe, Civil War* They were assessed at 4: 15 for the 1600 Subsidy. 
(1 
. 2o 
Gleasonj, P*56; P. R. O. s B-179/157/360-1,254/2; 1 am grateful to Mr* PeRo Newman for the infbrmation that Sir Robert., 3rd baronets was a royalist 
captain under Sir Cbarles Cavendish* 
Cave of Stanfcird 
7hey settled at Stamford in the early fifteenth centurys and their 
fortunes were founded by an Abbot of Selby (1429--ý%).. azil Richards a friend 
of Thomas Cromwell. There is no evidence of Ananoial difficultv before the 
late seventeenth century,, although the family papers are mainly post-1700. 
In 1642, they were assessed. at Z20 for the subsidy.. which suggests an income 
of over Zl,, 000 p/a, and, placed, them among the greater gentry* They were (1) 
royalist in the Civil War. 
1. 
_ 
Complete Barone Re, iis P*93; Water&,, Z. C4,,, Genealogical Memoirs of the, 
Chesters of hioheley,, is PP*73-88; N. R. A.,, j Catalogue of Braye USS* 
(Leicestershire Record, Office) - the family acquired the barozw of Braye 
in 1839 - pel; P-LO-.,. E-l79/157/421-3P' Thurloej, ivP pp, -511-12.. - 
Hartshorne,, 
E. S. 9 
Memorials of HoldenbXq P-37- Complete Peerage., iij, p*289* 
n ce Canons As 
The Drydew came from Cunberlaml in Ihe Mid-3iXteOnth CantUX71, azA they 
appear to have suffered no financial problems before 16)+2. Indeed., they were 
enlarging their holdings in the 1650's and 16601s. The neighbouring property 
of the Cope family was purchased in 1he : L6601&,, notably the manor for Z5,, 750 
in 1665* Sir John,, 2nd baronet (d. 1658)s was M. P. fbr Northamptonshire between 
16)+0 ani 1653., an& again in 1654. He was one of the few local parliamentarians 
tA) remain loyal to the Commonwealth and Protectoratej, and he had an income of 
more than Z11000 p/a., and was one of the greater gentry* They were rising 
gentry, and Sir Johals will allotecl Z2s500 each to his seven children out of (I) his Warwickshire and Huntingaonshire estatesp alone* 
1" Complete Baronetagg,, is p, 129; Keelerp p,, 161; UrAerdown., P-391# NmR*Oos 
Dryden MSS,., DOA)30.580,9620 642. They were also prominent puritans: Erasmus. Ist baronet (d. 16325s signe& the 1605 Petition (P, RO,, s, p, 3,4/12. /69). 
Egerton of Farthinghoc 
ThiB branch of the legal dymasty founded by Thomass Viiscount Bra&lv,, 
acquired Farthinghoe in 16C5, In 1642j, Sir ROWlanij. Ut baronet_ (dol646),, was 
assessed at Z25 for the subsidy, which suggests an income of about Zlv250 p/ap 
and 'they were greater gentry* By the 3.630'sLj thqY - bad - twelve manors in Bedforcl- 
sbires Buckinghamshire and Ndrthamptonshire, -. ýsir Rowland was a royalistj, but (3. ) Sir Johnp 2nd baronet (dol674)l was a parliamentariano 
1* Co! Rlete Baronetage.. is polOB; Pirth- ard Rait# is P-960; P-R-0-93-179/357/ 
? -41-3; Hal"inans. ThesSs,, P, 136,, 
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Enion (t Plore 
James Enionq a Whitechapel breverp bad purohased Flora sometime before 
hU death in 1623# HU heirs James,, lat baronet# was killed in mid-16)+2 
during a duel in Gloucester royalist garrisons azd the baronetcy died out* 
In 1643.,,, an Act of Parliament enabled him to sell his lanis f or payment of 
debts,. ani economic trouble is suir"sted* His subsidy aesesement of Z15 placed 
his among the middling gentryo 
T 
1ý' 
-Complete 
Baronetage, ii, p, 167; N-R-0-P Thornton IM-9 Th- 1#931+; C-3-# 
ii. -P*71. P. R. O.. B. 179/M/241-3e 
Fermor of Easton Neston 
The Permors were established by Richard (d. 1552),, a merchant of the 
Calais' staple, Easton Keaton was given to him by his brothers William.. a wool 
'merchantp and by 1600 they owned ton manors in south Northazptonshires alone. 
`ihey were catholics who probably outwardly conformed in the early seventeenth 
centux7p and there is no evidenoe of financial difficulties. Indeeds William., 
2ncl baronet (d*173.1). married a daughter of the Duke of Leeds,, ard was able to 
support the barozW of Leominster in 1692.9 azA the construction of the magni- 
ficent, house at Banton Neston. His son, Thomas,, was created Earl of Pomfret 
in 1721* They were assessed at Z20 in IW, which indicates an income of 
more than Q. 000 p/as ard Thurloe favourably compared their estate with that 
of the Earl of WestmorlazA in greatnesse Sir William, Ist, baronet (d. 1661). 
Was a royalist Colonel of Horse ami Councillor to the Prince of Wales@ 
10 SheilBS Thesis., po24)+; Sir George (d*1630) was implicated in the Gunpowder 
Plot* Comlete Baronetage,, iis P-143; Comolete Peeragej. vii, p*613; x$ 
p*573; D*NoBo. vi, ppolZ3,76-4; PoRoOop 3*179/2.. 57/421-3; Thurloes iv, p-. 511; 
C, C-Cov iis PoIO63o For the Fermor Heaketh MSS9# at Easton Nestonjaeo 
BibliograplWo 
Isham cf Lamport 
Their e3tate3 and finances before 1640 are examined by Finch., M*j, 
ýThe 
Wealth of Five Northamptonshire Fa-431es, 
-1-540-1640., 
N@R*S*,, but they oon- 
tinued. to rise after 1640. Sir Justinians 2zxl baroiiet (d. 1674)9 considered 
the purchase of Haselbeaoh in 1646# and constantly acted as monew-lenier end 
mortgageeo East Haddon., Brixworth and Ranging Houghton manors were purchased 
between 1661 ant 1670, and rebuilding of Lamport House began in 1655. Their 
income was nearly L20000 p/a in the 1640'so Both Sir John, lst baronet (d. 1651), # 
azd Sir Justinian were royalists* 
-, 
I* Rameyp Go,, (ed. ). John Isham's Accounts. 3.558-72, 
ýN. 
R. Sop xxi; Barronp 000 Northmptonshlre Families, H&bakkuk, PoI59; DoN*B*i'xs P-509; Comple BaronetM,, 11,1) 21- C A*M P-1314; C. C. C, ý,, 
- p*3494; 
N. R. O. p Isham Correspondence, I: C37t. 
L, 3-79# -SBO. 
381,413: ý, -4ii,, 449,, 4,65,, 487; Isham USS-, 
I*L*949; 1, C, 4,967; Finch, op-ci Sir John was a puritan (P. R*O,, 
S. P, 
- 
IW32/69) 
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Nicholls of Faxton wA Hardwick 
This family settled in the county between 1500 and 1558, Sir Augustine 
(d*1616). Judge of King's Bencht purchased Faxton in 3.606., ard his brother 
Francis was Governor of Tilbury in 1588* The latter's son ard heirt Framing 
lat baronet (d. 1642). was also nephew and heir of Sir Augustine. Howevert 
Sir-Augustine died in debt and now property was alienated between 1626 and 
1642* In 1642, Sir Edward, 2nd baronet (d-1683)., was assessed at X15 for 
the subsidyg vhich suggests an income of Z750 p/ap and they were'among the 
middling gentry. Sir Edward was a parliamentarian* 
(1) 
I*' Coonlete Baronstagep ii, p. 314, - N. R#O#,, Catalogue of documents relating to 
Northamptonshire in the P*RoOe. Chancery Hastert Fahibits, Hardwick 10-18, 
25. N. R. O, q Dozvt J. p notes 
(for will of Sir Augustine aid debts)* 
Broughton manor was sold in 1616. Francis., lot baronet, was Secretary to 
the Eleotor Palatine in 1640, and was also a parliamentariane 
Norwich or Era! 12ton 
This f amily was founded by the marriages of Simon (d.: 1468) to the heiress 
of the Holtat aid of John (d. 1504) to a niece of Lord Hastings. They were 
prominent sixteenth century recusantat but seem to have conformed in the early 
seventeenth century. Six Northamptonshire manors were sold between 1560 ani 
1600, ard the f amily were in d eoline. They were asses sed at X13 in 1642, which 
suggests an income of Z650t and they were among the middling gentry* Sir Johnt 
IaIt baronet (d. 1661), was parliamentarian Governer of Rockingham Castle in 1643; W 
Sheriff, 1645-6; arA M. P. fbr Northamptonshire, 1654-5- 
le They appear on several recusant rolls (P. R. O. -t E,, 377); Hallinanjo Thesis; V*C*H*. NorthanVtormhires topographical sections; Complete Baronetage, ii, 
p*110; N9140*0 StopforT-Sackvine MSS-s 55- 10841; HelOsCe, Sixth Repcrt, 
--p, 
181; H. M. C.. Portland MSS@s, it p-581- He supported the restoration of 
the monarchy by the late 3.950'st and opposed the radicals in 1655- P. R. 0.0 
E -179/157/242ý3-* 
PickerIDS of Tichmarsh 
They moved to the county from Cumberland. about 1500, but I have f ouzxl no 
information relating to their finances, Sir Gilbert., lat barorets (d*1668). 
was a puritan, a parliamentarian, and a republican in the late 1650's. With 
Sir John Dryden., he ma one or the flew Northamptonshire parliamentarians to 
remain loyal to the regimes of the 1650'-s- He was. M,, Po fbr the countyt 1640-58j, 
axxl- Cromwell's Iord Chamberlain in 1657, an& Ticbmarsh was licensed as a oonven-- 
-acle in 1672, His income was more than Z18000 p/a in 16420 an& the f amily (1) 
were greater gentry. 
: L, *, Comp3e te Baronetagg't iit pp*432-3; Baildont W., (ed. )t Los Reportes del 
, 
Cases in Camera Stellata# p*222 ff; Underdown; ýp-. 391; Thurloe, viij p-496; 
-, Turnerg G. L., #'Original Records or E unier Persecution and Indulgence; Firth ard RA&t,, 11 -504. (his -son azxl he Henrit VMS was also a Parliamentarian) P, R-'O. o Z*17W. 157/ý41-3s Sir Gilbert 
'was assessed at Z20 in 16)+2. 
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Shirley of AstweJ3. 
This Leicestershire family acquired Astwell by marriage in 1566., azxl 
were catholic, although Sir George, Ist barovet (d. 1622)# was an outward 
conformist* Sir Robert, 4th baronet (d*1656),, was the f1rat to be ecluoated 
&a a prctestanto They were in financial difficulties by the early seventeenth 
century,. and in 1608 and 1609 nine Derbyshire manors were leased to pay Sir 
George's debts, A 1650 document suggests that the entire estate was still in 
the hands of trustees and. lesees., except for Chartley an& other property 
inherited from the 3rd Earl of Essex in, 1646,, which helped to restore the 
family tbrtunes. Stone says they had an inoone comparable to that of many 
peer3., and in, 1655, Astwell alone was Yielding A: 1,552/16/0 p/a. Sir Robert 
was a sealous. royalist oxi died in the Tower, and the-7th barow t succeeded to (1) 
the baroror of Yerrers in 1677, and was created Earl Ferrers in l7n, 
I* Cale S. P, D.. 1581-909 p. 200; N. R. S., vii, p#225; Leicestershire Record 
Offices Ferrers USS.,. 2.9598(b)v 9l9s735#53-6#354, *3502295. b X. R. A*j, Cata3. ogw 
of Ferrero US$*, Introduction; Comp3s e Baronstage; pp. 5-6; D. N*B*S, xviii, 
P-137s" C-A-U. s is p*485; Stone., P-379 Ferrero M33.0 2#330; Compl; tý 
-, Peerage v P-329; Ferrer& MSS*92#329 b): an excellent account book 3.592-6. 
(see Chapter 6). 
Tresham of --Iffvede 
This family constituted the remnants of the illustrious Treshams of 
Rushtonp whose decline is ful3y treated by Xnch,, U., The Wealth of Five 
Northavatonshire Familiesq N, RS,,, v Ax, Sir Lewis, lot baronet 
(d-1639),, 
succeeded his brother., Pranciss the Gunpowder Plotter,, in 1605, and be sold 
Rushton in 3L349 azd moved to Lyveden* He was a Gentleman of the Privy Chamber,, 
and accompanied Buckingham to Spain in 1616. Sir William,, 2n& baronet (d*1643). 
a recusant neutral in the Civil War., was the last of the main line, mA his 
1642 income wasprobab3, y less than 4ý500 p/a. 
I* Yinchs opocit. 0 pp, 94P-9, - Complete Baronetage,, i. pp- 56-7; C. A. op imp-386- There was still a Tresham lire at Geddingtozs ihich was royalist (C*C*Co, 
iij, p93.288), 
Wake of Salcey (Hartwell) 
This thirteenth centxry Northamptonshire family sold their ancient Blisworth 
residence in 1523 and moved to Hartwell. They were deep in debt by the time of 
the death of Sir Baldwin., let baronets, in 1627- Sir John$ 2nd baronet (d. c. 1660)0 
petitioned for protection against his father's creditors in 1631, amd said he 
had sold most of the estate., aid given &C9,9000 to these creditors. He was a 
royalist amd is said to have mortgaged the rest of hj3 estate to ýserve, the 
Kings, and he died a prisoner in King's Bench with debts of 'over Z5s, 000, By 
16429 there income was probably about L500 p/a, 
Barron, Oes, Northamotonahire Pamiliea,. pp. -319-36; Compb to Baronetake i" P. 180j. A. P. Ce. x1vi *224; P, R,, O, I, 32/2C57/50* C-82/2040/65 
- 61 ýpC. E 5; C98 206 404; P* 195 9.0 -419 
SeP. D, 
_. _ 
3.660-19 P. 9.6; 2. Zu., iis, p. 868. 
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Watson of RockinAham 
,, This family was founded by Edward 
(d. 
-1530).. SurveYor-General to the 
Bishop of Lincoln., and his son,, Edward (dol584).. a Receiver in Augmentations., 
who acquired the first estate in Rockingham in 1551+., when he moved from 
Rutland* Howevers the castle anA royal demesne were not purchased until 1616. 
The Watsons were among the rising gentryp and were given a barony in 1645. 
Sir Lewis,, Ist baronet an& Ist Lord (d. 1653). purchased at least four manors 
in the 1630's. ani be purchased a substantial estate at Gt. Gidding ani Lutton 
between 1633 ancl 3.660. In 1666, # Lady Rockingham was mortgagee of two manors 
of the Duke of Newcastle,, and a Warmington manor was bought for C99700 in 1669, 
7hey were a3se3sed atjC25 in 16)+2, which suggests an income of approximately 
Zl.. 250 p/aj and they were certainly among the greater gentry, They appear to 
have had catholic, nympathie3j, and Sir Lewis Was a royalist,, although in 1643 
he surrendered Rockingham Castle without a fight., and was temporarily arrested 
by royalists, so his ardour f cr the cause may not have been greate Sir Lewis 
was a courtiers akiend of Buckingham., ani Master of the Royal Buckhounds in 
1634. 
(1) 
I* Wise# Co. Rockingham Castle and the Watsong; Complete Baronetages ij, p. 165; 
Complete PeeraM -56-9jo D*N*Bos xx *931-2; Habakkuko P-139; zi 9 pp 
N*R*Oop Watson (Rockingham) USS. 1, WoRo 25: 2Eýa)s 41-2j 46,9 
52j. Ill# 87# 239s, 323-8, 
333#338050*401#85; N, R, O*, Rockingham (Watson) USS*s BolOV13., B. W26/19 
B: 10/34,9 A. 4/35A, B2, /57/100 B. 4/54.. B. 7/45; P. R. O... E*1104/97; P-R-O-s, 
.E 
119AW42iý-j; C. A*M.,, i,, p*652; C, C, .,, p. 1435. Por suspected citholicism, 
see H. MeC., Monta-ce Beaulieu MSS. A N. R. O.,, Dore., J., notes. 
,qp. 
105, an 
In 33RO Sir Edward's (d. 1616) religion was suspected by the Bishop,, and he 
congratulated the Treshams for Francis' temporary escape from, london after 
the Gunpowder Plot, He married a daughter of the notorious., reousant., 
Digby family of Rutland, ani Sir Lewis, married a sister of the catholic 
Earl of Rutland as his second wife. 
Yelverton of Easton Maililit 
,, 
There is very little iriformation'about their finances* Christopher 
Yelverton, (d. 163.2)., Justice of King's Benchj, 1601-2., purchased Easton Maudit 
in 1578., and his son., Sir Henry (d*1629,1 was Solicitor-General (1613). q Attorney- 
General (1617), and Judge of Common Pleas (1625). His son, Sir Christopher, 
Ist baronet (d, 1654). was a parliamentarian.. M. P* for Bossiney,, 1640-8; arA 
had. an income of more than Z1,000 p/a in 1642. He opposed the Commonwealth 
ani supported the Restoration* Sir Henry., 2nd. baronet (d-1670)t rarried the 
heiress of Lord Grey of Ruthins wA their sonwas called Loord, Grey. Talbot 
Yelvertons Lora G"y, was created Earl of Sussex in 1717. 
(1) 
lo Complete Baronet! ýgg,, ii., pp, 95-6; D, NB,., xxi, pp, j., 230-3; N, R, O,, s, Northampton Public Library USS. j, N, P, L*# 201s206; Gunning of Horton MSSOO G(H)288s 293. Cal. S. P. D.. 1612-23* pp* 150,9 192; Underd(mnj,, P-391; 
Keelersp. 404; P. R. O., E-179/157/421-3; C. A. ., is P,, 391; Complete Peerage; iis p. 661. 
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Other families 
Bernard of Abington 
The Bernards acquirecl a Northamptonshire estate by marriage with the 
beiress of Sir Vicholas Iqlling in the early fifteenth centux7. The family 
fortunes were founcled by Sir John.. Deputy Governor of the Chan I Islardso 
smi his granclsons Sir John (d. 1485)p who married a grandaughter of the Earl 
of Westmorlaxd. The latter is said to have been impoverished by the Wars of 
the Roses and a prolonged period of decline followed* At least five manors 
were sold between 1574 azA 1602, ani John (b*1604, knt. 1661) was described 
an "vezy inportunate" in 1659. His entire estate was put in trust in 1663 
to pay his debtas ard Abington was finally sold in 3.669 for X13#750- In 
1600# they vere assessed at 910 for the a ubsidys but this had fallen to X6 
In 1642j, ard they were among the lesser gezrtz7 with an income of about L300 
p/, &-ý John was a parliamentarian. 
W 
L, W Higgins$ N. s The Bernards of Abington azxl Nether Winohendon, I- V. C. .# Northamptonshires topographical volumes; N. R. O. s Finch-Hatton NSS*., FA 6139 4#117; N. R. O., Yz 5,099; Harvey Thursb MSS*, HT(A)4; Isliam CorresporAence, 
I-C-487; P-140*s BAVA57/422,. 
ý-173ý/&4/2, 
-, Firth. ani Raits is pp-93# 547s 
970p 1#240; 111 4722 670- 
Breton of Ravensthorpe 
I They were at Ravensthorpe in the early thirteenth centuryp and. they 
acquired a second. manor in 1590; but thqy were in financial trouble by the 
mid-seventeenth century, Francis, ' win of 1656 conveyed most of his estate 
to trustees fbr the payment of debts., andl he had debts of more than Z70000 at 
the time of his death. Teeton, the home ran . was finally sold in 1718s aid 
, in 1642 their income was about A: 250 p/a. They were recusant3 in the early 
3eventeenth centtvy, but John was a parUamentarian in the 1640ts aid was 
probably a protestant. He bad also resisted the forced loan of 3,626, 
(1) 
19 N. R. 0op langton (Teeton)VSS,, 
jp 
LT*57#174#176P178#187*344*34BP420- Zrancis' 
son ard heir Robert bad debts of Z3., 5151919 in t be late seventeenth centuz7. 
N-R9S*# viis p*225; Gleason,. P-77,174; Arth and Rait, i. p. 528a 
Cartwr ht of Aynho 
The Cartwrights made a spectacular ascent into the ranks of the greater 
gentry after 1616. Richard (d. 1637) of Cheshire., oursitor in ChanceZ7. 
purchased Aynho for Z8,, 250 in 1616,, and be married an Egerton. His son ard heirs 
'John, (d. 1676), married a daughter of William Noy,. Charles I's Attorneya-Generale 
71 ", - Deddirgton,, Oxfordshire, was purchased in l6n. In 16421, they were asBe3sid'at 
Z20 for the subsidy,, which suggests an income of more than M0000 /a and John 
was a parliamentarian* Aynho, was burnt by the n)jalists in 1645. 
I* Barron, 0,,, Northamptonshire Families, pj. 4911-12; The Ancestor. xs pp*1-13; I N*R@Oop Cartwright USS. # C(A): I; - 
T; 
ý4; -201; 
239; 327; 345; 367; 12229; 
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: Ls4O9; 3. j, 420; 1#457.9 1,466; 19575-6; 19581; 1,695; 19702; 1,726; ls785,, o : Ls8ll; 29013; 2,165; 20106; 2$188; 20261; 2$271+; 4,607-9; P. M., E-179/36ý/422; 
C. A. M. -#-'ip p. 189. N. R. O. 9 C(A)7950B- 
Catesby of Ashby St. liedgers 
The Cateabies bad been at Ashby St. Ledgers since the late fourteenth, 
pentur7, - and they were founded on office. Sir William (exec. 1485) was 
Chancellor of the Exchequer in 103j, and one of Richard III's chief minJsters. 
His uncle,, Sir John (d. 1486),,. had been Judge of Common Pleas in Wlj aid be 
founded the Whiston Branch. Financial problems were evident by the 15601,10 
vhen, two manors were 3olds andl in 3581 Sir William (d*1598) was in'bond to 
Sir Christopher Hatton 1br Z9., 000,, Virtu&13, v the entire estate was mortgaged 
in 1587, and recusawy increase4L their difficulties. Sir William was fined 
3.9000 maxks fbr harbouring Jesuits., and his heir,, Robert (d. 3.6C5) was fined 
Z3,000 for his role in the Essex Rebellion. The Gunpowder Plot sealed their 
v ani the estates were forfeit after Robert, main protagonist of the Plot# faie' 
was killed while trying to escape. Ashby St. ledgers was sold in 1613 and the 
family disappeared from the county (except the Whiston branch). 
(I. ) 
I "Bridges., i,, p. 245i D. N. B., q iiij p'ý1#193; N*R. O., Bullivant MSS. # B(UT)170; 
-Crawley USS., C(H 77; Ashley USSp ASL 73-4; Thornton MSS, p Th*820; Pinch- HattOn MSS PH- 3a 014; N. R. A. . Catalogue of Gunpowder Plo t papers in t he .11 hands of messr3. Catesbys 6-7; Anstruthers G,, Vaux of Harrowdeno 
Cope of Canons Ashby 
They were in NorthamptonshJr e in the fourteenth centurys but their 
fortunes were founded. by William (d*3513)s cofferer to Henry VIIx who purchased 
Hanwells Oxfordshire# in 3.498. Sir Anthowl (d, 1551) was Chamberlain to Queen 
Catherine Parr,, and his brother Sir John (d. 1558)p a Marian exiles established 
a'branch at Canons Ashbys, idUch was acquired after the Dissolution* The family 
were puritans, and financial problems bad arisen by the 1620's. Michael's will 
of`ý1661 devised all his Canons Ashby estate to trustees for payment of debts* 
The home manor was sold to the Drydens in 1665 for Z5., 750. In 1600, thq7 had 
been assessed at 920 for the subsidy#, but this had fallen to Z6 by 1642, which 
suggests an income of Z300 p/a, and they had slumped to the ranks of the lesser 
gentry* No trace of their Civil War role has been founds an& they may have 
remained neutral. 
(1) 
1* V*C*Ho. Northamptonshires topographical sections; V. C. H. Oxf shires : Lxs, 
ppe 13.5-1623-19; Garrel-t- C., The Marian Exiles; Sheila, Thesisj, p*249;, - D*W Be',, ivs pp, 3.., 090-1; K*R. O.,, -Drydiýn M33. # 
b(CA)33#603,604.., 605., 610L, 612,9 
s620,6279629#642; P. R. O. P' 3-179/3-57/422; E-179/25O. 'and : L57/360-;; The Copes of HanpFell were in al mi I ar f inancial troub3,9. 
I Crewe of' Steane 
I ", '- This family enjoyed a rapi& ascent based on lega: L'wealthe Sir Thomas 
(cl, 1634) married a coheir of Reginald. descendant of the Lords Braye., wd 
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inherited Steane and Hinton about 1600. He was speaker of the House of 
Commons in 1623 and 1625, and be was a younger brother of Sir Randolph, 
Chief Justice of King's Bench in 3.625. in 16420 John (d. 1679) was assessed 
at JC20 for the subsidy, arA bad an income of more than ZI. 000 p/a. zley 
were among the -greater gentry; ard in 1661, John vas created lst 
Itril Crewel 
partly for his services to the Restoration* He bad been imprisoned after 
the Short Parliament (1640) for refusing to deliver parliamentary papers to 
the Clerkl but., although he was a parliamentarian and. M. P. fbr Brackleys 
1640-8, be opposed the attainder of Strafford and the execution of the King. 
He was a moderate and was imprisoned by the ArzW in 164-8. 
(1) 
: L. Complete Peerage, iii, P-632; D*N*B*s vp p*81; peRsoes Eel7g/157/422; 
Underdowns P-391; Yeeler; C. A. M.., is p. 275; Clarendonp iiip p*497; 
Nalsons J. IgQartial Conections of the Great Affairs of States, is 
P*344; ii: po367- J, 
Griffin of Din&l! a 
The Griffins were in Northamptonshire in the early fourteenth centurYs 
and. John (d. 1"5) was heir to lord Latimer of Braybrooke, But the family 
fortunes were founded by Edward,, Attorney-General 1553-8# a brother of Thomas 
Griffin., de jure Lord Latimer. In 1600,, they were assessed at JC70 for the 
subsidyp the highest Northamptonshire rating (excluding the peerage)., but 
financial difficulties were soon evident. Ashley was sold for Ell, 900 in 16109 
and Wakerley for Z8., 500 in 1617,, Thorpe Lubbenham had been conveyed for 
R4060 in 16C5; and Stoke AlbazW was sold in the 16301se Finally, in 16479 
Braybrook. was alienated for C8,500* Their subsidy assessment was only JC20 
in 1642p but their gross income was about Zl., 200 p/ata nd they Vere still 
awng the greater gentry, Sir Edward (d. 1680)0 a Gentleman of the Privy 
Chamber, vas a royalist. The family were catholio in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth cenUrriess and Sir Edward's heirs, Edward was created Lord Griffin 
in 16889 by James Up aid died a Jacobite prisoner in the Towere 
(1) 
10 Complete Peerage, vii, p*456ff; vit pp*202-4; P. R. O. 9 B-179/157/3606-1; 
254/2. Bloom, J., The Griffins of Dingley; N. R*O,.,, Catalogue of Exeter 
MSS-s 28/12o 13# Is 37; N*P. *Oo, Bullivant MSS. j B(UT)162,, - Watson MSS,, 
B*2/57/6; B, 7/4ý; N, R, A,, Catalogue of Palmer USS. # in Leicestershire 
Record Office, 257; F-R-O-v E-17VM/422-3; Keelers, P-: L96. *, Baildon, W. P. v Bra, vbrooke: its Castle. Mawr and Lords; Carlisle" Not AnEnquiry into 
the I'lace and Oua7lity of Gentlemen of His'Ma. iestvis Moat z),. 4wv 
20v=llp P*J44; t; q, (; *Uot 11.9 POIZUOLUe-hom s 3av P*10.5; Cale S*P*Do, 160340 
p. 493; Catholic Record Society Publications, lx, p, 6; xxii, p. 125. Sir Edward was M. P. for Downton in 3.640. Edward Compion,, the Jesuit$ confessed 
to visiting Dingley in 2581., an& Edward was Mar .V 
Is AttorrxW-General. 
Hatton or 
The Hattons moved from Cheshize to Holdenby' in the e arly sixteenth 
centurys but Holdemby. was sold to the King, in 1608s aid Kirby Halls in Gretton 
pariahs became the main residence, The f &mi3, v fortunes were f oundecl by Sir 
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Christopher (d. 1591),, Elizabeth's lord Chancellor; howeverp central office 
caused severe financial problems: - Sir Christopher was ZlOpOOO in debt as 
early as 1575j. and be died Z42. %139 in debt to the Queen. The family never 
recovered$ and were is till Z18,600 in debt in 1642., and Z8#500 in 1666. 
Between 1637 and 1640., Sir Christopher (d. 1670) took out bonds of Z26#500,, 
and Wellingborough and Bewfield manors were solds ard Gretton and Brampton 
were continually mortgaged from 161"0. Property worth C6,, 600 was sold in 
the 1650's- However,, despite deoline., Sir Christopher had an income of 
Z2#530 P/a in 1640, and his Z40 assessment for the 1642 subsidy was the equal 
highest of ary outside the peerage. In 16)+3,, he was created Lord Hatton and 
was appointed Comptroller of the Household. He was a leading royalist,, 
(1) 
14, D. N. B., ix., p. 159; Stone, p*423; B,, M*,, Lansdowne MSSs, 20/57; Northants Ta--st and Presents, iiis p*255., ' N. R*O*s Finall. -Hatton. MSS.., 601; ; -02, --99797- 
%1; 919; 9Z3; 944; 945- 8; 993-4; IsOC5; IP015; ls, 220; 1#263; 1#338; 
Is, 795; Is853; 1,880; 1,622; 1#152; 22241; 2s348; 3*028; 3#091; 3*142; 
3s295; 49115-7; 4*120-3; 3#105; 1*174; 1j, 235; 1*162-3; 3*990; 3#131+; 3v 
368; 4*014; 3,378; Isham Correspondences, I. C*380-1; P*R*Oop ZIi2/110, /ýl; 
Northamptonshire Notes and Queries v. P-7; Keeler, P 208, (Sir Christopher 
was M*P* for nigham Ferrers in 261+0); P. R*O. # ýE /-1'; 7 -MA 
/421-3; C-C-C-s P-1#579; 
Q. A. M a iiv p. 6)+O; Complete E22-r-ams vis, pp*396-8; Habbakuke 
Palmer of Carleton 
They acquired Carleton in the early fifteenth century., ani until 1600j, 
and 1642., ihen they were assessed at Z6 for the subsidy.. they consolidated 
themselves within the lesser gentry. Their ascent to the greater gentry 
during the Interregnum was due to Geoffrey Palmer (baronet 1660, d. 1670)o a 
lawyer an& MePe Ibr Stamfords 3.61+0--2* Although be managed the evidence against 
Strafford, he opposed the Grand Remonstranoe and became a Royalist,, In the 
1650's and 16601s, be acquired a large estate in Leicestershire and Derbyshire 
from the declining Shirley family., a ni in 1660S his son Rogers Cofferer to the 
King, was reputecl to have an income of JC880 p/a. Sir Geoffrey was AttOrneV- 
Gewral from 1660-70. 
(1) 
I- P-R-Os E, 179/157/360-li 254/2; B-179/157/421-3; Barrons 0. " Northampton- 
shire Familiesl; D. N. B. s xv., pp. 3.26-7; Com0s te Baronetages iii, p*28; Keeler, p. 293; C. C. C... p*1433; C. A. .9 is p. )+36; N, R., A,,, g Catalogue of Palmer IdSS in Leicestershire Record Office, 26s32t34s37-8s4Os7l. '73; N. R. A. " Catalogue of Ferrers MSS in Leicestershire Record Offices 5: L6; Hab&kkukp, 139, 
Stafford_of Blatherwick 
Their absenoe fýmm Visitations makes it aif ficult to establish their 
pedigreep but a close affinity with the Staffordso Dukes of Buckingham., is 
suggestedo They settled at Blatherwick in the Fifteenth oenturyj, a ni a Sir 
Htzphrey was Governor of Calaiss and was killed in Cadie's Lebellion* His son,, 
Sir Humphrey, was executed after Lord Lovell', ga, 486 uprising, and the family 
estates were re3tored in the early 3ixteenth-century. William Stafford became 
I 
i5o 
a very powerful figme by his two marriages: firstp be married Mary Boleynj. 
sister to the Queen; second.. he married Dorotby., daughter of Henry Lord 
Staffordj, heir of the Duke of Buckingham, and Ursula Pole,, grandaughter of 
the Duke of Clarence. This gave the Staffords an involved claim to the thmne. 
William's son Sir Edward (d. 16C5) was Ambassador to Yranoes 1583-90,, and 
Remembrancer of Ist Fruits and Tenths in 1597* They declined in the early 
-seventeenth century$ possibly because of office; but they were asse3sed at 
440 in 1642s the equal highest assessment, ani William, a Royalist,, was said 
to have had lancls wcrth 43#000 p/a in 1660. They were clearly among the 
greater gentr7o 
(1) 
1* Bridges, ii, pp. 276-80.. - Hallinan, Thesis, pp-59. % 495; V-C- .# Northampton- 
shire; N. R. O.,, Fineh-Hatton MSS., 602; Knightley MSS,, K, LIV9 575; P-R-Oes, 
E WV157/421-3; C*C*C*# P*1#859; az3cl 88; C*A*M*p iis P*917. ' Burke; P. M.,, 
E: lWnd/163- The Staffords were firm protestmts in the sixteenth 
signed the 16C5 Petition against the Deprivation of Puritan 
Clergy: see Garrett., C.,, The Marian Exileal Cal. Patent Rolls. 1553-49 
pb4340* B. M,,, Lansdowne idN--. 71-05371; P*RO*p S#P*2WW69* 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY, 
A thesis of this kind necessarily involves an examination of the entire 
range of sources$ both primary and secondarys concerning most aspects of 
English histm-y in ihe sixteenth and seventeenth centuries., and,, more partiou- 
lar: Ly,, most aspects of the history of these two countiese The indexes of 
numerous manuscript collections and printed works have been oonsulted,, and,, in, 
mazW cases,, only a single reference has been obtained. It vould be very mia- 
leading if, those sources which have yielded only an isolated reference were 
placed on an equal footing with those which have proved to be fundamental bases 
of the thesis. Thereforej, only the most important sources are contained in 
this bibliography,, and the reader is referred to textual footnotes for conec- 
tions or works of minor importance* 
Howevers an explanation should be given for the absence of certain 
archives from this bibliograpbye 
I systematically examined the catalogues of manuscripts in the Bodleian 
Librarys Oxford,, ani the Cambridge University Library, The latter appear's to 
contain very few documents of relevance to these two counties., between 1524 ard 
1674., amd facsimiles or transcripts of most of them.. particularly the 1621+ 
Survey of Dun3table., are held by the County Record Offices* Simi: Lar3, vs tran- 
scripts or facsimiles of Bodleian Library manuscripts relating to Northampton- 
shire are in the County Record Offices in one form or another. The material 
relating to Peterborough recusants and elections (Bodleian Library# ReC-366; 
T9147- 37) appears in the papers of Mr. We Mellows. - the 3.606 Survey of the 
Nene (TN c. 1095) ia, alao in the County Record Office; and notes about local 
royalists (RA-35,81) appear in other sources. In z: V estimations the only 
important Bodleian document which has not been consulted i's a geographical 
description of Northamptonshire by John InrVs in 1744 (USS. 30#748* Topos- 
raphicale Northants, 29) But there are several other similar descriptions 
(Norden,, J.,, (1610); Mortons J., (1712 and 1720)) which are probably equallV 
as useful., 
According to Miss Finohg (The Wealth of Five Northamptonshire FamilJON, 
1,540-16 j p. 204-)s, the Spencer manuscripts at Althorpj, Northamptonshire, are 
rather seantys especial3y fbr the seventeenth century* She has studied thin 
family in depth., and there are isome Spencer papers in the British Museum 
(Addit. MSS. 9 25., 079-82). Sos the Althorp, collection has not been consulted. 
Catalogues of the Compton manuscriptss at Castle Ashby,, and of the 
Wat-son mnnu cripts, at Rockinghams whichare in the Northamptonshire Record 
Offices reveal that there are few documents of rel'evance in these collections. 
There is a card catalogue of the Exeter manuseriptas at Burghley; in the 
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Worthamptowhire Record Office, and mary of the most important ones have been 
photographed, This card catalogue gives very fýAl descriptions of the 
documents, 
Apparently., many of the Montagu manuscripts,. at Boughton, are still 
uneata: Logued,, iihich presents severe difficulties for the researcher. Fortun- 
ately., the correspondence is on microfilm in the Northamptonshire Record Office,, 
together with an eighteenth century description of the land deeds. Several 
other Montagu papers have been photographed, and H#U, C,. Buccleuch MSS-., 3 
vols*; aid H, M, C,, Montagu of Beaulieu MSS.., give fairly detailed descriptions 
of mazy Montagu documentso 
The Bedfordshire estate documents of the Russells, Earls of Bedfords are 
in the Bedfordshire Record Office.. and,, according to the staff,, there is 
little relevant material left at Woburn. I regret that several attem to pta 
see some of the private papers of the Earls of Bedford in the Bedford Estate 
Office, Montagu Streeto Londons proved unsuccessful. The times I suggested 
were inconvenient to the archivist, and her suggested dates were inconvenient 
for me. This may prove an important untapped source, but some of these papers 
have been used by Thomson$ G. S.,, in Two Centuries of Family His and Life 
in a Noble Household, 16g-1700, 
If other collections have been missed, it is because of lack of knowledge 
of their existence. However$, there are extensive manorial documents relating 
to Cranfields Bedfordshire.. among the Sackville of Kwle manuscripts in the 
Kent Record Office. These have been catalogued by the National Register of 
Archives, but have not been consulted. 
One basic criterion of division of sources in this bibliograpIV should 
be mentioned. All histories anfl. descriptions of parishes within those two 
countiess or of the counties., themselvess which were published after 17001, 
have been classified as secondary authorities. 
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Ie SOURCES 
(i) Uanuscript Sources 
British Museum (now the British Library) 
Egerton MSS*s 2441 Nicholas Papers 
Hargrave MSS-s 321 'Causes of Povertie and Abuses in Northamp- 
tonshire in the early seventeenth century's 
Harleian MSS numerous volumes 
Lansdowne MSS S numerous volumes 
Sloane MSS-, 3,560 : Morton., J., Comparison or the Present State 
of Northamptonshire with Domesday, (c-1710) 
Additional MSS-s 5., 491 : Sequestration Papers, 161+2_8 
6,9178 : Excerpts from the Burghley Papers 
25$079-082 : Miscellaneous Spencer Papers 
25#084-085 : Sbeep, for tie King's Household,, 15479 and 
miscellaneous papers concerning Northamp- 
tonshire arA Warwickshire. 
25,302 t Miscellaneous topographical papers of the 
570-1#ý 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
25#54-9-50) : Hatton Correspondence 
- 
34. *224 : Papers of the Fanes, Earls of Westmorlarxi 
34$217-218 t Sir Francis Fans's Letters 
34., 222 : Letter Book of Mildmay, second Earl of 
Westmorland 1660-5. 
34#364-383 : Oliver St. John Cooper's Collections towards 
a history of Beelforelshires (1741-1801) 
39s82B-38 : Tresham, Papers 
Public Record Office 
Chancery Early Proceedings C. 10 
Proceedings, Series I C. 2p 
Series II C-3* 
Six Clerks Series, Bridges Division C'-5* 
Decree Rolls C-78o 
Warrants for the Great Seals Series II C. 82. 
Miscellaneous Books (Crown Office) C-193. 
Special Commissions (Petty Bag Office) C. 20. 
List of Coroners C*242. 
Duchy of lencaster Depositions and 
Exami n tions. D. L*3 and 4 
Parliamentaz7 Surveys D. L-32 
kiscellenea amd Miscellaneous Books I D,, L*41 and 42 
Rentals and Surveys DOL. 43 
Special Commissions arxl Returns D. L, 44 
Excheque Kirw's Remembrancer 
Bills and Answers Eol: L2 
Depositions taken by Commission E -134. Inventories of Goods and Chattels E-154 
Miscellanea of Exchequer B. 163 
Special Commissions of Inquiry 
Lay 3ubsidy Rolls, eto,. 
Z-178 
Z*179 
3.54 
lorcl Treasurer's Remembrancer 
Memorarda Rolls E-368 
Recusant Rolls B-377 
Alcutmentations Office 
Certificates of Colleges an& Chantries : B-301 
Miscellaneous Books : 3-315 
Parliamentax7 Surveys B-317 
Proceedings of Court of Augmentations E--321 
Land Revenue Office 
Miscellaneous Books L. R. 2 
Privy Council Registerst 1631-7. 
(Microcards) PsC. 2 
Probate Room Prerogative Court of Canterbury 
Wills PROB. 11 
Requests Proceedings, Hezwy VIII to Charles I RZQo2 
Misoellaneou3 Proceedings REQ-3 
Special Collections Rentals and Surveys S. CeI2 
Star Chamber Proceedings.. Hewy VIII STLC. 2 
Edward VI STAC-3 
Mary STACo4 
Elizabeth STACo5 
Elizabeth., Suppleme nt sTAc. 6 
Addencla STACo7 
James I ST&CO8 
Charles I STA. C. 9 
Miscellaneous STAC910 
State Paper Office 
State Paperas Henry VIII., General Series S. P01 
State Papers Domestic, Edward VI S. P. 10 
Mary S"Poll 
Elizabeth SP*12 and 23 
James I SoP-34 
Addenda: Edward VI to Jame a. I S-P-3,5 
Charles I S S. P. 16 and 17 
Interregnum S.. P. 18 
Charles II S. P. 29 
Committee for Compounding with Delinquents: S-Po23 
Commonwealth Exchequer Papers S. R. 28 
State Paperss Supplementary s. P. j+6 
Catalogues Chronological Indlex of Patents of Invention,, 1617-1823 (Long Room C/124) 
Catalogue of Feoaaries Surveys (Waras 59 Rouni Room) 
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Bedfordshire County Record Office 
Every catalogue and index drawer in the Rec a-d Office have been 
examined. The collections and items listed below are those of major 
importance to this thesis. Those collection& which we not mentioned 
have only yielded an occasional lard deed or document of relevame* 
Most useful of all to the historian of early modern Bedfordshire are# I 
think, the Chester M334 the Francklin U384 the St. John MSS., *, the Lucas 
US&; which contain the papers of the Greyss Earls of Kent; the Orlebar 
USS.; the Ru3sellso Earls of Bedford's. estate documents., ancl the Trevoz%- 
Wingfield USS*,, ihich contain the paperis of the Boteler- family., emd con- 
siderable information relating) to the Civil War* 
Cheater USS. CH* 
Francklin USS. YX 0 
Harvey MSS, HY'* 
Kroyer-Kielburg USS. KK. 
Lady Lucas USS. L 
Orlebar MSS, OR 
Osborne MS. 0 
Russell estate USS. R.. RH azxl RO 
St, John MSS, i 
Saunderson USS. Sk 
Squire Uss. SQ 
Trevor-Wingfield MSS. Tw 
Wade-Gery USS, WG and GY 
Whitbread MSS. W 
Wingfield MSS. ww 
Wynne MSS. WY 
ABP Archdeacorwy of Bedford Recordss including WiI13 
and Churchwardens, Presentments 
CRT Record Office-Transcripts 
CRT, 100/25, I Transcripts of Ministers' Accounts for the lionour 
of Ampthill.. 1542 
CRT-130/Dunstable : Transcripts of Dunstable Records 
P-72 : Parish Records of Dunstable 
H, S, A, : Fragments of Assize Records for the old Norfolk Circuit 
FAC. 18/5 A Facsimile of Wase Inquiry into Schools., 1678,. in the 
Bodleian Library 
FAC-7 Facsimile of Survey of Dunstable,, 1624,, in Cambridge 
University Library (MSS,,, Be- 304) 
College of Arms. London Bedfbrdshire Visitation of 1669 : D*24 
Talbo t MSS. : Vol. L. 
3,56 
Huntingdonshire Rec ord Office 
Montagu3.. Earls of Manehesters Me dd. M. 
Inner Temple Library. Lonclon 
Trazweript of Admi ssions Registers 
Kimbolton School 
Montaguas Earls of Manchesters USS. : Inventories of Kimbolton 
castle,, : L642,, 1645.. 3.687 
Leicestershire County-Record Office Brave USS. (Cave fami3y) 
Ferrers, MSS,, (Shirley family) 
National Register of Archives 
Various catalogues of fami3, y papers have been examined and Inde reado 
Also,, Bedfordshire amd North amptonshire references in the catalogue drawers 
of the Register have been followed up. But most of the Natiobal, Register of 
Archives catalogues which concern families in these two counties are held by 
the ComAy Record Offices* 
Nort! Lageton Public Library 
The Local History Room containa marW useful items 
NorthWton County Record Office 
Every catalogue and index drawer have been examinedo The collection3 
and itezsýlisted below are those of major importance to this thesis. Those 
collections which are not mentioned have only yielded an occasional relevant 
document. Most useful of all are the Brudenell, USS. 0 the Isham MSS., I an& 
I3ham Correspondence; the Finch-Hatton MSS.; the Fitzwilliam. MSS,,; the MSS,., 
of the Fanes,, Earls of Westmorland; the Cokayne MSS.,; the Dryden USS.; the 
Cartwright MSS.; the Knightley MSS.; the Samwell USS,; and the Stopford- 
Sackville USS,,, which contain the papers of t he Mordaunt family. 
Brooke LSS. B 
Brudemn MSS. BRU 
Cartwright USS. C(A) 
Cokayne MSS. c 
Dryden MSS. D(CA) 
Ellesmere MSS, E. B. (the Egerton fami3, v) Finch-Hatton MSS, F. H* 
Fitzwil3-iam MSS,, FM 
3.57 
Isbam MSS. ani Isham Correspondence 
Jackson MSS. 
Knightley MSS, 
Langton USS. 
Maunsell MSS@ 
Rockingham USS. 
StJohn USS* 
Samwell MM. 
Stopford-Sackville KSS* 
Taylor LSS, 0 
Thornton USS. 
Wabe USS, 
Watson MSS* 
Westmorlani Mo 
Wyke s USS. 
Uicmfilm 48 
Microfilm 196 
X 
Various Microfilms 
Photostat 81+7 
Various Photostats 
Q. S. R. 1 
C(A)., 79506 
Z, A9 20251 
ML* 792 
uncataloguecl 
Parish Records 92 
Maps 3 amd, 155 
FH-3579 412v 5439 
296; SB* 209-10; 
X-4#580; G. I. 326-31i 
S 
. 
I 
I 
S 
I 
I 
I 
8 
I(L , and I. C. 
J(Dj 
K 
L(T) (contain papers of the 
Breton family) 
R. (the Watson family) 
a 
S(U) 4 SS. 
T. L, B, 
Th, 
W 
W. R. 
Westm. (the lane family) 
WY. 
Diocese of Peterborough recordss including wills 
proved in the Archdeaconry Court of Northampton 
and the Consistory Court of Peterborough; Episcopal 
Visitations; ard Church Court Books,. 
Montagu Estate Abstractss an eighteenth century 
calend of family papers at BoughtDn., Montagu 
Correspondence is also on Microfilm. 
Quarter Sessions of the Soke of Peterboroughp 1623- 
30 (from Ceoils, Earls of Exeter MSS. at Burghley) 
Copies of Lay Subsidy Rolle ard Hearth Taxes for 
Northamptonshire e 
List of Rebels of 1607 (from Montagu of Boughton USS) 
Protestation Returns for the fbur parishes for which 
these documents survive. 
Fragments of Quarter Sessions Records., o. 1650-709 
The Cartwright Musters Books 1631-6* 
Sir Thomas Cavelis Musters Books . 1620-32 Wellingborough Peoffees Books 3,599-1672 
Wellingborough Overseers of the Poor Book., 3.650-1713; 
and, Churohwardens Accounts,, 3.617-1726o 
Wellingborough Records, 
Wellingborough Maps, # 1803 
Wellingborough Court Rolls ani Rentals., etc. 
Catalogues, of sixteenth and seventeenth century documents among the 
Watson MSS.., at Rockingham; and the Compton USS.,, at Castle Ashby* 
Carcl catalogue ancl some photostats of the Cecilsjq Earls of Exeter MSS.., 
at Burghley. 
Staffordshire County Record Office 
(William Salt Library) 
The Compton Census, 1676 t Salt )ASS,, 33 
Warwickshire County Record Office 
Mordaunt of Walton Ma. CR. 133 
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Warwick Castle 
Brooke MSS. : Records of Wellingborough 
Boxe a 411-434 : General family accounts,, which include Wellingborough 
BBA-Ol (3 boxes); BB-402, 
: Court Rolls aml Survey& Boxes 580-8,, 592-3 
Boxes 4" (Rolle 687-713 : Court Rolls 
BB-470 : Court Book., 1623-42 
Box TD. 76/29 (a Warwickshire Record Office catalogue number) : Miscellaneous 
Brotherton Library. Leedis 
Us* Lte q. 17 : Manuscript poem ca. 1605 satirising the foibles of 
His Majesty's Justices of the Peace for Northamptonshire 
Wellingborough. All Saints Church 
Parish Regi3ters 1586 -0 
Easton Neston, rw,, Thweester, Northamptonshire 
Lady Hesketh Kindly sent me an old catalogue of the sixteenth ard 
seventeenth century documents relating to the Permor family among the Fermor- 
Hesketh USS., mhile I was at Northampton. As a results I was able to see one 
or two relevant documents at the Record Office# but most of the family papers 
relate to the post-1700 periocls or to the medieval period., and the latter have 
been catalogued by the National Register of Archives. 
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